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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes the design, implementation, and evaluation of MultiJava, a backward-com-
patible extension to The Java Programming Language TM that supports open classes and symmetric 
multiple dispatch. An open class is one to which new methods can be added without editing the class 
directly. Multiple dispatch allows the method invoked by a message send to depend on the run-time 
types of any subset of the argument objects. MultiJava is the first full-scale programming language to 
support these features while retaining modular static typechecking and compilation. 
The paper defines the notions of modular editing, typechecking, and compilation, and describes 
two problems, the augmenting method problem and the binary method problem, that heretofore had 
not been solved in a modular way. We describe the architecture and key implementation details of our 
MultiJava compiler, mjc. mjc is open-source and is freely available for downloading. We present an 
evaluation of MultiJava that demonstrates the ease of extending code written in the language. We also 
provide empirical results for the performance of MultiJava versus the previous partial solutions to the 
augmenting method and binary method problems. These results demonstrate that MultiJava's perfor-
mance is comparable to that of the partial solutions, while the language provides full solutions to the 
problems. 
SECTION 1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper describes the design, implementation, and evaluation of MultiJava, a backward-com-
patible extension to The Java Programming Language™ [Gosling et al. 2000, Arnold et al. 2000] that 
supports open classes and symmetric multiple dispatch. An open class is one to which new methods 
can be added without editing the class directly [Chambers 1998, Millstein and Chambers 1999]. Multi-
ple dispatch allows the method invoked by a message send to depend on the run-time types of any sub-
set of the argument objects; this is in contrast to single dispatch where the method invoked depends on 
the run-time type of a distinguished receiver object and the compile-time types of the other argument 
objects. Subsection 1.1 below provides a more in-depth discussion of open classes, multiple dispatch, 
and what it means for multiple dispatch to be symmetric. 
Many of the key ideas in this paper were first introduced by the author, with Leavens, Chambers, 
and Millstein in a paper for OOPSLA 2000 [Clifton et al. 2000], hereafter referred to as CLCM2000. 
The question addressed there, and here as well, is how to scale the theoretical results of the Dubious 
language [Millstein and Chambers 1999] to a full-scale language, thus providing open classes and 
symmetric multiple dispatch while maintaining modular, static typechecking and compilation. The 
contributions of our OOPSLA 2000 paper include: 
• the first demonstration of open classes and symmetric multiple dispatch in a full-scale pro-
gramming language with modular, static typechecking and compilation, 
• a novel compilation scheme that is modular (each class or set of added methods can be com-
piled separately) and efficient (additional run-time cost is incurred only when the new features 
are actually used), and 
• a language design that extends Java while retaining backward-compatibility and interoperabil-
ity with existing Java source code and bytecode. 
The remainder of this introduction is divided into two subsections. The first introduces two of the 
problems solved by open classes and multiple dispatch and a third problem that has kept these features 
from being successfully combined with modular, static typechecking and compilation. It also discusses 
what we mean by the term "modular". Following the background information, another subsection 
highlights the key contributions of this work. 
2 
1.1. Background 
MultiJava adds open classes and symmetric multiple dispatch to Java while maintaining modular 
static typechecking and compilation. This subsection provides background and motivation for these 
features by describing two of the problems that are solved by open classes and multiple dispatch. 
Modularity is a theme that runs throughout this discussion, so it is helpful to begin by describing 
it in some detail. We say that an operation (like editing, typechecking, or compilation) performed on a 
program is modular if the operation can be achieved by manipulating a proper subset of the program's 
definition. Thought of in this way, modularity is more a continuum than an absolute; that is, the smaller 
the subset that is manipulated, the more modular the operation. To simplify discussion we will use the 
following notions: 
• We say that editing of a program is modular if it does not require changing preexisting code. In 
Java, editing which introduced new compilation units would be consider modular1; editing 
which required changing or adding to preexisting compilation units would not be modular. 
• We say that typechecking ( or compilation) is modular if a single compilation unit can be 
typechecked ( or compiled) without typechecking ( or compiling) the code of other compilation 
units. Only the type signatures of the declarations in other compilation units are required for 
modular typechecking (or compilation) [Cardelli 1997]. 
• We say that a language is a modular, statically-typed language if it supports modular static 
typechecking and modular compilation. In such a language modular editing would require the 
typechecking and compilation of only the additional compilation units added to the program. 
This subsection begins by describing two problems, the augmenting method problem and the 
binary method problem, that are solved by open classes and multiple dispatch. We then briefly describe 
the modularity problem that has, until now, prevented the successful integration of these features into a 
modular, statically-typed programming language. 
1.1.1. Augmenting Method Problem 
A well-known challenge for object-oriented languages is reconciling the addition of new sub-
classes to a class hierarchy with the addition of new operations to existing classes [Reynolds 1975, 
Cook 1991, Odersky and Wadler 1997, Krishnamurthi et al. 1998, Findler and Flatt 1999, Zenger and 
I. A Java compilation unit corresponds to a single file in Java implementations based on file systems, see §7.6 of 
[Gosling et al. 2000]. 
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Odersky 2001]. For maintenance reasons the addition of new classes and new operations should be 
done in a modular way-without requiring any modifications to existing code. This is not possible in 
existing single dispatch object-oriented languages, like C++ [Stroustrup 1997], Smalltalk [Goldberg 
and Robson 1983], Java and others. 
One can view the classes of a class hierarchy, or more generally the types in a collection of related 
types, as columns in a matrix. The rows in the matrix represent the operations available on the types. 
Table 1 shows such a matrix for a type shape and a subtype Rectangle. 
Table 1: A matrix view of types representing shapes 
Types 
Operations shape Rectangle 
topsound() return they-coordinate of the top- return they-coordinate of the top 
most point edge 
1 eftsound () return the x-coordinate of the left- return the x-coordinate of the left 
most point edge 
shrink() mutate the shape by moving all mutate the Rectangle by setting 
points half the distance towards the width and height to half the original 
top, left bound values 
The cells in the table describe the results of invoking the given operation on an instance of the 
given type. Procedural and object-oriented programming provide complementary support for extend-
ing a matrix such as this. In procedural programming the code is generally organized based on the rows 
of the table. For example a single topsound function might be implemented using a variant-case 
expression2 in Scheme [Friedman et al. 1992]: 
(define topsound 
(1 ambda (s) 
(variant-cases 
(shape (xvalues yvalues) (max yvalues)) 
(Rectangle (top left height width) top) 
(else (error "unknown type"))))) 
A separate function is implemented for each operation. Using this technique it is a simple matter to add 
a new operation, for example circumference. The new operation can be thought of as a new row in 
2. Briefly, the variant-case in the sample code dispatches on the type of s. Only one of the cases within the vari-
ant-case will be executed. For example, ifs is an instance of shape then the result of the variant-case is the 
result of evaluating the body of the Shape case, i.e., (max yva l ues), with the two variables, xva l ues and 
yva l ues, bound to the like-named fields of s. 
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the matrix. A single new function is written to encode the new operation, again using the variant-case 
technique: 
(define circumference 
(1 ambda (s) 
(variant-cases 
(shape (xvalues yvalues) ... ) 
(Rectangle (top left height width) (* 2 (+ height width))) 
(else (error "unknown type"))))) 
Unfortunately, this approach does not support the modular addition of new types. For example, if one 
wishes to add a type for circles to the matrix, one must edit the definitions of every existing operation, 
such as topBound and circumference, to add a case for the new type. 
By contrast, with object-oriented programming the code is organized based on the types. A single 
class is written for each column in the matrix. For example, in Java the Rectangle type might be 
implemented as follows: 
public class Rectangle extends shape { 
/* private fields * I 
} 
private double top, left, height, width; 
/* constructor * I 
public Rectangle( double top, double left, double height, double width) { 
super( /* pass four comer points of the rectangle to shape's constructor * I ) ; 
this.top= top; this.left= left; 
this.height= height; this.width= width; 
} 
/* methods described in Table 1 * I 
public double topBound() { return top; } 
public double leftBound() { return left; } 
public void shrink() { 
height= height/ 2; width= width/ 2; 
} 
With the object-oriented approach it is simple to handle the addition of new types to the matrix. One 
simply writes a new class implementing all the operations from the matrix for the new type. Thus the 
object-oriented approach succeeds where the procedural approach fails. Unfortunately, the converse is 
also true; the object-oriented approach does not support the addition of new operations in a modular 
way. For example, to add the circumference operation one would have to edit each existing class to 
add the new operation. We call this need for non-modular editing to add a new operations or new 
classes the augmenting method problem. 
One solution to the augmenting method problem is to add the new operation by writing new sub-
classes for each of the existing classes. The subclasses would include code for the new operation and 
would inherit the code for the remaining operations. Unfortunately, existing client code would still 
5 
include code to instantiate the original classes, so the client code would have to be modified to create 
instances of the new subclasses instead [Holzle 1993). If these new instances were assigned to vari-
ables of the existing types, then an explicit downcast would be required to access the new methods. 
Also if instances of the original classes were stored in a database, a non-modular conversion of the 
database would be required to convert the original classes to new subclasses. 
A second approach is to use the visitor design pattern [Gamma et al. 1995) (pp. 331-344 ), which 
evolved specifically to address the problem of adding new functionality to existing classes in a modu-
lar way. The basic idea is to reify each operation into a class, thereby allowing operations to be struc-
tured in their own hierarchy. 
For example, consider the version of the shape class hierarchy in Figure 1 a; here the classes are 
augmented with an accept method according to the visitor pattern. Operations on shapes are struc-
tured in their own class hierarchy, each operation becoming a subclass of an abstract Shapevi si tor 
class as shown in Figure 1 b. The client of an operation on shapes invokes the accept method of a 
shape, passing a shapevi si tor instance representing the operation to perform; in this case, mutating 
the shape by flipping it about its vertical axis: 
someshape. accept (new YAxi s Fl i pvi si tor(. .. )) 
The accept method of each kind of shape then uses double-dispatching [Ingalls 1986) to invoke the 
method of the visitor that is appropriate for that shape. 
The main advantage of the visitor pattern is that new operations can be added modularly, without 
needing to edit any of the shape subclasses: the programmer simply defines a new shapevi si tor 
subclass containing methods for visiting each class in the shape hierarchy. However, use of the visitor 
pattern brings several drawbacks, including the following, listed in order of increasing importance: 
• The stylized double-dispatching code is tedious to write and prone to error. 
• The need for the visitor pattern must be anticipated ahead of time, when the shape class is first 
implemented. For example, had the shape hierarchy not been written with an accept method, 
which allows visits from the shapevi si tor hierarchy, it would not have been possible to add 
the horizontal-flipping functionality in a modular way. 
• Even with the accept method included, only visitors that require no additional arguments and 
that return no results can be programmed in a natural way; for example Figure le shows how 
results must be stored in the state of the visitor. To use this result-returning visitor requires 
code like: 
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a) public class shape { 
} 
/* constructor and field declarations omitted * I 
/* ... */ 
public void accept( shapevisitor v) { 
v.visitshape( this); 
} 
public class Rectangle extends shape { 
} 
/* constructor and field declarations omitted * I 
/* ... */ 
public void accept( shapevisitor v) { 
v.visitRectangle( this); 
} 
b) public abstract class shapevisitor { 
/* ... */ 
} 
public abstract void visitshape( shapes); 
public abstract void visitRectangle( Rectangle r ); 
/* abstract methods for other shape subclasses * I 
public class YAxisFlipvisitor extends shapevisitor { 
/* ... */ 
public void visitshape( shapes) { 
yFlipAbout( centroid(s.borderPoints()), s.borderPoints() ); 
} 
public void visitRectangle( Rectangle r) { /* doesnothing */ } 
} 
c) public class Circumferencevisitor extends shapevisitor { 
private double result; 
} 
public double getResult() { return result; } 
/* ... */ 
public void visitshape( shapes) { 
result= accumDistance(s.borderPoints()); 
} 
public void visitRectangle( Rectangle r) { 
result= 2 *Cr.height()+ r.width()); 
} 
Figure 1: Java code for some participants in the visitor design pattern: 
part a) shows some classes of the Shape hierarchy augmented with accept methods, 
part b) shows some classes of the shapevi s i tor hierarchy that implement operations on shapes, 
part c) shows an operation that returns a result through the visitor's state 
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circumferencevisitor v = new circumferencevisitor(); 
someshape.accept( v ); 
system.out.println( "The circumference is"+ v.getResult() ); 
• Although the visitor pattern allows the addition of new operations modularly, in so doing it 
gives up the ability to add new subclasses to existing shape classes in a modular way. For 
example, if a new shape subclass were introduced, the shapevi si tor class and all subclasses 
would have to be modified to contain a method for visiting the new kind of node. Thus, visitor 
trades the non-modularity of the object-oriented approached for the non-modularity of the pro-
cedural approach [Krishnamurthi et al. 1998]. Proposals have been advanced for dealing with 
this well-known limitation [Krishnamurthi et al. 1998, Martin 1998, Nordberg 1998, Vlissides 
1999, Zenger and Odersky 2001], but they suffer from additional complexity (in the form of 
hand-coded typecases, more complex class hierarchies, and factory methods) that make them 
even more difficult and error-prone to use. More details on this related work are discussed 
below. 
The paper by Krishnamurthi, et al. briefly describes a tocl, Zodiac, to automate the generation of 
their more complex "extensible visitor" code [Krishnamurthi et al. 1998], however it seems that the 
tool must be used from initial code development; it is not possible to use Zodiac to extend existing 
code in a modular way. 
Zenger and Odersky describe a Java language extension that introduces extensible algebraic 
datatypes and a typecase construct. They describe a technique called "extensible algebraic datatypes 
with defaults" that is more powerful than the extensible visitor pattern and seems to solve the augment-
ing method problem. This language extension is discussed further in Section 7, but we note here that, 
like Zodiac, the extended language features must be used from initial development. 
Open classes, as described in Subsection 2.1, provide a more general solution to the augmenting 
method problem by allowing new methods to be added to a class without editing the class directly and 
without prior planning on the part of the original class designer. 
1.1.2. Binary Method Problem 
The well-known binary method problem is caused by traditional object-oriented languages' reli-
ance on single dispatch [Bruce et al. 1995]. Before describing the problem in detail it is helpful to 
introduce some terminology. 
Though there are some discrepancies in the literature, we will use the term dispatch to refer to the 
selection, at run-time, of the appropriate method to invoke in response to a message send. Dispatch in 
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object-oriented languages can be divided into single and multiple dispatch. Multiple dispatch is found 
in Common Lisp [Steele Jr. 1990, Paepcke 1993], Dylan [Shalit 1997, Feinberg et al. 1997], and Cecil 
[Chambers 1992, Chambers 1995]. It allows the method invoked by a message send to depend on the 
run-time classes of any subset of the argument objects. A method that takes advantage of the multiple 
dispatch mechanism is called a multimethod. In contrast, single dispatch, as noted above, selects the 
method invoked by a message send based on the run-time class of only the distinguished receiver argu-
ment. In C++ and Java, the static (i.e., compile-time) types of the arguments influence method selec-
tion via static overload resolution; the dynamic (i.e., run-time) types of the non-receiver arguments are 
not involved in method dispatch. 
Multiple dispatch is symmetric if the rules for method lookup treat all dispatched arguments iden-
tically. Asymmetric multiple dispatch typically uses lexicographic ordering, where earlier arguments 
are more important; a variant of this approach selects methods based partly on the textual ordering of 
their declarations. Symmetric multiple dispatch is used in Cecil, Dylan, Kea [Mugridge et al. 1991], 
the A&-calculus [Castagna et al. 1995, Castagna 1997], ML:s; [Bourdoncle and Merz 1997], and Tuple 
[Leavens and Millstein 1998]. 
The restriction to single dispatch in languages like Java and C++ is sometimes limiting. One com-
mon example involves binary methods. A binary method is a method that operates on two or more 
objects of the same type [Bruce et al. 1995]. In the portion of the shape class given in Figure 2a, the 
method for checking whether two shapes overlap is a binary method. But when comparing two rectan-
gles, one can use a more efficient overlap-detection algorithm than when comparing arbitrary shapes. 
The first way one might attempt to implement this idea in a Java program is given in Figure 2b. 
Unfortunately, this binary method for two Rectangles does not provide the desired semantics. In 
particular, the new overlaps method cannot be safely considered to override the original overlap-
detection method, because it violates the standard contravariant typechecking rule for functions 
[Cardelli 1988]: the argument type cannot safely be changed to a subtype in the overriding method. To 
wit, suppose the new method were considered to override the overlaps method from class shape. 
Then, by single dispatch, a method invocation s1. overlaps (s2) in Java would invoke the overriding 
method whenever s1 is an instance of Rectangle, regardless of the run-time class of s2. Therefore, it 
would be possible to invoke the Rectangle overlap-detection method when s2 is an arbitrary shape, 
even though the method expects its argument to be another Rectangle. This would cause a run-time 
type error, when Rectangle's method calls the contai nscornerof utility method that tries to access 
the fields in its argument r that are not inherited from shape. 
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a) public class shape { 
/* ... */ 
} 
public boolean overlaps(shape s) { 
Iterator pairs= orderedPairsof(s.borderPoints()); 
while (pairs.hasNext()) { 
if ( ((Pair)pairs.next()).linesegment().crosses( this)) { 
return true; 
} 
} 
return false; 
} 
b) public class Rectangle extends Shape { 
/* ... */ 
} 
public boolean overlaps(Rectangle r) { 
return containscornerof(r); 
} 
private boolean containscornerof(Rectangle r) { 
return contains(r.topLeft) I I contains(r.topRight) I I 
contains(r.bottomLeft) I I contain(r.bottomRight); 
} 
Figure 2: Binary method examples: 
part a) gives a binary method on two shape objects, 
part b) gives a binary method on two Rectangle objects. 
To resolve the type safety problem of Figure 2b, Java, like C++, considers Rectangle's over-
1 aps method to statically overload shape's method.3 Conceptually, one can think of each method in a 
program as implicitly belonging to a generic function, which is a collection of methods consisting of a 
top method and all of the methods that (dynamically) override it. 4 Statically overloaded methods 
belong to distinct generic functions, just as if the methods had different names. At compile-time Java 
uses the name, number of arguments, and static argument types of a message send to statically deter-
mine which generic function is invoked at each message send site. In our example, because of the dif-
ferent static argument types, the two overlaps methods belong to different generic functions, and 
Java determines statically which generic function is invoked for any overlaps message send site 
based on the static type of the message argument expressions. For example, consider the client code in 
Figure 3. Although the objects passed as arguments in the four overlaps message sends are identical, 
3. The details of static overloading in C++ are more complex than those for Java. 
4. These terms are defined more formally in Subsection 2.1.2 on page 18. 
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Rectangle rl, r2; 
shape sl, s2; 
boolean bl, b2, b3, b4; 
rl = new Rectangle( /* */ ) ; 
r2 = new Rectangle( /* ... */ ) ; 
sl = rl; 
s2 = r2; 
bl = rl.overlaps(r2); 
b2 = rl.overlaps(s2); 
b3 = sl.overlaps(r2); 
b4 = sl. overlaps (s2); 
Figure 3: Code demonstrating the "unnatural" semantics of static overloading 
these message sends do not all invoke the same method. In fact, only the first message send will invoke 
the Rectangle overlap-detection method. The other three messages will invoke the shape overlap-
detection method, because the static types of these arguments cause Java to bind the messages to the 
generic function introduced by shape's overlaps method. Likewise, the first message is statically 
bound to the generic function introduced by Rectangle's overlaps method. Thus Java's static over-
loading solves the type-safety problem, but provides an "unnatural" semantics.5 
This demonstrates the binary method problem of single dispatch languages-because they cannot 
safely use subtypes in the argument positions of overriding methods, single dispatch languages cannot 
easily specify overriding binary methods for cases when both the receiver and non-receiver arguments 
are subtypes of the original types; furthermore, single dispatch languages cannot easily take advantage 
of the private representation of the non-receiver argument. 
In Java, one can solve the binary method problem by performing explicit run-time type tests and 
associated casts; we call this coding pattern a typecase. 6 This is the basic technique of encapsulated 
multimethods [Bruce et al. 1995, Castagna 1995]. For example, one could implement the Rectangle 
overlap-detection method as follows: 
public class Rectangle extends shape { 
/* ... */ 
public boolean overlaps( shapes) { 
if( s instanceof Rectangle) { 
Rectangle r = (Rectangle) s; 
return containscornerof(r); 
} else { 
return super.overlaps(s); 
} 
5. This claim of unnaturalness is supported by the fact that many of the computer scientists to whom we have 
described this example required a demonstration to be convinced of the semantics. 
6. The typecase pattern is analogous to the variant-case code in Scheme introduced on page 3. 
} 
/* ... */ 
} 
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This version of the Rectangle overlap-detection method has the desired semantics. In addition, 
since it takes an argument of type shape, this method can safely override shape's overlaps method, 
and is part of the same generic function. All message sends in the example client code above will now 
invoke Rectangle's overlaps method. 
However, this "improved" code has several problems. First, the programmer is explicitly coding 
the search for what overlap-detection algorithm to execute, which can be tedious and error-prone. In 
addition, such code is not easily extensible. For example, suppose a Ci rel e subclass of shape is 
added to the program. If special overlap-detection behavior is required of a Rectangle and a Ci rel e, 
the above method must be modified to add the new case. In general, whenever a new shape subclass is 
added, the typecase of each existing binary method in each existing shape subclass may need to be 
modified to add a new case for the new subclass. 
A related partial solution to the binary method problem in Java is the use of double-dispatching, 
as in the accept methods of the visitor pattern (see Figure 1 on page 6). With double-dispatching, 
instead of using an explicit ins tanceof test to find out the run-time type of the non-receiver argument 
s, as in the typecase example, this information is obtained by performing a second message send, as in 
Figure 4. This second message is sent to the non-receiver argument of the original message, but with 
the name of the message encoding the dynamic class of the original receiver. This can be seen in the 
overlaps methods of the figure. 
Double-dispatching avoids the need for an explicit typecase over all the possible argument shapes 
in every subclass. Instead it reuses the language's built-in method dispatching mechanism. However, 
double-dispatching is even more tedious to implement by hand than typecases, requiring n(n + 1) 
methods to handle all pairs of n types. Also, double-dispatching is still not completely modular, since it 
requires at least the root class (Shape in our example) to be modified whenever a new subclass is to be 
added. (This modification introduces the generic function for the new subclass, akin to over-
1 apsRectangl e in our example.) 
Multimethods provide an elegant solution to the binary method problem by supporting safe cova-
riant overriding in the face of subtype polymorphism [Castagna 1995, Bruce et al. 1995]. This is dem-
onstrated in Subsection 2.2 below. Multimethods also provide a more uniform and expressive 
approach to overload resolution by eliminating the need for static overloading. 
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public class shape { 
/* ... */ 
} 
public boolean overlaps( shapes) { 
s.overlapsshape( this); 
} 
protected boolean overlapsshape( shapes) { 
Iterator pairs= orderedPairsof(s.borderPoints()); 
while (pairs.hasNext()) { 
if ( ((Pair)pairs.next()).linesegment().crosses( this)) { 
return true; 
} 
} 
return false; 
} 
protected boolean overlapsRectangle( Rectangle r) { 
I I no special code so ... 
return overlapsshape( r ); 
} 
public class Rectangle extends shape { 
/* ... */ 
public boolean overlaps( shapes) { 
s.overlapsRectangle( this); 
} 
protected boolean overlapsRectangle( Rectangle r) { 
return containscornerof(r); 
} 
/* ... */ 
} 
Figure 4: Examples of binary methods encoded using double-dispatch 
1.1.3. The Modularity Problem 
If a language can solve the augmenting and binary methods problems by supporting open classes 
and multimethods, then why aren't they widely supported? One reason is that both features have suf-
fered from a modularity problem [Cook 1991]: independently-developed modules, which typecheck in 
isolation, may cause type errors when combined.7 Object-oriented languages without multimethods 
and open classes do not suffer from the modularity problem; for example, in Java, one can safely 
typecheck each compilation unit in isolation. Because of the modularity problem, previous work on 
adding multimethods to an existing statically-typed object-oriented language has either forced global 
typechecking [Leavens and Millstein 1998, Dutchyn et al. 2001] or has employed asymmetric multiple 
7. We elaborate on this modularity problem in Subsection 3.4, after we have introduced sufficient syntax to 
describe it in greater detail. 
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dispatch in order to ensure modularity [Boyland and Castagna 1997]. We will see that MultiJava solves 
the modularity problem by a few simple restrictions to the expressiveness of the language. 
1.2. Goals and Contributions 
In [Millstein and Chambers 1999] the authors present a simple core language, Dubious, with open 
classes and symmetric multiple dispatch. The authors describe several different sets of restrictions that 
permit modular static typechecking of Dubious while still providing the flexibility necessary to solve 
the augmenting and binary methods problems. In MultiJava we apply the most modular of the Dubious 
type systems, System M, to the Java language. 8 The result is the first full-scale programming language 
to support open classes and symmetric multiple dispatch with modular, static typechecking and compi-
lation. 
The design of MultiJava is predicated on the following goals and constraints: 
• MultiJava must provide complete backward compatibility with the extant Java language. Code 
written in Java must have the same semantics when compiled with a Java compiler or a Multi-
Java compiler, including code that relies on Java's static overloading. It must be possible to 
extend existing Java classes via the open class mechanism. It must be possible to override 
existing single dispatch methods with multimethods. 
• The modular static typechecking and compilation properties of Java must be maintained. 
• To allow for wide use of code written in MultiJava, output of the MultiJava compiler will tar-
get the standard JVM, or Java Virtual Machine. 
• For regular Java code the bytecode produced by the MultiJava compiler should be no less effi-
cient than that generated by a standard Java compiler. Since MultiJava source code using open 
classes or multiple dispatch cannot easily be expressed in regular Java, the efficiency of the 
generated code for these features is not a primary concern. However, the bytecode should have 
efficiency comparable to standard Java code using the extensible visitor pattern, hand-coded 
double-dispatching, typecases, or other partial solutions. 
By satisfying the first two constraints MultiJava solves the augmenting method and binary 
method problems in situations where development extends existing libraries. The first constraint says 
8. System M achieves its modularity by sacrificing some expressiveness. We highlight some of the idioms that are 
disallowed when we introduce the restrictions. In Subsection 6.1. 7 we discuss how we might adopt the more 
expressive System E for use in MultiJava. 
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that our solution to the augmenting method problem provides modular editing; the second says that our 
solution provides modular typechecking and compilation. Of course solving these problems in situa-
tions where development extends existing libraries means that these problems are solved in situations 
where development proceeds from scratch. 
By satisfying the last two constraints MultiJava is more than an academic curiosity. The language 
suits any circumstance where Java would be suitable, and perhaps other circumstances due to its 
greater extensibility and expressiveness. One might argue that since the number of Java programmers 
is large and the number of MultiJava programmers is small (thus far), that a project is better served 
using Java. We think the syntax and semantics, as presented in Section 2, are so "Java-like" that the 
experienced Java developer will have no problems adopting MultiJava. 
To assist the reader, much of the content from CLCM2000 is repeated in this paper. The discus-
sion is explicit about the material that is new with this work. Here is a brief outline of the material that 
follows, with the key new contributions in each section noted: 
Section 2 describes the syntax and semantics of the MultiJava language both by example and for-
mally where necessary for understanding. This section also describes the typechecking strategy for 
MultiJava and the restrictions necessary for modularity. While much of this section comes from 
CLCM2000, it also provides several new contributions including: 
• a discussion of methods that belong to more than one generic function and the introduction of 
a term to describe such methods, 
• support for run-time dispatching on array types and overloading of external generic functions, 
• additional restrictions on the use of some language features that, while not necessary for 
soundness, provide software engineering benefits, and 
• a thorough treatment of upcalls9 that identifies and remedies an encapsulation problem not 
previously discussed and that classifies upcalls into two kinds, superclass method invocations 
and overridden method invocations, with distinct syntax and semantics. 
Section 3 describes the translation of MultiJava source code into regular Java bytecode. This sec-
tion contributes compilation strategies for the two kinds of upcalls, for private methods written using 
the open class syntax, and for encoding MultiJava specific information in bytecode for efficient 
retrieval by MultiJava compilers. 
9. We say a method invocation is an upcall if it targets a method in a superclass of the calling method or it targets a 
method overridden by the calling method. The invocation super. tostri ng() in Java is an example. 
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The remaining sections of the paper are all new with this work, except for a brief discussion of the 
alternative language design, TupleJava, which comes from CLCM2000. Section 4 describes the archi-
tecture of our MultiJ ava compiler and highlights some of the interesting techniques used in implement-
ing it. Section 5 presents an evaluation of the language by describing an application implemented using 
MultiJava and by comparing performance results on code examples implemented first in MultiJava 
and then using several of the partial solutions identified above. In Section 6 we describe some possible 
extensions to MultiJava and review TupleJava. Section 7 discusses related work and Section 8 con-
cludes. 
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SECTION 2. LANGUAGE DESIGN 
We solve the augmenting and binary methods problems by including open classes and multiple 
dispatch in MultiJava. This section describes how we add these features to Java while solving the mod-
ularity problem, thus retaining Java's static modular typechecking and compilation. Subsection 2.1 
describes MultiJava's open class feature, while Subsection 2.2 describes the syntax and semantics of 
multiple dispatch in MultiJava. In Subsection 2.3 we discuss the interaction of these features. With the 
necessary syntax introduced, Subsection 2.4 elaborates on the modularity problem that was introduced 
above and describes the restrictions imposed by the type system to solve this problem. 
2.1. Open Classes in MultiJava 
The open class feature of MultiJava allows a programmer to add new methods to existing classes 
without modifying existing code and without breaking the encapsulation properties of Java. Contrary 
to the visitor pattern, it does this in a way that allows new subclasses to be introduced modularly. Thus 
MultiJava's open classes solve the augmenting method problem. 
2.1.1. Declaring and Invoking Augmenting Methods 
The key new language feature involved in open classes is the augmenting method declaration, 
whose syntax is specified in Figure 5 on page 17. Using augmenting methods, the functionality of the 
circumference-calculating visitor from Figure 1 c can be written as in Figure 6. 
A program may contain several augmenting method declarations that add methods to the same 
class; for example the use of the ci rcumfe re nee generic function in a program would not preclude 
the use of a separate area generic function declared using augmenting method declarations. As in 
Java, the bodies of augmenting methods may use the keyword "this" to reference the receiver object. 
Also as in Java the use of "this" is only required when passing a receiver reference to another method 
or when accessing a field of the receiver that is hidden by a local parameter, type, or variable declara-
tion. Otherwise field references and method calls implicitly target the receiver object. See, for exam-
ple, the calls to width() and height() in the ci rcumfe re nee augmenting method for Rectangle in 
Figure 6. It is permissible to use this in situations where it is not required. For example, we could 
have written this.width() in this example. 
Clients invoke augmenting methods exactly as they would the class's original methods. For 
example, the ci rcumfe re nee method of someshape is invoked as follows: 
someshape.circumference() 
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CompilationUnit73 : 
PackageDeclaration7.4.l opt ImportDeclarations7·5 opt TopLevelDeclarations0 pt 
Top Leve !Dec la rations : 
Top Leve !Declaration 
TopLevelDeclarations TopLevelDeclaration 
Top Leve !Dec la ration : 
TypeDeclaration7·6 
AugmentingM ethodDeclaration 
AugmentingMethodDeclaration: 
AugmentingMethodHeader MethodBody8.4.S 
AugmentingMethodHeader: 
MethodModifiers8.4.J opt ResultType8·4 AugmentingMethodDeclarator Throws8.4.4 opt 
AugmentingM ethodDeclarator: 
ClassType43 • Identifier3·8 ( FormalParameterList8.4.l opt ) 
Figure 5: Syntax extensions for MultiJava open classes: 
This grammar extends the Java syntax given in the first 17 chapters of The Java Language 
Specification (distinct from the parser grammar given in chapter 18) [Gosling et al. 2000]. For 
standard Java nonterminals we just list the new productions for MultiJava and indicate the existence 
of the other productions with an ellipses ( ... ). Existing Java nonterminals bear superscript 
annotatations giving the pertinent section numbers from the Java specification. 
I I compilation unit "circumference" 
package thesis.examples; 
I I Methods for calculating circumference 
public double shape.circumference() { 
return accumoistance(borderPoints()); 
} 
public double Rectangle.circumference() { 
return 2 *(width()+ height()); 
} 
I* circumference calculation methods for other subclasses * I 
Figure 6: Circumference-calculating generic function using augmenting methods 
where someshape is an instance of shape or a subclass. This is allowed even if the instance referred to 
by someshape was retrieved from a persistent database, or was created by code that did not have 
access to the circumference methods. Code can create and manipulate instances of classes without 
being aware of all augmenting methods that may have been added to the classes; only code wishing to 
invoke or override a particular augmenting method needs to be aware of its declaration. 
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2.1.2. Generic Functions, External and Internal 
It is helpful at this point to define some technical terms. 
Recall that a generic function is a collection of methods consisting of a top method and all of the 
methods that (dynamically) override it. Conceptually, one can think of each method in a program 
(whether augmenting or declared within a class) as implicitly belonging to a generic function . For 
example, the ci rcumfe re nee augmenting methods above introduce a single new generic function, 
providing implementations for two receiver classes. Each message send expression invokes the meth-
ods of a particular, statically determined generic function. 
More precisely, given a method declaration Msub whose receiver is of class or interface T, if there 
is an accessible method declaration Msuper of the same name, number of arguments, and static argu-
ment types as Msub but whose receiver is of some proper supertype of T, then Msub belongs to the same 
generic function as Msuper hence Msub overrides Msuper Otherwise, Msub is the top method of a new 
generic function. The top method may be abstract, for example if it is declared in an interface. It is also 
possible for a method to have two distinct top methods and thus belong to two generic functions even 
without open classes. This can happen when a single method of a subclass simultaneously overrides a 
superclass method and implements a method from an interface. We call such a method a pleomorphic 
method. 10 Pleomorphic methods present an interesting compilation challenge that was not considered 
in CLCM2000. This challenge and a solution are discussed in Subsection 3.3 on page 53. 
A reference type in Java is any class type, interface type, or array type. We say that a reference 
type Sis a subtype of a reference type T ( equivalently, Tis a supertype of S), and we write S ::;: T, if one 
of the following holds [Gosling et al. 2000] (§5.1.4 ): 
• Tis a class and S is either Tor a class that extends T, 
• Tis an interface and S is a class that implements T, 
• Tis an interface and S is either Tor an interface that extends T, 
• Sis an interface and Tis j ava. l ang. object, 
• Sis an array type and Tis j ava. l ang. Object, 
• Sis an array type and Tis j ava. l ang. cl one able, 
• Sis an array type and Tis j ava. io. Seri al i zabl e, or 
10. Pleomorphic methods are named after the term in crystallography, since such methods can be considered points 
in two different type tuple lattices. 
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• Sis an array type S "[], Tis an array type TT], and S., 5:: T". 
We say that Sis a proper subtype of T if S 5.: T and S * T. This subtype relation can be defined equiva-
lently using the i nstanceof operator in Java: Sis a subtype of Tif, for all objects s of type S, the Java 
expressions i nstanceof T evaluates to true. The subtype relation used in this work is different than 
the relation given in CLCM2000 that did not consider array types. 
We call a method declared via the augmenting method declaration syntax an external method if 
the class of its receiver is not declared in the same compilation unit. All other methods are internal. 
Besides methods declared in class declarations, this includes methods declared via the augmenting 
method declaration syntax whose receiver class is declared in the same compilation unit. Calling such 
methods "internal" is sensible, since they can be added to the receiver's class declaration by the com-
piler. 
Analogously, an external generic function is one whose top method is external. All other generic 
functions are internal. Some methods of an external generic function can be internal methods (see Sub-
section 2.1.4 on page 20). The concepts embedded in our use of the terms internal and external are sub-
tle. The reader should note the following: 
• A regular Java method is always internal. 
• An augmenting method may be internal (if it augments a class in the same compilation unit) or 
may be external. 
• An internal method may belong to an internal or an external generic function. 
• An external method always belongs to an external generic function ( due to restriction R3 pre-
sented in Subsection 2.4.2). 
We will be rigorous in the use of the these terms in the remainder of this paper. 
2.1.3. Scoping of External Generic Functions 
To invoke or override an external generic function, client code first imports the generic function 
using an extension of Java's existing import mechanism. For example, 
import thesis.examples.circumference; 
will import the generic function circumference from the package thesis.examples. Similarly 
import thesis.examples.*; 
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will implicitly import all the compilation units in the package thesis.examples, which will make all 
accessible (i.e., non-private) types and generic functions in that package available for use. Each compi-
lation unit implicitly imports all the generic functions in its package. 11 
We call the set of methods and fields in a class the signature of that class. The set of methods and 
fields available to all clients of a class is the public signature of that class. The apparent signature of a 
class for a given client is the set of methods and fields available to that client. The explicit importation 
of external generic functions enables client code to manage the apparent signatures of the classes they 
manipulate. Only clients that import the ci rcumfe rence generic function will see the ci rcumfe r-
ence operation in the apparent signature of shape. Other clients will not have their apparent signatures 
for shape polluted with this generic function. Furthermore, a compilation unit that did not import the 
existing circumference generic function could declare its own circumference generic function 
without conflict. 
Java allows at most one public type (class or interface) declaration in a compilation unit. 12 This 
concession allows the implementation to find the file containing the source code for a type based on its 
name. In MultiJava we extend this restriction in a natural way: each file may contain either one public 
type with associated internal methods, or a collection of overloaded public generic functions all with 
the same identifier. The CLCM2000 version of MultiJava allowed a file to contain the methods of just 
a single public generic function. But because the file name is derived from the generic function identi-
fier, the original restriction prevented a package from overloading external generic functions on unre-
lated types or with different numbers of parameters. The new constraint permits such overloading 
while still allowing a compiler to easily locate imported generic functions. 
2.1.4. Inheritance of Augmenting Methods 
MultiJava extends Java's notions of method inheritance and subtype polymorphism to open 
classes. Because of this, a new subclass of Shape can be added without changing any existing code, as 
follows: 
import thesis.examples.shape; 
import thesis.examples.circumference; 
public class Parallelogram extends shape { 
/* ... */ 
public double circumference() { 
return 2.0 *(base()+ side()); 
11. As of this writing, the implementation of this feature in mjc is not finished. 
12.Java's restriction is somewhat more complex to account for its default access modifier, which gives access to all 
other classes in the package [Gosling et al. 2000] (§7.6). 
I I compilation unit "area" 
import thesis.examples.shape; 
import thesis.examples.Rectangle; 
public double shape.area { 
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return sumTriangles(sort(borderPoints())); 
} 
public double Rectangle.area { 
return width()* height(); 
} 
} 
} 
Figure 7: Example used to show method inheritance for open classes 
A subclass can override any method in the apparent signature of its superclass, as in Para 11 el o-
gram's circumference method. Thus, unlike the visitor pattern, open classes permit the modular 
addition of new operations and new t_ypes. This method also illustrates a fact noted above-regular 
internal methods can be added to external generic functions. 
Because of method inheritance, a client of Parallelogram can invoke any method in shape's 
apparent signature on an instance of Parallelogram, regardless of whether that method was visible in 
Parallelogram's compilation unit. For example, suppose that a client program imported the area 
generic function from Figure 7. Even though the area method was not in the apparent signature of 
shape from Parallelogram's perspective, the client can still execute the following code: 
Parallelogram par= new Parallelogram(/* ... */ ); 
double area= par.area(); 
This will execute the shape. area() method from Figure 7, just as if Parallelogram had inherited 
the method from shape. 
Self-augmenting Classes 
An interesting coding pattern with augmenting methods, and one not considered in CLCM2000, 
is the self-augmenting class. We say a class C is self-augmenting if C imports a generic function that 
includes a method with receiver type C. For example, if the Rectangle class were to import the area 
generic function of Figure 7, then Rectangle would be a self-augmenting. For self-augmenting 
classes downcalls, or calls from a superclass method to an overriding subclass method of a different 
. generic function [Ruby and Leavens 2000], are potentially confusing. Consider the following code: 
I I compilation unit "size" 
package thesis.operations; 
public int cell.size() { 
return 1; 
} 
I I compilation unit "Cell" 
package thesis.containers; 
import thesis.operations.size; 
public class cell { 
} 
I* ... *I 
public int capacity() { 
return size(); 
} 
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I I disallowed, see below 
In this code Ce 11 is a self-augmenting class. The method call expression in the body of Ce 11 's 
capacity method calls the external generic function size. Now suppose that we declare a subclass of 
Ce 11 as follows: 
I I compilation unit "Pair" 
package thesis.containers; 
public class Pair extends cell{ 
I* ... *I 
public int size() { 
return 2; 
} 
} 
Since Pair does not import size, the method size is not in the apparent signature of eel l from 
Pai r's perspective. Thus the size method declared in Pair does not override the external method 
eel l. size but instead introduces a new generic function. The target generic function of an invocation 
is determined statically. Since the size method of Pai r is not in the generic function targeted by 
eel l's invocation of size(), Pair.size cannot be the target of the invocation. Therefore, an invoca-
tion of capacity on an instance of Pair will not result in a downcall to the size method of Pair as 
one might otherwise expect, but instead results in a call to eel l. size. Thus we have the following 
results: 
new cell().capacity() 1 
new Pair().capacity() 1 
To avoid this potential confusion we have chosen to disallow self-augmenting classes in the cur-
rent version of the language. This doesn't seem to unduly restrict the expressiveness of the language, 
since if one were able to edit ce 11 to import size, then one could certainly write size inside of Ce 11 . 
And if one wishes to separate concerns by keeping size in a distinct compilation unit, then one can 
always write the method capacity as an external generic function as well: 
I I compilation unit "capacity" 
package thesis.operations; 
import thesis.operations.size; 
public int cell.capacity() { 
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return size(); 
} 
freeing ce 11 of the need to import size. Disallowing self-augmenting classes also avoids an encapsula-
tion problem for superclass method invocations. A restriction for overcoming this encapsulation prob-
lem, discussed in Subsection 6.1 on page 91, would allow self-augmenting classes, though the 
restriction would do nothing to resolve the confusion that they can cause. 
2.1.5. Encapsulation 
MultiJava retains the same encapsulation properties as Java [Gosling et al. 2000] (§6.6). All Java 
privileged access modifiers are allowed for external methods. For example, a helper method for a pub-
lic external method may be declared private and included in the same compilation unit as the public 
method. These modifiers have the usual meaning for methods, with the exception that a private exter-
nal method may only be invoked or overridden from within the compilation unit in which it is 
declared. This differs from Java because the context of an external method is a compilation unit instead 
of a class. 13 
Further, an external method may access: 
• public members of its receiver class, and 
• non-private members of its receiver class if the external method is in the same package as 
that class. 
All other access to receiver class members is prohibited. In particular, an external method does 
not have access to the private members of its receiver class. An augmenting internal method has the 
same access privileges as a regular Java method, including the ability to access private members of its 
receiver class. 
A consequence of these encapsulation properties of external methods is that one can view an 
external method as a composition of operations on the accessible fields and methods of the augmented 
class. This means, for example, that an external method cannot invalidate an object's invariant (assum-
ing that doing so is impossible for regular Java clients). 
2.1.6. Restrictions for Modular Typechecking 
MultiJava's modular typechecking scheme is discussed in detail in Subsection 2.4 on page 34. We 
briefly survey the restrictions on external methods here. 
13. ln Java, a protected method can be overridden within subclasses of its receiver class. In MultiJava one can also 
define protected external methods; these can be overridden both in subclasses of the method's receiver class and 
also within the compilation unit in which they are introduced. 
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External methods may not be annotated as abstract, nor can they be added to interfaces. Sup-
pose abstract external methods were allowed. A concrete subclass of the augmented abstract class 
could be declared in another compilation unit, without importing the abstract external method. Further-
more, the compilation unit declaring the abstract external method could not necessarily import all con-
crete subtypes of the augmented abstract class. Thus purely modular typechecking could not guarantee 
that the abstract external method was overridden for all concrete subclasses of the augmented abstract 
class. A similar argument holds for interfaces. However, this restriction on abstract external methods 
does not prohibit the declaration of concrete external methods that augment abstract classes. 
A second consequence of modular typechecking is that an augmenting method must either belong 
to a generic function whose top method is in the same compilation unit, or it must be an internal 
method. Without this restriction, it would be possible for independent compilation units to declare aug-
menting methods in the same generic function with the same receiver class, leading to a clash. This 
requirement is thus necessary for solving the modularity problem. 
2.1.7. Summary of Open Classes 
A key benefit of open classes is that they solve the augmenting method problem. New client-spe-
cific operations can be written as external generic functions outside of the class declarations. Unlike 
with the visitor pattern, there is no need to plan ahead for adding the new operations. Each new opera-
tion can define its own argument types and result type, independently of other operations; there is no 
need to manipulate these through auxiliary fields. More importantly, open classes allow new sub-
classes to be added to the program modularly, because there is no visitor class hierarchy that needs to 
be updated. 
Open classes also give programmers more flexibility in organizing their code. For example, the 
original circumference methods of Figure 6 can all be put in a single file separate from the compilation 
units defining the classes of the Shape hierarchy, supporting the separation of "cross-cutting" opera-
tions from the classes to which they belong, a key feature of subject-oriented and aspect-oriented pro-
gramming [Harrison and Ossher 1993, Kiczales et al. 1997]. Open classes also allow new methods to 
be added to an existing class even if the source code of the class is not available, for example if the 
class is in a library. New methods can even be added to a final class without violating the property that 
the class has no subclasses. Open classes also prevent the signature of a class from being "polluted" by 
methods that are specific to a particular program but not needed in others that use the class. 
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FormalParameter8·4·1 : 
Type4·1 @ ClassOrArrayType VariableDeclarator/d8· 3 
ClassOrArrayType: 
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ArrayType43 
Figure 8: Syntax extensions for MultiJava multimethods: 
See Figure 5 on page 17 for a description of the notation. 
public class Rectangle extends shape { 
/* ... */ 
public boolean overlaps(Shape@Rectangle r) { 
return containscornerof(r); 
} 
/* ... */ 
} 
Figure 9: Multimethod version of an overlap-detection method for two rectangles 
2.2. Multiple Dispatch in MultiJ ava 
In part to provide a clean and modular solution to the binary method problem, MultiJava allows 
programmers to write multimethods. 
2.2.1. Declaring Multimethods 
The syntax of our multimethod extension is specified in Figure 8. 14 Recall the overlaps binary 
method from Figure 2 on page 9. Using multimethods, an overlaps binary method for two Rectan-
gle instances can be written as in Figure 9. This code is identical to the first solution attempt presented 
in Figure 2b, except that the type declaration of the formal parameter r is shape@Rectangl e 15 instead 
of simply Rectangle. The shape part denotes the static type of the argument r. Consequently, the 
revised overlaps method belongs to the same generic function as shape's overlaps method from 
Figure 2a; the name, number of arguments, and (static) argument types match. The @Rectangle part 
indicates that we wish to dynamically dispatch on the formal parameter r, in addition to the receiver. 
As with standard Java, the receiver is always dispatched upon. So this overlaps method will be 
invoked only if the dynamic class of the receiver is Rectangle or a subclass (as with regular Java) and 
the dynamic class of the argument r is Rectangle or a subclass. 
14. This syntax is modified from CLCM2000 to permit array types following the"@" terminal symbol. 
15.Read "shape as rectangle". 
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2.2.2. Message Dispatch Semantics 
To formalize the definition of MultiJava's message dispatch semantics we first introduce some 
terminology and then extend the definition of subtyping (introduced in Subsection 2.1.2 on page 18) to 
tuples of types. 
In a formal parameter declaration, the type after an@ symbol is referred to as the explicit special-
izer of the formal and we call the S@Tconstruction a specialized parameter type. For a given method M 
with n non-receiver arguments, its tuple of specializers (S0, ... , Sn) is such that if M's receiver type is 
T, then S0 = @T and, for i E { 1 ... n} , if M has an explicit specializer, Ui, at the ith position, then Si is 
@Ui, otherwise Si is the static type of the ith parameter. An @-sign preceding a type in the tuple of spe-
cializers indicates that the corresponding parameter is considered in dispatching decisions. The Shape 
class's overlaps method has the tuple of specializers (@shape, shape) while the Rectangle class's 
method has (@Rectangle, @Rectangle). The receiver type is always annotated with an @-sign since 
the receiver is always dispatched upon. 
Subsection 2.1.2 introduced a subtyping relation for reference types. To describe MultiJava's dis-
patch semantics we must extend this definition to accommodate primitive types and the special nul 1 
type. Furthermore our definition must recognize the inherent asymmetry in Java's dispatch semantics, 
where nul 1 may be passed in a non-receiver argument position, but a nul 1 value in the receiver posi-
tion results in the familiar Nul 1 Poi nterExcepti on. 
Recall that we write S ~= T if Sis a subtype of T according to the subtype relation given in Subsec-
tion 2.1.2. Let ~mic denote the subtyping relation induced by the method invocation conversion opera-
tion in Java [Gosling et al. 2000] (§5.3). Briefly, S ~mic T if one of the following hold: 
• S and Tare reference types and S ~= T, 
• S = nu 11 and T is a reference type, or 
• Sand Tare primitive types and Scan be converted to T by widening primitive conversion 
[Gosling et al. 2000] (§5.1.2). 
There are subtle differences between the ~= and ~mic relations. The ~= relation applies only to reference 
types. But the~= relation can be defined in terms of Java's i nstanceof operator, and a Java expression 
whose static type is a reference type may evaluate to nul 1. The i nstanceof operator in Java is still 
applicable to such an expression and will evaluate to fa 1 se. For any Java expression e with dynamic 
type S, if e evaluates to anything other than nul 1, then e i nstanceof Timplies S ~mic T. But if e eval-
uates to null, then e i nstanceof Tis false but S ~mic Tis true. 
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We say that a type tuple (S0, ... , Sn) is a subtype of type tuple (T0, ... , Tn) if for each 
i E { 0 ... n} , one of the following holds 
(Cl) Si= Vi, T; = V;, and V; ::;mic V; 
(C2) S; = Vt, T; = @V;, and Vi :s;: ½ 
( C3) S; = @V;, T; = V;, and Vi :s;: ½ 
(C4) S; = @V;, T; = @V;, and V; :s;: V; 
For multimethods the overrides relationship is extended to consider all argument positions. Let 
M 1 be a multimethod with tuple of specializers (S0, ... , Sn) and M2 be a multimethod with tuple of 
specializers (T0, ... , Tn). M 1 overrides M2 if M 1 and M2 have the same name, number of arguments, 
and static argument types and (S0, ... , Sn) is a subtype of (T0, ... , Tn). In our overlaps example 
(@Rectangle, @Rectangle) is a subtype of (@shape, shape), because the predicate "Rectangle :s;: 
shape" satisfies C4 for the receiver position and C3 for the non-receiver position in the definition of 
subtyping for type tuples. 
The semantics of message dispatch in MultiJava is as follcws. For a message send Eo-1( E 1, ... ,En), 
we evaluate each E; to some value v;, extract the methods in the generic function being invoked (deter-
mined statically based on the generic functions in scope named I that are appropriate for the static 
types of the E; expressions), and then select and invoke the most-specific such method applicable to 
the arguments (v0, ... , vn). To formalize the notion of most-specific applicable method, let 
( C 0, ... , C n) be the dynamic types of ( v 0, ... , v n) . A method with tuple of specializers ( S 0, ... , Sn) is 
applicable to (v0, ... , vn) if (C0, ... , Cn) is a subtype of (S0, ... ,Sn). The most-specific applicable 
method is the unique applicable method whose tuple of specializers (S0, ... , Sn) is a subtype of the 
tuple of specializers of every applicable method. If there are no applicable methods for a message 
send, a message-not-understood error occurs. If there are applicable methods but no unique most-spe-
cific one, a message-ambiguous error occurs. (Static typechecking, described in Section 2.4, can 
always detect and reject generic functions that could potentially cause such errors, solving the modu-
larity problem.) 
Given this dispatching semantics, the code in Figure 9 indeed solves the binary method problem. 
For example, consider an invocation s1. overlaps (s2), where s1 and s2 have static type shape. If at 
run time both arguments are instances of Rectangle (or a subclass of Rectangle), then both shape's 
and Rectangle's overlaps methods are applicable. Of these applicable methods, the Rectangle 
method is the most specific, and therefore it will be selected and invoked. Otherwise, only the shape 
method is applicable, and it will therefore be invoked. 
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public class circle extends shape { 
/* ... */ 
} 
public boolean overlaps(shape s) { 
Iterator pairs= pairsof(s.borderPoints()); 
while (pairs.hasNext()) { 
if (line((Pair)pairs.next()).withinoistance(radius(),center()) { 
return true; 
} 
} 
return false; 
} 
public boolean overlaps(Shape@Rectangle r) { 
return r.contains( center() ) 11 
r.withinDistance( radius(), center()); 
} 
public boolean overlaps(Shape@circle c) { 
return distance( center(), c.center()) <radius()+ c.radius(); 
} 
Figure 10: MultiJava code demonstrating the mixing of methods with multimethods 
The presence of an @-sign on a member of a tuple in a type tuple comparison indicates that the :s;: 
relation is used in that position; otherwise the :s;mic relation is used as in regular Java. For symmetry in 
multimethod dispatch, all arguments used in dispatching are compared using the same :s;: relation. 
Thus MultiJava's dispatching semantics is symmetric while naturally generalizing Java's dispatching 
semantics. If a MultiJava program uses no explicit specializers, then dispatching occurs only on the 
receiver and the behavior of the program is exactly as in regular Java. The semantics of both dynamic 
dispatching and static overloading are unchanged. The addition of explicit specializers extends Java's 
normal dynamic dispatching semantics to these additional arguments. 
2.2.3. Mixing Methods with Multimethods 
Any subset of a method's arguments can be specialized. A class can declare several methods with 
the same name and static argument types, provided they have different argument specializers and no 
ambiguities arise. For example, a ci re 1 e class could be defined with a selection of overlap-detection 
methods as in Figure 10 (signatures of the methods are in bold print). 
All these methods have static argument type shape, so they all are in the same generic function 
(introduced by the overlaps method in the shape class). However, they have different combinations 
of specializers, causing them to apply to different run-time circumstances. For example, consider again 
the sl. overlaps (s2) invocation, where sl and s2 have static type shape. If at run time both argu-
ments are instances of ci rel e, then the first and third of these methods are applicable, along with the 
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shape class's default overlaps method. The third Ci rel e method is most specific, so it is invoked. If 
sl is a ci rel e but s2 is a shape, then only the first ci rel e method and the shape method are appli-
cable, and the first Ci rel e method is invoked. If sl is a Rectangle and s2 is a Ci rel e, then only 
shape's overlaps method is applicable (since Rectangle only declares a method for pairs of Rect-
angles). Finally, if sl is a Ci rel e and s2 is null, then only the shape method and the first Ci rel e 
method are applicable. (Since it is not true that null ::;: Ci rel e and it is not true that null ::;: Rectan-
gle, by C2 the last two Ci rel e overlaps methods are not applicable. Since it is true that null ::;mic 
shape, by Cl the first ci rel e method is applicable, and similarly for the shape overlaps method.) 
In general, a generic function can include methods that specialize on different subsets of argu-
ments, as long as it is not ambiguous. (Ambiguity detection is discussed in Section 2.4.) Invocations of 
generic functions use regular Java message syntax, and do not depend on which arguments are special-
ized. A regular Java method can be overridden in a subclass with a multimethod, without modifying 
the overridden class or any invocations of the method. 
2.2.4. Other Uses of Multimethods 
While binary methods are a commonly occurring situation where multimethods are valuable, 
other situations can benefit from multiple dispatch as well. For one example, consider a display 
generic function defined over output devices and shapes. Default display algorithms would be pro-
vided for an arbitrary shape on each output device. However, certain combinations of a shape and an 
output device might allow more efficient algorithms, for instance if the device provides hardware sup-
port for rendering the shape. To implement this generic function, an outputoevi ce class could intro-
duce a display method: 
public class outputoevice { 
/* ... */ 
public void display(shape s) { 
} 
Iterator pairs= orderedPairsof(s.borderPoints()); 
while (pairs.hasNext()) { 
renderLine( (Pair)pairs.next() ); 
} 
public native void renderLine( Pair p ); 
} 
Each subclass of outputoevi ces would be able to provide additional overriding display multi-
methods for particular kinds of shapes. For example, a FastHardware class might provide a few dis-
Play multi methods: 
public class FastHardware extends outputoevice { 
/* ... */ 
} 
public void display(shape s) { 
renderPolygon( s ); 
} 
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public void display(shape@Rectangle r) { 
renderRectangle( r ); 
} 
public void display(shape@circle c) { 
rendercircle( c ); 
} 
public native void renderPolygon( Shapes); 
public native void renderRectangle( Rectangle r ); 
public native void rendercircle( circle c ); 
Augmenting methods added to open classes can also be multimethods. For example, the above 
display generic function could be implemented as an external generic function. (Perhaps mapping 
from the shape representations to a representation supported by the outputDevi ce instances.) 
2.2.5. Restrictions for Modular Typechecking 
When a multimethod is external all the restrictions for open classes apply; for example, external 
multimethods cannot be abstract. 
Whether a multimethod is internal or external, default implementations must be provided for 
arguments that have non-concrete static types. We discuss this restriction further in Subsection 2.4.2. 
2.3. Open Classes and Multimethods 
One question that arises concerning MultiJava is why are open classes necessary given that the 
language includes multimethods. For example, one might attempt to add a generic function for calcu-
lating the area of shapes using multimethods instead of open classes: 
public class Areacalculator { 
public double areaFor( shapes) { /* ... */} 
public double areaFor( shape@Rectangle r) { /* */} 
public double areaFor( shape@circle c) { /* ... */} 
} 
With this definition a client can find the area of a shape as in the following: 
double a= new Areacalculator().areaFor( someshape ); 
There are two problems with this approach. First, the invocation syntax for the area-calculating 
generic function is different than for generic functions declared in regular Java or using open classes. 
The second problem is more onerous. As with the visitor pattern, we could no longer add new shape 
subclasses in a modular way. New subclasses would require either a non-modular editing of the 
Areaca l cul a tor class or an additional subclass of Areaca l cul a tor with the associated problems as 
described on page 4 for the related subclassing solution to the augmenting method problem. (For 
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example, non-modular editing would be needed for client code that instantiated an Areacal cul a tor 
and was passed an instance of a new subclass of shape. Otherwise the client would not have access to 
the algorithm defined for the new shape subclass in the new Areacacul a tor subclass.) 
Thus, multimethods alone do not provide a satisfactory solution to the augmenting method prob-
lem. Conversely, open classes provide no help with the binary method problem. Thus to solve both 
problems MultiJava includes open classes and multimethods. 
2.3.1. Upcalls 
Most single-dispatch object-oriented languages provide a mechanism whereby a method M may 
invoke a method of M's immediate superclass; we call such an invocation a superclass method invoca-
tion. Java's super construct provides such a mechanism [Gosling et al. 2000] (§ 15.12). 16 A Java 
superclass method invocation may invoke a directly overridden method. Let M 2 be a method overrid-
den by M. We say that M directly overrides M 2 if there exists no method M 3 such that M overrides M 3 
and M 3 overrides M 2. Invoking a directly overridden method is the typical use for superclass method 
invocations; this idiom allows a methc.,d to "inherit" the behavior of an overridden method. In Java a 
superclass method invocation may also call a method in a different generic function than the sender, if 
the name of the message is different than the sender's name or if the arguments differ in number or 
static type from the formal parameters of the sender. 
Unlike methods in Java, a MultiJava multimethod may override a method ( or several) in the same 
class. For example, in Figure 10 on page 28 the third overlaps method of Ci rel e overrides the first 
overlaps method in the same class. External methods may also override other methods in the same 
compilation unit. Thus, to take advantage of the inheritance of behavior from an overridden method, 
we want MultiJava to include a mechanism for invoking an overridden method with the same receiver 
type as the sending method. We call an invocation that targets a directly overridden method of the 
sender an overridden method invocation. This term applies whether or not the directly overridden 
method has the same receiver class as the sender. In other words a regular Java superclass method 
invocation to the same generic function as the sender is an overridden method invocation; a regular 
Java superclass method invocation to a different generic function is not. Overridden method invoca-
tions in MultiJava should be able to walk up a chain of overriding methods, even within the same class 
16. We are concerned here with calls like super. tostri ng (), not the use of super() for invoking a superclass 
constructor. 
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Methodlnvocation: 
ove rri ddenMethod ( ArgumentList0 pt ) 
Figure 11: Syntax extensions for MultiJava overridden method invocations: 
See Figure 5 on page 17 for a description of the notation. 
or compilation unit. Regular Java superclass method invocations do not support this. Figure 11 gives 
the additions to the Java syntax for overridden method invocations in MultiJava. 17 
The term upcalls is used in this work to refer to both superclass method invocations and overrid-
den method invocations. The remainder of this section discusses the semantics of superclass method 
invocations and overridden method invocations in MultiJava. 18 
Superclass Method Invocations 
Superclass method invocations in MultiJava have the same semantics as in regular Java. That is, a 
superclass method invocation invokes the most specific applicable method of the target generic func-
tion whose receiver is a proper superclass of the sender. However, superclass method invocations pose 
an additional challenge for open classes that was not considered in CLCM2000. Arbitrary superclass 
method invocations from external methods can break the encapsulation of subclasses. Figure 12 dem-
onstrates this. Part a) of the figure shows a portion of an Acti vi tyLog class that might be used for 
recording transactions in an application. Part b) gives a subclass, ProtectedLog, that maintains a 
backup copy of the log file. Suppose a client is given an instance of Protected Log. There is no way in 
regular Java for the client to bypass the close method of ProtectedLog and directly call Activity-
Log's (non-backed-up) close method. In particular the message send 
((ActivityLog) log).close(), 
where 1 og is an instance of ProtectedLog, always invokes Protected Log's close method, because 
the explicit cast does not affect dynamic dispatch. However, with arbitrary superclass method invoca-
tions from external methods the client could call Acti vi tyLog's close method. To wit, by importing 
the generic function from Figure 12c, the client could bypass the close method of ProtectedLog 
using the message send 1 og . subvert(). 
Because superclass method invocations to different generic functions from within external meth-
ods can cause encapsulation problems, such invocations are disallowed. However, it is legal for an 
17. In CLCM2000 we did not differentiate syntactically or in our terminology between superclass method invoca-
tions and overridden method invocations, using the term "super send" and the syntax super .m() for both. A 
static check differentiated between the two sorts of invocations and selected the appropriate semantics. This 
proved to be confusing and so we have separated the concepts and syntax. 
18. As of this writing upcalls are not yet implemented in our compiler. 
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a) public class ActivityLog { 
I* ... *I 
} 
public void close() { 
writePendingMessages(); 
logFile.close(); 
} 
b) public class ProtectedLog extends ActivityLog { 
I* ... *I 
} 
public void close() { 
super.close(); 
logFile.copyTo( backupFile ); 
} 
c) I I compilation unit "subvert" 
public void ActivityLog.subvert() { this.close(); } 
public void ProtectedLog.subvert() { super.close(); }II breaksencapsulation 
Figure 12: Encapsulation problem with superclass method invocations from external methods: 
part a) shows a Java class for maintaining a log of activity in some application, 
part b) gives a subclass that maintains a backup copy of the log file, part c) shows 
an external generic function that could break the encapsulation of ProtectedLog 
internal method of an external generic function to invoke a superclass method invocation on a differ-
ent generic function. Such invocations do not cause encapsulation problems and in any case must be 
supported for compatibility with Java. 
Overridden Method Invocations 
In MultiJava, the overri ddenMethod (argl, ... , argn) expression allows a method to invoke 
the method it directly overrides, whether or not the target method has the same receiver class as the 
sender. The target of an overridden method invocation must be a unique, statically-determined method 
body.19 
Consider an implementation of the third overlaps method of Ci rel e (from Figure 10 on page 
28) that contains an overridden method invocation: 
19.With multimethods it is possible for a single method to directly override more than one other method. An invo-
cation of ove rri ddenMethod () in such a method would be ambiguous and is statically rejected in MultiJava. 
Subsection 6.1.1 on page 91 gives a syntax-extension and implementation strategy that would allow a program-
mer to resolve such ambiguities by specifying which of the directly overridden methods is to be invoked. 
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public boolean overlaps(shape@circle c) { 
... overriddenMethod(c) ... 
} 
In this case the directly overridden method is the overlaps (Shape s) method declared within the 
Ci rel e class and so it will be invoked. If that method itself contains an overridden method invocation 
of the same form, then the directly overridden method would the one declared within the shape class. 
In this case the receiver of the target method is different than the receiver of the sender. An overridden 
method invocation in shape's overlaps method would lead to a static type error, as there would be no 
applicable methods. 
Because of the restrictions on the location of augmenting method declarations (introduced in Sub-
section 2.1.6 and elaborated on in "Unrestricted Method Overriding" on page 41 ), an overridden 
method invocation from within an external method will always invoke a method declared in the same 
compilation unit. Thus such overridden method invocations cannot cause the encapsulation problems 
discussed for superclass method invocations. 
2.4. Typechecking MultiJ ava 
In this section we describe how to extend Java's static type system to accommodate MultiJava's 
extensions. We present the overall structure of our modular type system in Subsection 2.4.1. In Subsec-
tion 2.4.2 we describe several challenges that open classes and multimethods pose for modular 
typechecking, and we discuss the restrictions we impose in MultiJava to meet those challenges. 
2.4.1. Overall Approach 
The MultiJava type system ensures statically that no message-not-understood or message-ambig-
uous errors can occur at run time. Ruling out these errors involves complementary client-side checking 
of message sends and implementation-side checking of methods [Chambers and Leavens 1995]. We 
begin by reiterating what we mean by modular typechecking, particularly in the context of method 
invocations, and then discuss the two kinds of checks. 
Modular Typechecking 
Modular typechecking requires that each compilation unit can be successfully typechecked only 
considering static type information from the compilation units that it imports. If all compilation units 
separately pass their static typechecks, then every combination of compilation units (that pass the reg-
ular Java link-time checks) is safe: there is no possibility of an invocation generating a message-not-
understood or message-ambiguous error at run time. 
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We say that a type is directly visible in a compilation unit U if it is declared in or referred to in U, 
or if the type is a primitive type. A type is visible in a compilation unit U if it is directly visible in U or 
if (recursively) it is visible in a type that is directly visible in U. A tuple of types is visible if each com-
ponent type is visible. A method is visible in a compilation unit U if it is declared in U, declared in a 
type Tthat is visible in U, or is an external method declared in a generic function that is imported by U. 
A generic function is visible in a compilation unit U if any of its methods are visible in U. A modular 
typechecking strategy only needs to consider visible types and visible methods to determine whether a 
compilation unit is type-correct. 
Client-side Typechecking 
Client-side checks are local checks for type correctness of each message send expression. In gen-
eral these checks just extend those for regular Java [Gosling et al. 2000] (§ 15.12.1-3). 
Briefly, for each message send expression E0.I(E1, ... ,En) in the program, let T; be the static type of 
Ei. Then there must exist a unique, most specific visible generic function named I whose top method 
has a tuple of argument types (T0', ... , T1 ') that is a supertype of (T0, ... , T1). It is possible for the 
target generic function to be statically ambiguous, even in regular Java. For example, given the follow-
ing declaration: 
public class complexNumber { 
/* ... */ 
} 
public complexNumber add( Real r) { 
return new complexNumber( real().add(r), complex()); 
} 
public complexNumber add( Imaginary i ) { 
return new complexNumber( real(), complex().add(i) ); 
} 
the invocation new complexNumber() .add(null) is ambiguous between the two statically over-
loaded generic functions. 
Once the target generic function is determined the return type of the generic function and the pos-
sible exceptions thrown are calculated exactly as in regular Java.20 In ourextension, however, external 
generic functions that are imported must be checked along with regular class and interface declara-
tions. 
For a superclass method invocation (i.e., a send whose receiver is super), the typechecker must 
additionally ensure that there exists a unique, most-specific, non-abstract method invoked by the send. 
20. Note that the exceptions thrown are determined based on those for the method of the generic function declared 
in the nearest (possibly reflexive) supertype of the static type of the invocation's receiver. These exceptions may 
be a subset of those declared for the generic function's top method. 
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Such a method would necessarily be declared in a superclass of the calling method's receiver class or 
in an external generic function augmenting such a superclass. This check extends (to consider external 
generic functions) the checking on superclass method invocations that Java performs already. Also, as 
discussed in Subsection 2.3.1, to preserve encapsulation the checks prevent superclass method invoca-
tions to different generic functions from within external methods. For overridden method invocations, 
the checks verify the existence of a unique, directly-overridden method for the calling method. For 
both kinds of upcalls the return type and exceptions thrown by the target method are subsequently used 
for typechecking the expression containing the upcall. 
Implementation-side Typechecking 
Implementation-side checks ensure that each generic function is fully and unambiguously imple-
mented. These checks can be grouped into two sets. 
CHECKS ON INDIVIDUAL METHOD DECLARATIONS. The first set of checks applies to each method dec-
laration Min isolation. The first check of this set is on the explicit specializers: 
For each of M's specialized parameter types, S@D, S must be a reference type, S must be a 
proper supertype of D, and D must be a class type or class array type. 
Requiring an explicit specializer to be a proper subtype of the associated static type ensures that the 
specializer will affect dynamic dispatching. If the specializer were a supertype of the associated static 
type, then the specializer would be applicable to every legal message send of the generic function, 
which is equivalent to not specializing at that argument position. Furthermore, if the specializer were 
unrelated to the associated static type, then the specializer would be applicable to no legal message 
sends of the generic function, so the method would never be invoked. The explicit specializers are 
required to be classes or array types, rather than interfaces, because the form of multiple inheritance 
supported by interfaces can create ambiguities that elude modular static detection [Millstein and 
Chambers 1999].21 Although currently prohibited, it seems possible to allow null as an explicit spe-
cializer. Subsection 6.1.6 on page 96 briefly discusses the changes to the typechecking and implemen-
tation strategies needed to support this. 
The remainder of the individual method declaration checks compare a method declaration M 
against the declarations of each of M's directly overridden methods. Several of these checks are identi-
cal to the checks already performed in Java [Gosling et al. 2000] ( §8.4 ). It might seem that these 
checks must be more complex in MultiJava since a single multimethod can directly override several 
21. This does not preclude using an interface as the static type in a multimethod with a class type as the explicit spe-
cializer. 
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other methods. However, a single pleomorphic method in regular Java can also directly override sev-
eral other methods so this complication must already be considered. 
The checks that are unchanged from regular Java include verifying that 
• no directly overridden method is declared final, 
• M has the same return type as each of M's directly overridden methods, 
• the exceptions declared by Mare compatible with those of M's directly overridden methods, 
and 
• M's privileged access level is no more restrictive than that of any of M's directly overridden 
methods. 
Besides these checks that are unchanged from regular Java, MultiJava includes additional over-
ridden method checks that apply only to multimethods or methods of external generic functions. These 
checks are strictly more restrictive than those for regular Java and are intended to simplify the compi-
lation scheme. 
Section 3 on page 45 discusses the compilation strategy in detail, but to understand the individual 
checks on multimethods and methods of external generic functions it is helpful to provide a brief pre-
view here. A key tactic of the compilation strategy is to create a unique dispatcher method that houses 
all the methods of a single generic function that appear in a single context (i.e., a single class for inter-
nal methods or a single compilation unit for external methods). The following checks ensure that the 
methods housed in a dispatcher method are compatible. The checks are further complicated for exter-
nal generic functions, where the dispatcher methods will form a linked list and all methods of the 
generic function must be compatible. 
If a method M belongs to an internal generic function, then we refer to all the other methods 
housed in the same dispatcher method as the dispatcher mates of M; if M belongs to an external 
generic function, then we refer to all the other methods in the entire generic function, as the dispatcher 
mates of M. For our compilation strategy we verify that for every dispatcher mate of M: 
• M has the same modifiers, including privileged access level, and 
• M declares the same exceptions. 
If M is an internal method without explicit specializers and belongs to an internal generic func-
tion, i.e., Mis a regular Java method, then M has no dispatcher mates. Thus the dispatcher mate restric-
tions are vacuously true and only the regular Java restrictions for overriding methods apply. In 
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Subsection 6.1 we briefly investigate ways of relaxing these compilation-strategy induced restrictions 
so that overriding multimethods and methods of external generic functions may be checked using the 
regular Java restrictions only. 
In practice these dispatcher mate checks on M only need to be applied to a subset of M's dis-
patcher mates, called "checkmatesM"· Define a set checkmatesM as follows: 
• If M is an internal method then checkmates Mis the set of all methods in the class containing M 
that are directly overridden by M, that is, the dispatcher mates of M. 
• Otherwise, if M is an external method then checkmates Mis just the singleton set containing the 
top method of M's generic function. Since each method in the generic function shares the same 
top method, checking each method against this singleton set suffices to verify that the above 
conditions hold for all dispatcher mates of M. 
CHECKS ON ENTIRE GENERIC FUNCTIONS. The second set of implementation-side checks treats all the 
visible multimethods in a visible generic function as a group. Consider a generic function whose top 
method has argument types (T0, ... , T1). A tuple of types (C0, ... , C1) is a legal argument tuple of 
the generic function if ( T 0, ... , T 1) is a supertype of ( C 0, ... , C 1) and each C; is concrete. We say that 
a type is concrete if it is a primitive type, if it is a class that is not declared abstract, or if it is an array 
type. Interfaces and abstract classes are non-concrete. Conceptually the set of visible legal argument 
tuples represents all the possible combinations of arguments that might occur at run-time. The checks 
are that for each visible generic function to which a local method belongs, each visible legal argument 
tuple has a visible, most-specific applicable method to invoke. A method is local if it is declared in the 
compilation unit being checked. This part of implementation-side typechecking is critical for ruling 
out ambiguities between multimethods and for ensuring that abstract top methods are overridden with 
non-abstract methods for all combinations of concrete arguments. 
For example, consider implementation-side checks on the overlaps generic function, from the 
perspective of a compilation unit containing only the Rectangle class as defined in Figure 9. From 
this compilation unit, shape and Rectangle are the only visible shape subclasses (Ci rel e and Par-
all el ogram are not visible, because they are not referenced by the Rectangle class). The overlaps 
generic function is visible, as are two overlaps methods (one each in shape and Rectangle). There 
are four visible legal argument tuples: all pairs of shapes and Rectangles. The overlaps method in 
class Rectangle is the most specific applicable method for the (Rectangle, Rectangle) tuple while 
the overlaps method in class shape is the most specific applicable method for the other three tuples. 
I I compilation unit "Picture" 
package thesis; 
public abstract class Picture { 
I* ... no draw method ... * I 
} 
I I compilation unit "JPEG" 
import thesis.Picture; 
public class JPEG extends Picture { 
I* . . . no draw method . . . * I 
} 
I I compilation unit "draw" 
import thesis.Picture; 
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public abstract void Picture.draw(); 
Figure 13: Incompleteness problem with abstract classes and open classes 
Conceptually, this checking involves an enumeration of all combinations of visible legal argument 
tuples, but more efficient algorithms exist that only check the "interesting" subset of tuples [Chambers 
and Leavens 1995, Castagna 1997]. 
2.4.2. Restrictions for Modular Type Safety 
Unfortunately, the typechecking approach described above can miss message-not-understood or 
message-ambiguous errors that may occur at run time, caused by interactions between unrelated com-
pilation units [Cook 1991, Chambers and Leavens 1995, Millstein and Chambers 1999]. This is the 
modularity problem that was introduced in Subsection 1.1.3. We say a generic function is incomplete if 
it can cause message-not-understood errors at run time. We say a generic function is ambiguous if it 
can cause message-ambiguous errors at run time. In the rest of this subsection, we describe the ways 
that these errors can occur, and explain the restrictions we impose in MultiJava to rule them out. 
Abstract Classes and Open Classes 
As mentioned in Subsection 2.1.6 on page 23, abstract external methods can lead to message-not-
understood errors. This is illustrated in Figure 13. The JPEG class is a concrete implementation of the 
abstract Picture class. The external method declaration in the draw compilation unit adds a new 
abstract method, draw, to the abstract Picture class. The draw compilation unit passes the implemen-
tation-side typechecks because the JPEG class is not visible. However, if a client ever invokes draw on 
a JPEG, a message-not-understood error will occur. 
To rule out this problem, we impose restriction Rl: 
I I compilation unit "Picture" 
package thesis; 
public abstract class Picture { 
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public abstract boolean similar(Picture p); 
} 
I I compilation unit "JPEG" 
import thesis.Picture; 
public class JPEG extends Picture { 
public boolean similar(Picture@JPEG j) { I* ... *I} 
} 
I I compilation unit "GIF" 
import thesis.Picture; 
public class GIF extends Picture { 
public boolean similar(Picture@GIF g) { I* ... *I} 
} 
Figure 14: Incompleteness problem with abstract classes and multimethods 
(RJ) Implementation-side typechecks of a local, external generic function must consider any 
non-local, non-concrete visible subtypes of its receiver type to be concrete at the receiver posi-
tion. 
As with methods, a type is local if it is declared in the current compilation unit, and otherwise it is non-
local. A generic function is local if its top method is local, and otherwise it is non-local. 
In Figure 13, the external draw method in the compilation unit draw introduces a new generic 
function with the non-local, non-concrete receiver Picture. By restriction Rl, implementation-side 
typechecks must consider Picture to be concrete, thereby finding an incompleteness for the legal 
argument tuple (Picture). Therefore, the draw compilation unit must provide an implementation for 
drawing Pictures, which resolves the incompleteness for the unseen JPEG class. 
As a consequence of restriction Rl, it is useless to declare an external method abstract, since 
the restriction will force the receiver class to be treated as concrete causing static typechecking to sig-
nal an incompleteness error for the generic function on that receiver class. For the same reason, Multi-
Java cannot support open interfaces, i.e., the ability to add method signatures to interfaces. 
Abstract Classes and Multimethods 
Abstract classes coupled with multimethods can also lead to message-not-understood errors. Con-
sider the example in Figure 14. Since the Picture class is declared abstract, it need not implement the 
si mi 1 ar method. Implementation-side checks of the JPEG compilation unit verify that the single visi-
ble legal argument tuple, (JPEG, JPEG), has a most-specific si mi 1 ar method, and similarly for the 
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GIF compilation unit. However, at run time, a message-not-understood error will occur if the si mi 1 ar 
message is sent to one JPEG and one GI F. 
To rule out this problem, we impose restriction R2: 
(R2) For each non-receiver argument position, implementation-side typechecks of a generic 
function must consider all non-concrete visible subtypes of its static type to be concrete at that 
argument position. 
In Figure 14, since Pi ctu re is abstract, by restriction R2 implementation-side typechecks on the 
si mi 1 ar generic function from J PEG's compilation unit must consider Picture to be concrete on the 
non-receiver argument position. Therefore, these checks will find an incompleteness for the legal argu-
ment tuple (JPEG, Picture), requiring the JPEG class to include a method handling this case, which 
therefore also handles the (JPEG, GIF) argument tuple. Similarly, the GIF class will be forced to add a 
s i mi 1 a r method handling ( GI F, Picture). In general, restriction R2 forces the creation of method 
implementations to handle abstract classes on non-receiver arguments of multimethods. This ensures 
that appropriate method implementations exist to handle any unseen concrete subclasses of the abstract 
classes. 
Restriction Rl complements R2, addressing the case of abstract classes at the receiver position. 
As in R2, the existence of appropriate method implementations to handle the abstract classes is 
ensured. However, restriction Rl applies only to external generic functions, so internal generic func-
tions may safely use abstract classes in the receiver position. This permits all the uses of abstract 
classes and methods allowed by standard Java, as well as some uses with multimethods. For example, 
in Figure 14 the abstract Picture class may safely omit an implementation of the internal si mi 1 ar 
generic function. 
Unrestricted Method Overriding 
Message-ambiguous errors that elude static detection can occur if methods can be arbitrarily 
added to a generic function by any compilation unit. These errors can occur without multiple dispatch 
(as mentioned in Subsection 2.1.6 on page 23). In this section we give an example that uses multiple 
dispatch. 
Consider the example in Figure 15, assuming the Shape class from Figure 2 on page 9 and the 
Rectangle class from Figure 9 on page 25. The external method declaration in compilation unit over-
laps overrides the default shape overlap-detection method for argument tuples with dynamic type 
(Shape, Rectangle). Shapes and Rectangles are visible in the overlaps compilation unit, and every 
pair of these classes has a most-specific applicable method. Similarly, shapes and Triangles are visi-
I I compilation unit "overlaps" 
import thesis.shape; 
import thesis.Rectangle; 
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public boolean shape.overlaps(shape@Rectangle r) { I* ... *I} 
I I compilation unit "Triangle" 
import thesis.shape; 
public class Triangle extends shape { 
public boolean overlaps(shape s) { I* ... *I} 
} 
Figure 15: Ambiguity problem with unrestricted multimethods 
ble in the Triangle compilation unit of Figure 15, though Rectangles are not, so Triangle's implemen-
tation-side checks also succeed. However, for a client that imports both overlaps and Triangle, an 
overlaps message send with type tuple (Triangle, Rectangle) will cause a message-ambiguous 
error to occur at run-time, because neither method in the example is more specific than the other. 
One way to partially solve this problem is to break the symmetry of the dispatching semantics. 
For example, if we linearized the specificity of argument positions, comparing specializers lexico-
graphically left-to-right (rather than pointwise) as is done in Common Lisp [Steele Jr. 1990, Paepcke 
1993] and Polyglot [Agrawal et al. 1991], then the method in Triangle would be strictly more spe~ 
cific than the method in overlaps. However, one of our major design goals is to retain the symmetric 
multimethod dispatching semantics. Furthermore, unrestricted external methods would allow one to 
create two methods with identical type signatures; breaking the symmetry of dispatching cannot solve 
this part of the problem. 
Our solution is to impose restriction R3: 
(R3) An external method must either be the top method of a new generic function or must 
override only local methods. 
In Figure 15, the external method declaration in the overlaps compilation unit violates restriction 
R3. In particular, the associated overlaps method overrides a method in the non-local shape class. 
By restriction R3, the only legal location for the declaration of an overlaps method with tuple of spe-
cializers (shape, Rectangle) is within the same compilation unit as the shape class. In that case, the 
method declaration and the Rectangle class would be visible to the Triangle compilation unit, which 
would therefore check for a most-specific applicable method for the argument tuple (Triangle, Rect-
angle), statically detecting the ambiguity. To resolve this ambiguity one must write a method that dis-
patches on the (Triangle, Rectangle) tuple. 
A corollary of restriction R3 is: 
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I I compilation unit ''force" 
public void Point.force(Point p) { ... } 
public void Electron.force(Point@Electron e) { ... }// disallowedbyR3 
I I compilation unit "Point" 
public class Point { ... } 
I I compilation unit "Charge" 
public class charge extends Point { 
public void force(Point@charge c) { ... } 
} 
I I compilation unit "Electron" 
public class Electron extends charge { ... } 
Figure 16: Code permitted under restriction R3-relaxed 
(R3a) If a method M overrides some non-local method, then M must be internal. 
Each method declaration M must be in the same compilation unit as either the receiver's class (by 
R3a) or the associated generic function's top method (by transitivity on R3). In either case, any unseen 
method M 2 of the same generic function must have a different receiver than M, or M 2 would be in vio-
lation of restriction R3. Therefore, method M cannot be ambiguous with any unseen method M 2, so the 
modular implementation-side typechecks are enough to rule out any potential ambiguities. 
The CLCM2000 definition of MultiJava used a more relaxed version of this restriction: 
(R3-relaxed) An external method must belong to a local generic function. 
This original restriction permitted code like that shown in Figure 16. 22 In the figure the external 
method Electron. force(Poi nt@El ectron e) belongs to the local generic function with top 
method Point. force (Point p) and so was permitted by restriction R3-relaxed. However, El ec-
tron. force(Poi nt@El ectron e) overrides the non-local method charge. force(Poi nt@charge 
c) declared in compilation unit Charge. Thus this code is disallowed by restriction R3. The MultiJava 
type system using R3-relaxed is sound; the tighter restriction presented here is not necessary for type-
safety. Rather the version of R3 presented here is intended as a software engineering restriction that 
improves the readability of code. For a programmer to understand the methods overridden by an inter-
nal method he or she only needs to consider the local class, superclass, and implemented interfaces (as 
22. This example is due to Jason Baker (personal communication). 
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in regular Java), along with any imported generic functions. To understand the methods overridden by 
an external method the programmer only needs to consider the local compilation unit, as opposed to 
looking in the superclasses of all receiver classes. For the same reason, R3 also simplifies compilation 
by allowing the compiler to combine all external methods of a single generic function into a single 
bytecode method. 
Summary of Restrictions 
These restrictions are necessary for modular, static typechecking and compilation. They still per-
mit many common coding patterns, including those necessary to solve the augmenting and binary 
method problems. 
While we can solve the binary problem in its usual definition, there is a generalized version of the 
binary method problem that is beyond the ability of this version of MultiJava to solve with modular 
editing. In the usual definition of the binary method problem it is sufficient that the solution allows one 
to write methods that dispatch on pairs of objects of the same type. Clearly MultiJava supports this, 
including modular addition of such methods as new subclasses are added. 
In the generalized binary method problem we wish to write methods that dispatch on all possible 
pairs of objects from a given class hierarchy. Suppose we have an existing class hierarchy with multi-
methods of some internal generic function implemented for all pairs of classes in the hierarchy. If we 
add a class C to the hierarchy it is a simple matter to implement multimethods in C that handle all pairs 
of classes in which C is the first element. However, under the current restrictions a non-modular edit-
ing of the original classes is necessary to handle pairs of classes where C is the second element. The 
restrictions necessary for modular, static typechecking and compilation do not provide enough expres-
siveness for solving the generalized binary method problem. (The situation in MultiJava is still better 
than double-dispatching where non-modular editing is needed of the root class even to handle the pairs 
where C is the first element.) 
A type system based on System E of the Dubious language [Millstein and Chambers 1999] would 
allow one to write methods for pairs where C is the second element. System E does not provide fully 
modular typechecking; link-time checks are required to prevent the sorts of ambiguity and incomplete-
ness described above. Subsection 6.1.7 on page 97 discusses this in more detail. 
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SECTION 3. C¼ODE GENERATION STRATEGY 
The compilation strategy for MultiJava generates standard Java bytecode and retains the modular 
compilation and efficient single dispatch of existing Java code while supporting the new features of 
open classes and multiple dispatch. Additional run-time cost for these new features is incurred only 
where such features are used; code that does not make use of multiple dispatch or external generic 
functions compiles and runs exactly as in regular Java. MultiJava code can interoperate seamlessly 
with existing Java code. MultiJava code can invoke regular Java code, including all the standard Java 
libraries. Additionally, subclasses of regular Java classes can be defined in MultiJava, and regular Java 
methods can be overridden with multimethods in MultiJava subclasses. Client source code and com-
piled bytecode is insensitive to whether the invoked method is a regular Java method or a MultiJava 
multimethod. Aside from the need to import external generic functions, client source code is also 
insensitive to whether the invoked method is internal or external. 
However, internal and external generic functions require different styles of compilation. A 
method of an internal generic function can be compiled as if it were a regular Java method declared 
inside its receiver class or interface. Internal generic functions are invoked using the same calling 
sequence as a regular Java method. A method of an external generic function must be compiled sepa-
rately from its receiver class or interface. An external generic function uses a different implementation 
strategy and calling convention than an internal one. 
When compiling code that refers to a generic function (either code that adds a method to it or 
invokes it), the compiler can always tell whether or not the generic function is internal. The compiler 
has enough information because the code must have imported (perhaps transitively) both the compila-
tion unit declaring the generic function's top method and the one declaring the top method's receiver 
type. The generic function is internal if and only if these compilation units are one and the same. 
The next subsection describes how declarations and invocations of internal generic functions are 
compiled. Subsection 3.2 describes the same for external generic functions. Subsection 3.3 and Sub-
section 3.4 describe the compilation of pleomorphic methods and upcalls respectively. Finally, Subsec-
tion 3.5 discusses some miscellaneous compilation issues. Although the compilation outputs Java 
bytecode, to simplify discussion we will generally describe compilation as if going to Java source 
code. However, in some situations we need to exploit the additional flexibility of compiling directly to 
the Java virtual machine. 
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a) public class square extends Rectangle { 
/* ... */ 
public boolean overlaps(Shape@Rectangle r) { 
/* method 1 body * I 
} 
public boolean overlaps(Shape@square s) { 
/* method 2 body * I 
} 
} 
b) public class square extends Rectangle { 
/* ... */ 
} 
I I the "overlaps" dispatcher method 
public boolean overlaps(shape r) { 
} 
if Cr instanceof square) { 
return overlaps$body((Square) r); 
} else if (r instanceof Rectangle) { 
return overlaps$body((Rectangle) r); 
} else { 
return super.overlaps(r); 
} 
private boolean overlaps$body(Rectangle r) { 
/* method 1 body * I 
} 
private boolean overlaps$body(Square s) { 
/* method 2 body * I 
} 
Figure 17: Internal generic function and its translation: 
part a) shows two internal methods of an internal generic function, 
part b) shows their translation into regular Java code. 
3.1. Internal Generic Functions 
All the multimethods of an internal generic function with the same receiver class are accessed as a 
unit via a single Java method that we call a dispatcher method. Consider the set of overlaps methods 
in Figure 17a. For such a set of multimethods, the MultiJava compiler produces a dispatcher method 
within the receiver class that dispatches to the body of the appropriate multimethod in the set. The mul-
timethod bodies are translated into a set of overloaded private methods. Figure 17b shows the result of 
translating the MultiJava code from Figure 17a. In the translation, the dispatcher method has the same 
name as the generic function (overlaps in this case), and has the same static argument types as all the 
generic function's methods. The dispatcher method internally does the necessary checks on the non-
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receiver arguments with explicit specializers to select the best of the applicable multimethods from the 
set. This is implemented using cascaded sequences of i nstanceof tests. The multimethod bodies are 
translated into private methods whose names are the concatenation of the generic function name with 
the suffix $body (overl aps$body in this case).23 By using private methods for multimethod bodies, 
instead of inlining the code, we avoid code duplication when multiple paths through these i nstan-
ceof sequences lead to the same method body. Alternatively, goto instructions could be exploited to 
allow inlining of most code while avoiding code duplication. In lieu of cascaded sequences of 
i nstanceof tests, there are other efficient dispatching schemes that could be exploited [Chambers and 
Chen 1999]. 
For the set of multimethods compiled into a dispatcher method, the dynamic dispatch tests are 
ordered to ensure that the most-specific multimethod is found. If one of the multimethods in the set is 
applicable to some argument tuple, then the typechecking restrictions ensure that there will always be 
a single most-specific check which succeeds. Moreover, the multimethod body selected by this check 
will be more specific than any applicable superclass method, because the receiver position is more spe-
cific for the subclass, so there is no need to check superclass multimethods before dispatching to a 
local multimethod. 
If every multimethod compiled into a dispatcher method has an explicit specializer on some argu-
ment position, then it is possible that none of the checks will match the run-time arguments. In this 
case, a final clause passes the dispatch on to the superclass by making a super call. Eventually a class 
must be reached that includes a method that does not dispatch on any of its arguments; the modular 
typechecking rules ensure the existence of such a method when checking completeness of the generic 
function. In this case, the final clause will be the body of this "default" method. 
Compiling regular Java single dispatch methods is just a special case of these rules. Such a 
method does not dispatch on any arguments and has no other local multimethods overriding it, and so 
its body performs no run-time type dispatch on any arguments; it reduces to just the original method 
body. Of course in this case the method body is not relocated to a separate private method. 
An invocation of an internal generic function is compiled just like a regular Java single dispatch 
invocation. Clients are insensitive to whether or not the invoked generic function performs any multi-
ple dispatch. The set of arguments on which a method dispatches can be changed without needing to 
retypecheck or recompile clients. 
23. Unique integers could be used (as in overl aps$1$body) to avoid name clashes in the presence of statically 
overloaded generic functions. As of this writing our compiler does not implement this. 
anchor object 
function field I --
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signature interface 
apply signature 
I- - - -
I 
dispatcher object 
apply method - -
dispatcher object implements 
signature interface 
dispatches based on the dynamic 
types of the arguments 
Figure 18: Objects used in the compilation of external generic functions 
There is no efficiency penalty for regular Java code compiled with the MultiJava compiler. Only 
methods that dispatch on multiple arguments get compiled with typecases. A Java program would 
likely use typecases whenever a MultiJava program would use multimethods anyway, so the only per-
formance difference should come from the dispatch to the private method representing the multime-
thod body. As already noted, this penalty could be eliminated by inlining the multimethod bodies. An 
efficient JVM implementation can also dynamically inline these private methods [Gosling et al. 2000] 
(see §8.4.3.3 and note that private methods are implicitly final). If a Java program used double-dis-
patching to simulate multimethods, then it might be possible to generate more efficient code than Mul-
tiJava (two constant-time dispatches, plus perhaps some forwarding if inheritance is needed on the 
second argument), but double-dispatching sacrifices the ability to add new subclasses modularly. Sec-
tion 5 on page 69 presents some empirical data on dispatch performance. 
3.2. External Generic Functions 
An external generic function must have been introduced by an external top method declaration. 
Since the top method's receiver class has already been compiled separately, the top method cannot be 
added as a member of that class. Instead, we generate a separate class, called an anchor class, to repre-
sent the external generic function. 
Figure 18 shows the objects generated in the compilation of an external generic function. An 
anchor class instance has a single static field, function, containing a dispatcher object. The dis-
patcher object implements a signature interface that is used for extending external generic functions 
(see below).24 During an invocation of the generic function, the dispatcher object is responsible for 
running one of the generic function's methods based on the dynamic types of the arguments. The dis-
24. For overloaded external generic functions the anchor class contains multiple function fields, one for each 
generic function, and multiple signature interfaces are created. 
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a) / / compilation unit "rotate" 
public shape shape.rotate(float a) { /* method3body */} 
public shape Rectangle. rotate(float a) { /* method4 body */ } 
public shape square. rotate (fl oat a) { /* method 5 body * I } 
b) public cl ass rotate$anchor {// an anchor class 
} 
public interface signature { // type of a dispatcher object in this example 
shape apply(float a, shape this_); 
} 
public static rotate$anchor.signature function= 
new dispatcher(); 
/ I a nested class implementing a dispatcher object 
private static class dispatcher implements rotate$anchor.signature { 
public shape apply(float a, shape this_) { 
} 
} 
if (this_ instanceof square) { 
return rotate$body(a, (square) this_); 
} else if (this_ instanceof Rectangle) { 
return rotate$body(a, (Rectangle) this_); 
} else { 
return rotate$body(a, this_); 
} 
private static shape rotate$body(float a, shape this_) { 
/* method 3 body, substituting thi s_for this * / 
} 
private static shape rotate$body(float a, Rectangle this_) { 
/* method 4 body, substituting thi s_for this * / 
} 
private static shape rotate$body(float a, square this_) { 
/* method 5 body, substituting thi s_for this * / 
} 
Figure 19: External generic function and its translation: 
part a) shows three external methods declaring a new external generic function, 
part b) shows their translation into regular Java code 
patcher object contains all the methods of a particular generic function that are declared in a single 
compilation unit. It is a Java version of a first-class function, allowing the generic function's methods 
to be stored in a field. 
As an example, Figure 19a introduces the rotate external generic function and its first three 
methods. Figure 19b shows the results of compiling it. The privileged access level of the top method 
determines the privileged access level of the anchor class and its function field. The name for the 
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anchor class is formed by concatenating the generic function name with the suffix $anchor. Thus in 
this example, the anchor class is named rotate$anchor. The signature interface is a nested interface, 
named signature, within the anchor class. As with internal generic functions, dispatching is per-
formed using cascaded i nstanceof tests; the same optimizations apply. Since the methods do not 
appear in the same class as their logical receivers, the "receiver" of the message send is passed as an 
extra argument. 
To invoke an external generic function, the client loads the dispatcher object from the anchor 
class's function field and invokes its apply method on all the arguments to the generic function, 
including the receiver. So the following MultiJava code: 
shape sl = new Rectangle(); 
shape s2 = new square(); 
if (sl.overlaps(s2)) { 
s2 = s2.rotate(90.0); 
} 
is translated to: 
s~ape s1 = new Rectangle(); 
shape s2 = new Square(); 
if (sl.overlaps(s2)) { 
s2 = rotate$anchor.function.apply(90.0, s2); 
} 
As with internal generic functions, clients invoking external generic functions are insensitive to 
whether or not the generic function performs any multiple dispatch. Once again the set of arguments 
on which a method dispatches can be changed without needing to retypecheck or recompile clients. 
Next we consider the compilation of methods that add to a non-local external generic function. 
These additional methods are defined in the same compilation unit as their receiver classes, as required 
by typechecking restriction R3a. There could be several such receiver classes in the same compilation 
unit. For each of these receiver classes, the translation creates a new dispatcher object to contain the set 
of the generic function's methods with that receiver class. 
Figure 20 shows a new dispatcher object created for such a set of methods. The anchor class's 
function field from Figure 18 is updated to reference this new dispatcher object. In tum, the new dis-
patcher object contains an old_ function field that references the original dispatcher object (forming 
a linked list). When the generic function is invoked, the apply method of the new dispatcher object is 
called. It checks if any of its methods are applicable. If none are, it calls the apply method of the orig-
inal dispatcher object (using the old_ function field). 
For example, Figure 21a shows a class, oval, containing a method that is added to the non-local 
external generic function, rotate. Figure 21 b shows the results of compiling this class. A new nested 
anchor object 
I function field ----
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signature interface 
app 1 y signature 
~-----------------, 
I I 
I 
new dispatcher object I 
I 
app 1 y method 
dispatcher object 
old_function field I ---- app 1 y method 
Figure 20: Objects used when adding methods to non-local external generic functions 
dispatcher class, oval . dispatcher, is defined whose apply method checks whether the run-time 
arguments should dispatch to the local rotate method. The static class initialization for oval creates 
an instance of this dispatcher object and sets the dispatcher's old_ function field to the previous dis-
patcher object (using the dispatcher's constructor). Next the new dispatcher object is assigned to the 
anchor class's function field. 
When invoked, the dispatcher object checks whether the receiver object is an oval. If so, then 
oval's rotate method is run. If not, then dispatching continues by invoking the apply method of the 
previous dispatcher object, as in the Chain of Responsibility pattern [Gamma et al. 1995] (pp. 223-
232). This may be from some other class that also added methods to the rotate generic function. 
Eventually dispatching either finds a function with an applicable method that was added to the chain, 
or the search ends at the initial dispatcher object installed when the generic function was created. Com-
pleteness checking ensures that this last dispatcher object includes a default method that handles all 
arguments, guaranteeing that dispatching terminates successfully. While potentially slow, this Chain of 
Responsibility pattern is only used for compiling external generic functions, which cannot be written 
in standard Java. There is no efficiency penalty for methods that can be written in standard Java; Sec-
tion 5 gives some empirical results. Subsection 3.5 includes a discussion of two strategies that could be 
employed to improve the efficiency of dispatch to external generic functions, one involving dynamic 
compilation and the other using a customized JVM. 
The order in which dispatcher objects are checked depends on the order in which they are put into 
the chain referenced by rotate$anchor's function field. Java ensures that superclasses are initial-
ized before subclasses [Gosling et al. 2000] (§ 12.4), so dispatcher objects for superclasses will be put 
onto the chain earlier than subclass dispatchers, causing subclass dispatchers to be checked before 
superclass dispatchers, as desired. Two unrelated classes might have their dispatchers put onto the 
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a) / / compilation unit "Oval" 
public class oval extends shape { 
/* ... */ 
public shape rotate(float a) { /* method6body */ } 
} 
b) public class oval extends shape { 
I I static initializer: 
} 
static { 
rotate$anchor.function = 
new dispatcher(rotate$anchor.function); 
} 
/* */ 
/ / a nested class implementing a dispatcher object 
private static class dispatcher implements rotate$anchor.signature { 
public rotate$anchor.signature oldFunction; 
} 
public dispatcher(rotate$anchor.signature oldF) { 
oldFunction = oldF; 
} 
public shape apply(float a, shape this_) { 
if (this_ instanceof oval) { 
} 
return rotate$body(a, (oval) this_); 
} else { 
return oldFunction.apply(a, this_); 
} 
private static shape rotate$body(float a, oval this_) { 
/* method 6 body, substituting thi s_for this * / 
} 
Figure 21: Internal method of an external generic function and its translation: 
part a) shows an internal method that overrides methods of an external generic function, 
part b) shows its translation into regular Java code 
chain in either order, but this is fine because modular typechecking has ensured that the multimethods 
of such unrelated classes are applicable to disjoint sets of legal argument tuples, so at most one class's 
multimethods could apply to a given invocation. 
As noted in Subsection 2.1, internal methods that are part of external generic functions are 
granted access to the private data of their receiver class. To achieve this, the dispatcher object for these 
methods is compiled as a nested class in the corresponding receiver class [Gosling et al. 2000] 
(§6.6.2). 
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3.3. Pleomorphic Methods 
In Subsection 2.1.2 on page 18 we noted that a method can be pleomorphic-it can simulta-
neously belong to more than one generic function. Because of Java's single inheritance and the ambi-
guity detection of the MultiJava type system, only one of the generic functions to which a pleomorphic 
method belongs will have a concrete top method. The other generic functions must be declared in 
interfaces. 
It is possible that only one of the generic functions to which a pleomorphic method belongs is vis-
ible to a particular client. This is not a problem in regular Java. If the client-visible generic function is 
declared in an interface, then an i nvokei nte rf ace instruction will be used for the message send; if 
the client-visible generic function is declared in a class, then an i nvokespeci a 1 instruction will be 
used. But both instructions can resolve to the same pleomorphic method at run-time. Figure 22 gives 
an example. The method Li stset. contains() in part a) is pleomorphic, belonging the generic func-
tion declared by the interface set and the one declared by the class Li st. In part b) the invocation 
s. contains (o) will be compiled into an i nvokei nterface instruction, since only the set. con-
tains() generic function, declared in an interface, is visible. On the other hand in part c) the invoca-
tion l. contains (o) will be compiled into an i nvokevi rtual instruction, since only the 
Li st.contains() generic function, declared in a class, is visible. At run-time if an instance of Li st-
set is passed to the process() method of either client, then the body of the Li stset. contains() 
method will be executed. 
The challenge that arises in MultiJava is that a method may be pleomorphic on an internal and an 
external generic function. Very different calling conventions are used for the two kinds of generic 
function. And, based on the compilation strategy described thus far, the body of the pleomorphic 
method must appear in both a nested class in the external generic function's chain of responsibility and 
inside the receiver class. Our strategy is to compile the pleomorphic method according to the strategy 
for external generic functions. But within the receiver class we create a redirector method that directs 
an invocation of the internal generic function on that class into the external generic function. 
For example, notice that the set interface of Figure 22, part a) declares a method size and Li st-
set implements that method. Now suppose there exists a declaration for an external generic function 
size as in Figure 23, part a). Since this declaration is in the same package as the declaration of Li st-
set, the size method of Li stset is pleomorphic between the internal generic function whose top 
method is declared in Set and the external generic function whose top method is declared in size. An 
a) / / compilation unit "Set" 
package thesis.types; 
public interface Set { 
/* ... */ 
} 
boolean contains(Object o); 
int size(); 
I I compilation unit "List" 
package thesis.containers; 
public class List { 
/* ... */ 
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boolean contains(Object o) { /* ... */} 
} 
I I compilation unit "ListSet" 
package thesis.morecontainers.containers; 
import thesis.containers.List; 
import thesis.types.set; 
public class Listset extends List implements set { 
/* ... */ 
} 
/ / pleomorphic method, belongs to Set.contains() and List.contains() generic functions 
boolean contains(Object o) { /* method 7 body */ } 
int size() { /* method 8 body * I } 
b) / / compilation unit "ClientOne" 
package thesis.examples; 
import thesis.types.Set; 
public class clientone { 
} 
/* ... */ 
public void process(Set s) { 
s.contains(o); 
} 
c) / / compilation unit "ClientTwo" 
package thesis.examples; 
import thesis.containers.List; 
import thesis.morecontainers.size; 
public class clientTwo { 
/* ... */ 
public void process(List 1) { 
l.contains(o); 
} 
} 
Figure 22: Example showing a pleomorphic method in regular Java code: 
part a) introduces two compilation units, each declaring a new generic function , and a class Li stset 
declaring a pleomorphic method, part b) gives a client for which only the Set.contains generic func-
tion is visible, part c) gives a client for which only the Li st.contains generic function is visible. 
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a) / / compilation unit "size" 
package thesis.morecontainers; 
import thesis.containers.List; 
public int List.size() { 
return elements().length; 
} 
b) package thesis.morecontainers; 
import thesis.containers.List; 
import thesis.containers.set; 
public class Listset extends List implements Set{ 
} 
I I static initializer: 
static { 
/* ... */ 
size$anchor.function = 
new dispatcher(size$anchor.function); 
} 
/* */ 
/ / redirector method for the pleomorphic method 
public int size() { 
return containsSanchor.function.apply(this); 
} 
I/ a nested class implementing a dispatcher object for the external generic function 
private static class dispatcher implements size$anchor.signature { 
} 
public size$anchor.signature oldFunction; 
public dispatcher(size$anchor.signature oldF) { 
oldFunction = oldF; 
} 
public boolean apply(List this_) { 
if (this_ instanceof Listset) { 
return contains$body((Listset) this_); 
} else { 
} 
return oldFunction.apply(this_); 
} 
private static boolean contains$body(Listset this_) { 
/* method 8 body, substituting thi s_for this * / 
} 
Figure 23: Additions to Figure 22 to demonstrate redirector methods: 
part a) gives an external generic function to which the Li stset. size method 
of Figure 22 belongs, part b) gives a part of the translation of the Li stset class 
that demonstrates the creation of redirector methods for pleomorphic methods. 
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invocation of size from within cl i entone of Figure 22, part b) would target the internal generic 
function and be compiled into an i nvokei nte rface bytecode as described above. However, an invo-
cation of size from within cl i entTwo of Figure 22, part c) would target the external generic function 
and be compiled into an invocation of the apply method of the dispatcher object stored in the anchor 
class's function field. A redirector method is needed to divert the internal generic function invocation 
into the external generic function implementation.25 Figure 23, part b) shows the code generated by the 
compiler for the ListSet class that is pertinent to the size generic function. Bold print in the figure 
indicates the redirector method for the pleomorphic method. 
3.4. Upcalls 
The compilation of superclass method invocations and overridden method invocations presents 
interesting challenges, which were not appropriately addressed in CLCM2000.26 Because of the vari-
ous compilation tactics for method definitions the compiled superclass method invocation or overrid-
den method invocation may originate in a nested class of an anchor class (for external methods of an 
external generic function), a nested class of a regular Java class (for internal methods of an external 
generic function), or in a regular Java class (for internal methods of an internal generic function). The 
target method of the invocation may appear in the same variety of locations. Additionally, overridden 
method invocations, must target particular multimethods, which may or may not appear in the same 
bytecode class as the sender. 
Thus there are a number of permutations of caller and target method locations for superclass 
method invocations and overridden method invocations. The compilation tactic used varies based on 
these permutations and between the two sorts of invocations. We consider superclass method invoca-
tions and overridden method invocations separately. 
3.4.1. Superclass Method Invocations 
Figures 24 gives a diagram illustrating the possible calling and target method locations for super-
class method invocations in MultiJava, considering the restrictions for encapsulation discussed in Sub-
section 2.3.1 on page 31. Arrows in the figures are drawn from the calling method to the target of an 
invocation. Labels on the arrows correspond to the cases in the description below. (The class A at the 
25.Another implementation of pleomorphic methods might duplicate the body of a pleomorphic method in both 
internal and external implementations. 
26. As of this writing, the implementation of these features in mjc is not finished. 
class A 
class B extends A 
B.intGF 1 $body method 
B.intGF2$body method 
class B.dispatcher 1 
B.extGF 1 $body method 
class super.dispatcher2 
B.extGF2$body method 
C.intGFJ $body method 
( C. intG F 1 $body method 
class C.dispatcher 
C. extG F 1 $body method 
( C.extGF 1 $body method ) 
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class extG F 1 $anchor 
class extGF 1 $anchor.dispatcher 
( A.extGFJ $body method ) 
( A.extGFJ $body method ) 
class extGF2$anchor 
class extGF2$anchor.dispatcher 
( A.extGF2$body method ) 
( A.extGF2$body method ) 
class extGF3$anchor 
class extGF3$anchor.dispatcher 
A.extGF3$body method 
B.extGF3$body method 
Figure 24: Legal combinations of target and sender locations for a superclass method invocation 
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top-left and the two anchor classes, at top-right and right-center, are those necessary for the methods 
participating in the superclass method invocations to appear in the indicated locations.) 
As shown in the figure, there are three possible target locations for a superclass method invoca-
tion originating in an internal generic function. When the calling generic function is internal, and: 
s-il: the target generic function is the same as the calling generic function, then the invoca-
tion is just a regular Java super. It is compiled in the usual fashion using an 
i nvokespeci a 1 bytecode. 
s-i2: the target generic function is an internal generic function different than the calling 
generic function, then as in ease s-il the call is just a regular Java super and the 
i nvokespeci a 1 bytecode is used. 
s-i3: the target generic function is external, then there are two possibilities. Because this is a 
superclass method invocation, the target method's receiver class must be a proper super-
class of the calling method's receiver class, C. If C does not add methods to the target 
generic function, then the invocation is compiled as a regular external generic function 
invocation. Because of the prohibition on self-augmenting classes and restriction R3, 
we know that no method with receiver class C will be invoked. On the other hand, if C 
adds methods to the target generic function (as in the figure), then again the invocation 
is compiled like a regular external generic function invocation, but instead of using the 
dispatcher object from the function field of the anchor class, we use the value stored 
in the local dispatcher object's o 1 d_ function field. This allows the superclass method 
invocation to bypass the local methods of the target generic function. 
Figure 24 also shows the three possible target locations for a superclass method invocation origi-
nating in an internal method of an external generic function. When the calling method is an internal 
method of an external generic function, and 
s-el: the target generic function is internal, then we would like to treat this as a regular Java 
superclass method invocation using i nvokespeci al. But the calling method is com-
piled in a nested class of C. The invocation is accomplished by adding a private method 
to C which is invoked by the calling method and which redirects to the appropriate 
method of B via an i nvokespeci a 1 bytecode. 
s-e2: the target generic function is the same as the calling generic function, then the invoca-
tion is just a call to the next dispatcher object in the chain of responsibility, compiled 
using the ol d_functi on field as in case s-i3. 
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s-e3: the target generic function is external and different than the calling generic function, 
then there are two possibilities. If C does not add methods to the target generic function 
(as in the figure), then the superclass method invocation is compiled as a regular exter-
nal generic function invocation. As in case s-i3, we know that no method with receiver 
class C will be invoked. On the other hand, if C adds methods to the target generic func-
tion, then again the superclass method invocation is compiled like a regular external 
generic function invocation, but using the value stored in the o 1 d_ function field of the 
target generic function's local dispatcher object. 
Finally, when the calling method is an external method of an external generic function, 
s-e4: then, by the encapsulation restrictions of Subsection 2.3.1 and R3, the target method 
must be in the same dispatcher object. The superclass method invocation is compiled as 
an invocation of separate dispatcher method that only dispatches to multimethod bodies 
whose receiver class is a proper supertype of the caller's. 
3.4.2. Overridden Method Invocations 
Figure 25 gives a diagram illustrating the possible calling and target method locations for overrid-
den method invocations in MultiJava. Because only methods of the same generic function as the 
caller's can be targeted the number of cases here is less than in Figure 24. However, the analysis is 
similar. When the calling generic function is internal, and 
o-il: the target method is in the same class as the calling method, then the overridden method 
invocation is just a call to the appropriate ident$body method of the local class. 
o-i2: the target method is a superclass, then as in case s-il the call is just a regular Java super 
and the i nvokespeci a 1 bytecode is used. 
When the calling method is an internal method of an external generic function, and 
o-el: the target method is declared in the same class as the calling method, then both caller 
and target are compiled in the same dispatcher object. The overridden method invoca-
tion is just a call to the appropriate ident$body method of that dispatcher object. 
o-e2: the target method is not declared in the same class as the calling method, then the over-
ridden method invocation is compiled like a regular external generic function invoca-
tion, but using the value stored in the local dispatcher object's o 1 d_ function field. 
This allows the invocation to bypass the local methods of the target generic function. 
Finally, when the calling method is an external method of an external generic function, 
class A 
class B extends A 
B.intGF1$body method 
B.intGF2$body method ) 
class B.dispatcher 1 
B.extGF 1 $body method 
class super.dispatcher2 
( B.extGF2$body method 
class C extends B 
C.intGF 1 $body method 
C.intGFJ$body method 
class C.dispatcher 
C.extGF 1 $body method 
C.extGF 1 $body method 
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class extGF 1 $anchor 
class extGF 1 $anchor.dispatcher 
( A.extGFJ $body method ) 
( A.extGFJ $body method ) 
class extGF2$anchor 
class extG F2$anchor.dispatche r 
( A.extGF2$body method ) 
( A.extGF2$body method ) 
class extGF3$anchor 
class extGF3$anchor.dispatcher 
A.extGF3$body method 
B.extGF3$body method 
Figure 25: Legal combinations of target and sender method locations for 
an overridden method invocation 
I I compilation unit "sort" 
package thesis.examples; 
public void List.sort() { 
this. swap(i , j); 
} 
I I private external helper method 
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private void List.swap(int i, int j) { 
object temp= get(i); 
set(i, get(j)); 
set(j, temp); 
} 
Figure 26: Compilation unit with a private external method 
o-e3: then by R3, both caller and target are compiled in the same dispatcher object. The over-
ridden method invocation is just a call to the appropriate ident$body method of that dis-
patcher object. 
3.5. Other Compilation Issues 
This section discusses two interesting compilation issues discovered in the course of implement-
ing our MultiJ ava compiler. 
Private external methods were mentioned in CLCM2000 but no specific compilation strategy was 
given. A sample of a compilation unit with a private external method is given in Figure 26. Our tech-
nique is to make the anchor class of the private external method be a nested class of the regular anchor 
class. For the code in the figure a swap$anchor nested class is created inside the sort$anchor class. 
This enforces the privileged access semantics for the private external method and avoids a name clash 
should a non-private external generic function named swap be declared in the same package. 
Another issue, not addressed in CLCM2000, is the reading of MultiJava-specific features from 
bytecode when the MultiJava source code is not available. This is necessary, for example, when com-
piling a client of an external generic function when the source code is not available. It seems possible 
to read the bytecode for an external generic function or multimethod and then, reversing the compila-
tion strategy, arrive at the signatures of the original MultiJava source code. However, in practice this 
has two distinct disadvantages. First, it is possible, though perhaps not likely, that some other tool 
might generate names like ident$anchor that would confuse a reverse-compilation utility. Second, 
because of the structure of Java bytecode [Lindholm and Yellin 2000] (§4), reading the signature of a 
class from its bytecode is a very efficient process. Using a reverse-compilation utility would necessar-
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ily make the reading of MultiJava-specific information much more costly than reading regular Java 
information. 
Our solution is to use the capability of adding custom attributes to bytecode [Lindholm and Yellin 
2000] (§4.7.1). Using the attributes we can encode the signatures of all the local methods of an external 
generic function in the generic function's anchor class bytecode and encode the signatures of all inter-
nal multimethods in their receiver class bytecode. These attribute values are easily read from bytecode, 
allowing a MultiJava compiler to efficiently retrieve this information. Furthermore, these attributes 
follow a naming convention like that for Java packages [Gosling et al. 2000] (§6.8.1) in which the 
names are derived from an organization's internet domain name. Thus the names of our MultiJava 
attributes would begin "org. multi java. ". This eliminates the possibility of name clashes with prop-
erly designed tools. Using these attributes should not cause any incompatibilities with conforming 
JVM implementations; such implementations must ignore attributes that are not recognized. 
In CLCM2000 we mentioned that one strategy for improving the efficiency of external generic 
function dispatch might be to use reflection to replace the chain of dispatcher objects with a dynami-
cally compiled global dispatching method, generated "on-the-fly". We noted that the load-time cost of 
this strategy might be high, but run-time invocation costs could be greatly reduced. 
Having multimethod information encoded in the attributes of the bytecode files presents an 
intriguing new possibility. A modified JVM could read the external generic function and multimethod 
information from bytecode attributes and perform dispatch using native code, bypassing both the 
chain-of-responsibility and the cascaded instanceof tests. At the same time, retaining the chain-of-
responsibility and instanceof tests within the regular bytecode would ensure that the program had the 
same semantics if run on a standard JVM. A similar technique of performing multiple dispatch in the 
JVM, though not using custom attributes, is introduced by Dutchyn, et al. [Dutchyn et al. 2001). This 
technique is discussed in Section 7. 
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SECTION 4. IMPLEMENTATION OF MJC 
This section summarizes the implementation of mjc, our MultiJava compiler. mjc is derived from 
the open-source Kopi Java Compiler, made available by Decision Management Systems. 27 mjc is 
licensed under the GNU General Public License, version 2, and can be freely downloaded. 28 The com-
piler consists of over 115,000 lines of Java source code, including comments. This section summarizes 
the implementation of mjc by sketching an outline of the architecture based on the major compilation 
passes, largely inherited from Kopi.29 In reviewing the architecture we indicate the points in the con-
trol flow where additions or changes were made for MultiJava. After reviewing the basic architecture 
the section concludes with a discussion of the interesting changes and additions to the compiler's data 
structures necessary to implement MultiJava's open classes and multiple dispatch. 
4.1. Compiler Architecture 
The compiler architecture can be understood by understanding the basic sets of objects that are 
used during compilation and then by understanding how the passes of the compilation process manip-
ulate these objects. 
4.1.1. The Pieces 
The classes whose instances are used during compilation can be divided into four categories. The 
first category of classes are those used to represent an AST, or abstract syntax tree. Roughly speaking, 
there is one AST class for each non-terminal in the combined Java and MultiJava grammar. As is typi-
cal for an AST representation, each AST class instance, or node, contains fields for recording the 
nodes below it in the AST. For example, a node representing a compilation unit would have fields con-
taining nodes representing a package declaration, import statements, type declarations and augmenting 
method declarations. In addition to the fields used to build the structure of the AST, the AST classes 
also declare methods for performing operations on the trees. For example, each AST node includes a 
typecheck method. The typechecking of an AST is accomplished by invoking the typecheck method 
on the root of the AST. Each AST node is responsible for invoking the typecheck methods of its child 
nodes. 
27. Kopi is available from http: / /www. dms. a t/ko pi . 
28. The GNU General Public License is available from http: //www.gnu.org/copyl eft/gpl. html. mjc is cur-
rently available at http://www. multi java. org. 
29. We have not been able to locate documentation for the Kopi compiler architecture as a whole. Thus a significant 
part of the effort in implementing mjc was spent in understanding the base compiler. 
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The second category of classes are those used to build what we call the signature forest. The sig-
nature forest is a set of trees, one for each type and external generic function being compiled, and one 
for each class or external generic function read from bytecode during compilation. Each tree represents 
the signature of a single class or external generic function. A global hash table maps class or generic 
function names to the appropriate tree in the signature forest. Thus the signature forest can be used dur-
ing typechecking to find the type of a field reference or to identify the target generic function for a 
method invocation. In this sense the signature forest acts as a global symbol table for the compiler. In 
addition to this symbol-table function, the objects in the signature forest include the operations that 
generate bytecode at the end of the compilation process. 
The third category of classes used by the compiler are the context classes. The context classes 
represent lexical scope and are used for control flow analysis. Each context object contains references 
to all the types and variables declared in that lexical context and a reference to the surrounding lexical 
context. Thus the context objects can act as a local symbol table. For example, when typechecking a 
simple name the compiler can query the local context object for the type of that name. If the name is 
not declared in the local context, then the local context object passes the query along to the surround-
ing context. Eventually this process will either identify the type of that name or reach the context 
object representing the entire compilation unit. This outermost context has information on the import 
statements and can attempt to resolve the simple name into a fully qualified name by consulting the 
signature forest. 
The context classes are also used for control flow analysis. This is necessary in Java for checking 
things like definite assignment [Gosling et al. 2000] (§ 16). For example, suppose we have the follow-
ing code: 
int X; 
if (checksomething()) { 
X = O; 
} else { 
dosomethi ng () ; 
} 
system.out.println( x ); 
I I line 1 
I I line 2 
I I line 7 
The context representing this entire code fragment would be mutated when typechecking line 1 to 
record the declaration of the variable x and the fact that x is uninitialized. This context would then be 
used to typecheck the predicate in line 2. Assuming this check passes, then two new context objects 
would be created, one for checking the if-block and one for checking the else-block. The context for 
the if-block would be mutated to record that xis initialized. But the context for thee l se-block would 
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still maintain the x is uninitialized. After typechecking both branches, the two inner contexts would be 
merged with the original context. Since x is only initialized in one branch, the original context would 
now record that x is not definitely assigned. Thus an error would be signalled when typechecking the 
reference to x in line 7. 
The fourth category of classes used by the compiler are miscellaneous utility classes. Included in 
this category are the classes for driving the actual compilation process, those for lexing and parsing, 
and those for processing error messages. 
4.1.2. Assembling the Pieces 
The compiler uses seven separate passes, though several of these passes only walk a portion of the 
AST. The first pass parses the source code and generates an AST. The second pass processes i mpo rt 
statements and mutates the AST, moving internal methods declared via the augmenting method syntax 
into the local classes that they augment. The next three passes perform various typechecking opera-
tions. The sixth pass groups multimethods into those that will share a common dispatcher method. A 
final pass generates the Java bytecode. 
• Parsing is performed using lexer and parser classes that are generating using ANTLR, 
ANother Tool for Language Recognition, published by jGuru.30 The parser is a predicated 
LL(k) parser [Parr and Quong 1994]. 
• Internalizing of augmenting methods is the process of identifying augmenting methods that 
augment local classes and mutating the AST so that these internal methods appear within their 
receiver classes. To perform this internalizing operation the import statements must be pro-
cessed so the type identifiers can be resolved to their fully qualified names. Classes and 
generic functions named in single-type import statements are added to the signature forest at 
this stage. Classes and generic functions belonging to packages imported with an import-on-
demand statement are added to the signature forest lazily. 
• Typechecking is performed in three passes. These can be understood in terms of the JVM exe-
cution sequence [Gosling et al. 2000] (§ 12). The interface checking pass is analogous to load-
ing and linking ( § 12.2, § 12.3). The initializers checking pass is analogous to initialization of 
classes and interfaces ( § 12.4 ). Finally the pass for checking instance members is analogous to 
creation of instances and execution ( § 12.5). In the typechecking passes. we treat external meth-
30.ANTLR is available fromhttp://www.antlr.org. 
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ods as belonging to the classes they augment and handle multiple dispatch as if it was part of 
the target language. In other words, the typechecking pass mimics the semantics of MultiJava, 
not the implementation. 
- Interface checking has the purpose of gathering information about type signatures so that 
subsequent passes can do things like finding the generic function invoked by a method 
call. This pass adds one tree to the signature forest for each type declaration and external 
generic function being compiled. Simple checks, like verifying that external methods are 
not abstract, are performed in this pass. This pass also adds a default constructor, if neces-
sary, to the AST for each class and concatenates all field and instance initializers into a 
· single initializer method. 
- Initializer checking typechecks the bodies of static initializers and records information 
about the initialization of static fields. 
- Instance member typechecking, appropriately enough, checks the code for all instance 
members. At the end of this pass the implementation-side checks for generic functions 
are performed. 
• Multimethod grouping is performed to collect the multimethods that will share a common dis-
patcher method in the generated bytecode. This pass mutates the signature forest to reflect this 
grouping by dispatcher method. Objects are also added to the signature forest to represent the 
signature interfaces and nested dispatcher objects for external generic functions. After this 
pass the AST can be discarded. 
• Code generation is accomplished by a simple walk of the trees in the signature forest. 
4.2. Interesting Modifications to Support MultiJava 
The previous subsection described the main data structures used by the compiler and how these 
data structures are manipulated by the compilation passes. This subsection highlights the modifications 
and additions to these data structures in mjc to support open classes and multimethods. 
4.2.1. Handling Open Classes 
The key changes to Kopi to support open classes in mjc are support for apparent signatures, reso-
lution of implicit and explicit "this" within external methods, implicit import of external generic 
functions, and code generation for anchor classes, signature interfaces, and dispatcher objects. 
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To add support for typechecking open classes to the Kopi compiler architecture we modify the 
classes of the signature forest to support the notion of apparent signature. In mjc, each object repre-
senting a class in the signature forest maintains a mapping from contexts to apparent signatures. When 
typechecking a method reference in MultiJava the context of that reference is passed to the signature 
forest. This allows the reference to be resolved using the appropriate apparent signature, based on the 
external generic functions in scope at the reference location. 
During typechecking, each object representing an external method in the signature forest is a 
child node of an object representing the external generic function. This external generic function object 
is used to generate the anchor class in bytecode. 
Another modification to Kopi to support open classes is necessary to allow references to implicit 
or explicit "this" within external method bodies to resolve to the correct class. This is accomplished 
with a new context class that redirects name resolution from within an external method body away 
from the anchor class and into the receiver class in the signature forest. However, this context does not 
redirect all references into the external method's receiver class. For example, inner classes declared by 
type declaration statements or anonymous inner class declarations are added to the anchor class, since 
these cannot be generated in the separately-compiled receiver class. 
Another challenge in handling open classes is the need to implicitly import external generic func-
tions. 31 As with Java classes, implicit import is needed in two cases. External methods of the same 
package as the client are imported when referenced. External methods may also be implicitly imported 
from another package. This happens when two things are true: there is a package import statement in 
the client compilation unit and the client code references an external method defined in the imported 
package. 
The key to implicit import is that a search for possible external methods must be performed when-
ever a method identifier is processed. There are two ways that a method identifier can be used, in a 
method declaration and in a method call. For a method declaration, the new method may be specializ-
ing an implicitly imported external method. For a method call, the method may be external. This last 
point is true even if an internal method of the same name and applicable static argument types exists. 32 
The final challenge in implementing open classes is the generation of the appropriate bytecode for 
anchor classes, signature interfaces, and dispatcher objects. As mentioned above, this is accomplished 
by appropriate mutations of the signature forest following typechecking. Several new signature forest 
31. As of this writing, the implementation of these features in mjc is not finished. 
32. In this case Java's usual rules for selecting between applicable generic functions apply [Gosling et al. 2000) 
(§15.12.2). 
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subclasses specialize the behavior of Kopi signature forest classes to implement the new code genera-
tion. 
4.2.2. Handling Multimethods 
The key new features in mjc to support multimethods are specialized parameter types, new signa-
ture forest classes to generate dispatcher methods, and enhancements to the typechecking code to sup-
port the restrictions of Subsection 2.4. 
In mjc, the classes representing parameters in the AST include information on both the static 
parameter type and the explicit specializer. The corresponding classes in the signature forest contain 
both static and dynamic type information. The static information is used for generic function selection 
and multimethod grouping. The dynamic information is used for ambiguity checks and generation of 
dispatcher methods and multimethod bodies in bytecode. 
Most of the typechecking requirements of Subsection 2.4 are implemented in mjc via simple 
additions to the original Kopi typechecking code. The exception is the implementation side typecheck-
ing of entire generic functions. These checks are performed by a substantial body of code added to the 
typechecking of individual type declarations. This code is a straightforward implementation of the 
algorithm given in "Checks on Entire Generic Functions" on page 38, extended to consider the restric-
tions given in Subsection 2.4.2. 
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SECTION 5. EVALUATION 
This section evaluates the MultiJava language design and the performance of code generated by 
mj c. The discussion, like the evaluation, is divided into four part. The first part examines a series of 
interpreters, written in MultiJava, for the untyped lambda calculus. The second part compares the per-
formance of an algorithm implemented using the extensible visitor pattern against the same algorithm 
implemented using MultiJava's open classes. The third part examines the performance of an algorithm 
implemented using regular Java typecases and MultiJava's multiple dispatch. A fourth part compares 
the cost of the modular solutions versus non-modular solutions to quantify the cost of modularity. We 
conclude by revisiting the design constraints introduced in Subsection 1.2. 
5.1. Writing and Extending Interpreters Using MultiJava 
To evaluate the expressiveness and flexibility of MultiJava we implemented a series of interpret-
ers for the untyped lambda calculus [Barendregt 1984, Schmidt 1994]. 33 The concrete syntax that we 
use is taken from Scheme [Kelsey et al. 1998]. The first of these interpreters, with source code34 
shown in Figures 27 through 32, is for the language: 
Term: 
Variable 
Lambda 
Application 
Variable: 
String 
Lambda: 
( 1 ambda ( Stringopr ) Term ) 
Application : 
( Term Termsopt ) 
Terms: 
Term 
Term Terms 
String: 
any legal Java string literal 
The Interpreter! class shown in Figure 27 takes a Term, constructs a new empty environment, and 
reduces the term35. The Term, Variable, Lambda, and Application non-terminals are represented by 
33. This example was motivated by Essentials of Programming Languages [Friedman et al. 1992]. Zenger and 
Odersky use the same example [Zenger and Odersky 2001]; this facilitates comparison of their work with ours. 
34. Source code shown in this section generally omits instance fields and accessor methods where they can be 
inferred from the given constructors. 
35.For the interested, the term is reduced to weak head-normal form using a call-by-value semantics. 
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I I compilation unit "/nterpreterl.java" 
package evaluation; 
// Interpreter for the simple untyped lambda calculus. 
public class Interpreter! { 
} 
public void interpret( Term ast) { 
Environment env = initialEnvironment(); 
try { 
} 
Term result= ast.eval( env ); 
System.out.println( result.tostring() ); 
} catch (EvaluationException e) { 
System.out.println( "error: "+ e.getMessage() ); 
} // end of try-catch 
protected Environment initialEnvironment() { 
return new Environment(); 
} 
Figure 27: Interpreter for the untyped lambda calculus 
I I compilation unit "Term.java" 
package evaluation; 
public abstract class Term { 
} 
public Term eval( Environment e) throws EvaluationException { 
return this; 
} 
Figure 28: Abstract class representing the type of all terms in the lambda calculus 
I I compilation unit "Lambda.java" 
package evaluation; 
public class Lambda extends Term { 
} 
public Lambda( String[] formals, Term body) { 
this.formals= formals; 
this.body= body; 
} 
I I inherit eval 
/* ... */ 
Figure 29: Class representing lambda expressions in the lambda calculus 
corresponding classes. Each of these classes includes an eva l method that takes an Envi ronment 
argument. The default behavior, specified in the Te rm abstract class of Figure 28, is to return the term 
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I I compilation unit "Variable.java" 
package evaluation; 
public class variable extends Term { 
public variable( String name) { 
this.name= name; 
} 
} 
public Term eval( Environment e) throws EvaluationException { 
Term result= e.valueof( name); 
return result== null ? this : e.valueof( name); 
} 
/* */ 
Figure 30: Class representing variables in the lambda calculus 
I I compilation unit "Application.java" 
package evaluation; 
public class Application extends Term { 
} 
public Application( Term rator, Term[] rands) { 
this.rater rator; 
this.rands= rands; 
} 
public Term eval( Environment e) throws EvaluationException { 
} 
try { 
Lambda function= (Lambda) rator.eval( e ); 
String[] formals= function.formals(); 
if (formals.length != rands.length) { 
} 
throw new EvaluationException( "Number of formals("+ 
function.formals().length + 
") different than number"+ 
"of actuals("+ rands.length+ 
") II ) ; 
Term[] actuals= new Term[ rands.length]; 
for (inti= O; i < rands.length; i++) { 
actuals[i] = rands[i].eval( e ); 
} // end of for 
Environment evalEnv = e; 
for (inti= O; i < rands.length; i++) { 
evalEnv = evalEnv.bind( formals[i], actuals[i] ); 
} 
return function.body().eval( evalEnv ); 
} catch (classcastException ce) { 
} 
throw new EvaluationException( "operator is not a lambda"+ 
"expression"); 
/* *I 
Figure 31: Class representing applications in the lambda calculus 
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I I compilation unit "Environment.Java" 
package evaluation; 
import java.util.HashMap; 
public class Environment { 
} 
public Environment() { 
this( new HashMap() ); 
} 
protected Environment( HashMap map) { 
this.map= map; 
} 
// factory method 
protected Environment makeinstance( HashMap map) { 
return new Environment( map); 
} 
public Environment bind( string name, Term value) { 
HashMap newMap = (HashMap) map.clone(); 
newMap.put( name, value); 
return makeinstance( newMap ); 
} 
public Term valueof( String name) throws EvaluationException { 
return (Term) map.get( name); 
} 
protected HashMap map; 
Figure 32: Class representing environments mapping for names to terms 
unchanged. This behavior is inherited by the Lambda class in Figure 29. For Variables, declared in 
Figure 30, the eva 1 method simply looks up the value of the variable in the given environment. If the 
variable is undefined in the given environment then the variable itself is returned unreduced. The eval 
method of the Application class, declared in Figure 31, reduces the operator and each operand in the 
original environment. Next the formal parameters of the operand term are bound to the values of the 
operands. Finally the body of the operator is reduced in the new environment. The Environment class 
is declared in Figure 32. The Ori ve rl class, shown in Figure 33, constructs several terms in the lan-
guage and uses the Interpreterl class to evaluate them, with the following results: 
$ java evaluation.Driverl 
evaluation.variable@4b222f 
evaluation.variable@3169f8 
evaluation.Lambda@2457b6 
evaluation.variable@7a78d3 
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I I compilation unit "Driverl.java" 
package evaluation; 
public class Driverl { 
} 
public static void main (String[] args) { 
test( new Interpreterl() ); 
} 
public static void test( Interpreter! i ) { 
i.interpret( VARREF_)( ); 
i.interpret( VARREF_Y ); 
i.interpret( ID); 
i.interpret( APPl ); 
i.interpret( APP2 ); 
i.interpret( APPFUNC ); 
i.interpret( APP3 ); 
i.interpret( APP4 ); 
} 
II X 
public static Term VARREF_)( = new variable( "x" ); 
II y 
public static Term VARREF_Y = new variable( "y" ); 
II (lambda (y) y) 
public static Term ID= 
new Lambda( new String[] { "y" }, VARREF_Y ) ; 
II ((lambda (y) y) x) 
public static Term APPl = 
new Application( ID, new Term[] { VARREF_)(} ); 
II ((lambda (y) y) (lambda (y) y)) 
public static Term APP2 = 
new Application( ID, new Term[] {ID}); 
II (lambda (f x) (f x)) 
public static Term APPFUNC = 
new Lambda( new String[] { "f", "x" } , 
new Application( new variable( "f" ), 
new Term[] { VARREF_)(}) ); 
II ((lambda (f x) (f x)) (lambda (y) y) x) 
public static Term APP3 = 
new Application( APPFUNC, new Term[] { ID, VARREF_)(} ); 
II ((lambda (f x) (f x)) (lambda (y) y) (lambda (y) y)) 
public static Term APP4 = 
new Application( APPFUNC, new Term[] { ID, ID}); 
Figure 33: Test cases for the interpreter of Figure 27 
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I I compilation unit "pretty Print.Java" 
package evaluation; 
include evaluation.prettyPrint; 
public string Term.prettyPrint() { 
return "<undefined>"; 
} 
public String variable.prettyPrint() { 
return name() ; 
} 
public String Lambda.prettyPrint() { 
} 
stringBuffer result= new StringBuffer( "(lambda("); 
String[] formals= formals(); 
for (inti= O; i < formals.length; i++) { 
result.append( formals[i] ); 
if (i < formals.length - 1) { 
result.append(""); 
} // end of if 
} // end of for 
result. append ( ") " ) ; 
result.append( body().prettyPrint() ); 
result.append(")"); 
return result.tostring(); 
public String Application.prettyPrint() { 
StringBuffer result= new StringBuffer( "(" ); 
result. append ( rator () . prettyPri nt () + " " ) ; 
} 
Term[] rands= rands(); . 
for (inti= O; i < rands.length; i++) { 
result.append( rands[i].prettyPrint() ); 
if (i < rands.length - 1) { 
result.append(""); 
} // end of if 
} // end of for 
result. append ( ")" ) ; 
return result.tostring(); 
Figure 34: External prettyPri nt generic function for lambda calculus terms 
evaluation.Lambda@2457b6 
evaluation.Lambda@129206 
evaluation.variable@30f13d 
evaluation.Lambda@2457b6 
Because Term and its subclasses did not override the Object. tostri ng method, the results of 
evaluating the various terms are given as class names and object hash codes. The next interpreter recti-
fies this by adding an external prettyPri nt generic function, declared in Figure 34. An extended 
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I I compilation unit "Interpreter2.java" 
package evaluation; 
include evaluation.prettyPrint; 
public class Interpreter2 extends Interpreter! { 
public void interpret( Term ast) { 
} 
} 
Environment env = initialEnvironment(); 
system.out.print( ast.prettyPrint() +" ==> "); 
try { 
Term result= ast.eval( env ); 
system.out.println( result.prettyPrint() ); 
} catch (EvaluationException e) { 
system.out.println( "error: "+ e.getMessage() ); 
} 
Figure 35: Interpreter using prettyPri nt external generic function 
I I compilation unit "Driver2.java" 
package evaluation; 
public class Driver2 extends Driverl { 
public static void main (String[] args) { 
test( new Interpreter2() ); 
} 
} 
Figure 36: Test driver for the interpreter of Figure 35 
interpreter using the new generic function is given in Figure 35 and a driver for running the test cases 
with the new interpreter is given in Figure 36. The results for this interpreter are: 
$ java evaluation.Driver2 
X ==> X 
y ==> y 
(lambda (y) y) ==> (lambda (y) y) 
((lambda (y) y) x) ==> x 
((lambda (y) y) (lambda (y) y)) ==> (lambda (y) y) 
(lambda (f x) (f x)) ==> (lambda (f x) (f x)) 
((lambda (f x) (f x)) (lambda (y) y) x) ==> x 
((lambda (f x) (f x)) (lambda (y) y) (lambda (y) y)) ==> (lambda (y) y) 
The next interpreter extends the interpreted language to add numbers and addition. The changes 
to the language are: 
Term: 
Number 
Plus 
I I compilation unit "Number.Java" 
package evaluation; 
include evaluation.prettyPrint; 
public class Number extends Term { 
} 
public Number( int val ) { 
this.val= val; 
} 
I I inherits eval method 
public String prettyPrint() { 
return '"' + va 1 ; 
} 
/* ... */ 
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Figure 37: Class representing numbers in the extended lambda calculus 
Number: 
any legal Java integer literal 
Plus: 
( + Termsopr ) 
This interpreter demonstrates overriding of external methods by new subclasses. For example, the 
prettyPri nt methods in Number (see Figure 37) and Pl us (see Figure 38) belong to the external 
generic function declared in Figure 34. Number inherits the default eval method from Term, while 
Pl us declares its own eva 1 method. Also interesting is the fact that, because of subtype polymor-
phism, a new interpreter class is not needed to evaluate the extended language. Of course a new test 
driver is needed to exercise the new variants. The code for this driver appears in Figure 39 and the 
results for this new language are: 
$ java evaluation.Driver3 
X ==> X 
y ==> y 
(lambda (y) y) ==> (lambda (y) y) 
((lambda (y) y) x) ==> x 
((lambda (y) y) (lambda (y) y)) ==> (lambda (y) y) 
(lambda (f x) (f x)) ==> (lambda (f x) (f x)) 
((lambda (f x) (f x)) (lambda (y) y) x) ==> x 
((lambda (f x) (f x)) (lambda (y) y) (lambda (y) y)) ==> (lambda (y) y) 
0 ==> 0 
1 ==> 1 
(+) ==> 0 
(+ 1) ==> 1 
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I I compilation unit "Plus.java" 
package evaluation; 
include evaluation.prettyPrint; 
public class Plus extends Term { 
} 
public Plus( Term[] rands) { 
this.rands= rands; 
} 
public Term eval( Environment env) throws EvaluationException { 
int result= O; 
} 
for (inti= O; i < rands.length; i++) { 
Term value= rands[i].eval( env ); 
try { 
result+= ((Number) value).val(); 
} catch (classcastException e) { 
} 
} 
throw new EvaluationException( "Non-number operand\""+ 
rands[i].prettyPrint() + 
"\" as argument of plus"+ 
"operator" ) ; 
return n~w Number( result); 
public String prettyPrint() { 
} 
StringBuffer result= new StringBuffer( "(+" ); 
for (inti= O; i < rands.length; i++) { 
result.append( + rands[i].prettyPrint() ); 
} 
result. append ( ")" ) ; 
return result.toString(); 
/* ... */ 
Figure 38: Class representing addition operator in the extended lambda calculus 
(+ 1 1) ==> 2 
(lambda (x) (+ x 1)) ==> (lambda (x) (+ x 1)) 
((lambda (x) (+ x 1)) 1) ==> 2 
((lambda (x) (+ x 1)) (+ 1 1)) ==> 3 
The final interpreter example introduces sequences, and assignment to the language: 
Term: 
Sequence 
Assignment 
Sequence: 
( begin Term Termsopr ) 
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I I compilation unit "Driver3.java" 
package evaluation; 
public class oriver3 extends oriverl { 
} 
public static void main (String[] args) { 
Interpreter2 i = new Interpreter2(); 
test( i ) ; 
testNumber( i ); 
} 
public static void testNumber( Interpreter2 i) { 
i.interpret( ZERO); 
} 
II o 
i.interpret( ONE); 
i .interpret( ZERO_B ); 
i.interpret( ONE_B ); 
i .interpret( TWO); 
i .interpret( ADD_ONE ); 
i .interpret( TWO_B ); 
i.interpret( THREE); 
public static Term ZERO= new Number( 0 ); 
II 1 
public static Term ONE= new Number( 1 ); 
II(+) 
public static Term ZERO_B = new Plus( new Term[OJ ); 
I I (+ 1) 
public static Term ONE_B = new Plus( new Term[] {ONE}); 
I I (+ 1 1) 
public static Term TWO= new Plus( new Term[] { ONE, ONE}); 
II (lambda (x) (+ x 1)) 
public static Term ADD_ONE = 
new Lambda( new String[] { "x" }, 
new Plus( new Term[] { VARREF_.X, ONE})); 
II ((lambda (x) (+ x 1)) 1) 
public static Term TWO_B = 
new Application( ADD_ONE, new Term[] {ONE}); 
public static Term THREE= 
new Application( ADD_ONE, new Term[] {TWO}); 
Figure 39: Test cases for the lambda calculus extended with numbers and addition 
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I I compilation unit "EnvironmentWithStore.java" 
package evaluation; 
import java.util.HashMap; 
public class Environmentwithstore extends Environment { 
public Environmentwithstore() { 
} 
super(); 
} 
protected Environmentwithstore( HashMap map) { 
super(map); 
} 
// factory method 
protected Environment makeinstance( HashMap map) { 
return new Environmentwithstore( map); 
} 
public Term updateLocation( string name, Term value) 
throws EvaluationException 
{ 
} 
if (map.get(name) == null) { 
throw new EvaluationException( "unable to mutate undefined"+ 
"variable \"" + name + "\"" ) ; 
} 
map.put( name, value); 
return value; 
Figure 40: Class extending Envi ronment to support mutation 
I I compilation unit "Interpreter4.java" 
package evaluation; 
include evaluation.prettyPrint; 
public class Interpreter4 extends Interpreter2 { 
public Environment initialEnvironment() { 
return new Environmentwithstore(); 
} 
} 
Figure 41: Interpreter for the lambda calculus extended with sequences and assignment 
Assignment: 
( set! String Term ) 
An Envi ronmentwi thstore class is introduced in Figure 40. A new interpreter that uses environ-
ments with stores is given in Figure 41. Only the initialEnvi ronment method of Interpreter2 
needs to be overridden to arrive at Interpreter4. The sequence class is given in Figure 42. The 
terms in a sequence are evaluated sequentially and the value of the sequence is the value of the last 
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I I compilation unit "Sequence.java" 
package evaluation; 
include evaluation.prettyPrint; 
public class sequence extends Term { 
} 
public sequence( Term[] terms) { 
this.terms= terms; 
} 
public String prettyPrint() { 
} 
stri ngBuffer result = new Stri ngBuffer( "(begin" ) ; 
for (inti= O; i < terms.length; i++) { 
result.append( " " + terms[i] .prettyPrint() ) ; 
} // end of for 
result. append ( ")" ) ; 
return result.tostring(); 
public Term eval( Environment env) throws EvaluationException { 
if (terms.length== 0) { 
} 
throw new EvaluationException( "empty sequences not allowed"); 
} // end of if 
Term result= terms[O].eval( env ); 
for (inti= 1; i < terms.length; i++) { 
result= terms[i].eval( env ); 
} // end of for 
return result; 
/* ... */ 
Figure 42: Class representing sequences in the extended lambda calculus 
term in the sequence. An interesting aspect of this interpreter is the use of multiple dispatch in the eva l 
method of the Assignment class, given in Figure 43. If an environment with a store is passed to the 
eva l method then the cell referenced by the given name is mutated to contain the new value. On the 
other hand, if an environment without a store is passed to the eva l method, then the default behavior, 
inherited from Term, is used; i.e., the assignment expression is returned unchanged since it cannot be 
reduced in the given environment. The class Drive r4, given in Figure 44, uses both Inte rprete r2 
and Interpreter4 for evaluation to demonstrate this distinction. We have the following results. 
$ java evaluation.Driver4 
X ==> X 
y ==> y 
(lambda (y) y) ==> (lambda (y) y) 
((lambda (y) y) x) ==> x 
((lambda (y) y) (lambda (y) y)) ==> (lambda (y) y) 
I I compilation unit "Assignment.java" 
package evaluation; 
include evaluation.prettyPrint; 
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public class Assignment extends Term { 
} 
public Assignment( String name, Term expr) { 
this.name= name; 
this.expr = expr; 
} 
public String prettyPrint() { 
return 11 (set! 11 + name + 11 11 + expr. prettyPri nt() + 11 )"; 
} 
II inherit the default Ci .e. do-nothing) eval method since we 
II can only have side-effects if we have a store 
public Term eval( Environment@Environmentwithstore env) 
throws EvaluationException 
{ 
} 
return env.updateLocation( name, super.eval( env) ); 
I* ... *I 
Figure 43: Class representing assignment in the extended lambda calculus 
(lambda (f x) (f x)) ==> (lambda (f x) (f x)) 
((lambda (f x) (f x)) (lambda (y) y) x) ==> x 
((lambda (f x) (f x)) (lambda (y) y) (lambda (y) y)) ==> (lambda (y) y) 
0 ==> 0 
1 ==> 1 
(+) ==> 0 
(+ 1) ==> 1 
(+ 1 1) ==> 2 
(lambda (x) (+ x 1)) ==> (lambda (x) (+ x 1)) 
((lambda (x) (+ x 1)) 1) ==> 2 
((lambda (x) (+ x 1)) (+ 1 1)) ==> 3 
using environment with store: 
(begin)==> error: empty sequences not allowed 
(begin x) ==> x 
(begin x y) ==> y 
(set! x 1) ==> error: unable to mutate undefined variable "x" 
(lambda (x y) (+ x y)) ==> (lambda (x y) (+ x y)) 
(lambda (x y) (begin (set! x y) (+ x y))) ==> (lambda (x y) (begin (set! x y) 
(+ X y))) 
((lambda (x y) (+ x y)) 1 (+ 1 1)) ==> 3 
((lambda (x y) (begin (set! x y) (+ x y))) 1 (+ 1 1)) ==> 4 
using environment without store: 
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I I compilation unit "Driver4.java" 
package evaluation; 
public class Driver4 extends Driver3 { 
} 
public static void main (String[] args) { 
Interpreter4 i = new Interpreter4(); 
test( i );testNumber( i ); 
System.out.println(); 
system.out.println("using environment with store:"); 
system.out.println("--------------------------"); 
testsequence( i ); 
system.out.println(); 
system.out.println("using environment without store:"); 
System.out.println("----------------------------"); 
testsequence( new Interpreter2() ); 
} 
public static void testsequence( Interpreter2 i ) { _ 
i.interpret( VARREF_SEQ ); 
i.interpret( VARREFS_SEQ ); 
i .interpret( BAD_ASSN ); 
i.interpret( SUM); 
i.interpret( TIMES_TWO ); 
i .interpret( APP_SUM ); 
i.interpret( APP_TIMES_TWO ); 
} 
II (begin x) 
public static Term VARREF_SEQ = new sequence( new Term[] { VARREF__x} ); 
II (begin x y) 
public static Term VARREFS_SEQ = new Sequence( new Term[] { VARREF_)(, 
VARREF_Y} ); 
II (set x 1) 
public static Term BAD_ASSN = new Assignment( "x", ONE); 
II (lambda (x y) (+ x y)) 
public static Term SUM= 
new Lambda( new String[] { "x", "y" }, 
new Plus( new Term[] { VARREF_)(, VARREF_Y}) ); 
// (lambda (x y) (begin (set x y) (+ x y))) 
public static Term TIMES_TWO = 
new Lambda( new String[] { "x", "y" } , 
new sequence( new Term[] { 
new Assignment( "x", VARREF_Y ), 
new Plus( new Term[] { VARREF__x, 
VARREF_Y})} )); 
II ((lambda (x y) (+ x y)) 1 2) 
public static Term APP_SUM = new Application(SUM, new Term[] {ONE, TWO}); 
II ((lambda (x y) (begin (set x y) (+ x y))) 1 2) 
public static Term APP_TIMES_TWO = 
new Application( TIMES_TWO, new Term[] { ONE, TWO}); 
Figure 44: Test cases for the lambda calculus extended with sequences and assignment 
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(begin)==> error: empty sequences not allowed 
(begin x) ==> x 
(begin x y) ==> y 
(set! x 1) ==> (set! x 1) 
(lambda (x y) (+ x y)) ==> (lambda (x y) (+ x y)) 
(lambda (x y) (begin (set! x y) (+ x y))) ==> (lambda (x y) (begin (set! x y) 
(+ X y))) 
((lambda (x y) (+ x y)) 1 (+ 1 1)) ==> 3 
((lambda (x y) (begin (set! x y) (+ x y))) 1(+11)) ==> 3 
5.2. Open Class Performance 
To evaluate the performance of code compiled by mjc that uses the open class mechanism, we 
implemented a simple binary tree in Java and extended this tree by adding three different external 
generic functions and then a new subclass representing n-ary trees. We also implemented the same 
code and extensions using the extensible visitor pattern [Krishnamurthi et al. 1998]. As the code for 
these tests is quite similar to the examples discussed previously, it has been mostly relegated to Appen-
dix A.1. In both implementation styles the first operation is a simple tree walk that performs no addi-
tional calculations. By timing this operation we can measure the relative dispatch times of the two 
implementation styles. The second operation calculates the size of the tree. Figure 45 gives the code 
for this operation in the open class implementation; Figure 46 does the same for the extensible visitor 
implementation. The third operation returns a string representation of the tree. By timing these later 
two operations we can measure the performance of calculations that must be written differently to 
accommodate the two implementation styles. (The primary implementation differences being the need 
to pass arguments and return results through the state of the visitor, as discussed on page 5, and the 
need for factory methods to allow the visitors to be extended when subclasses are added.) Appendix 
A.3 includes the raw data from our testing. 
Table 2 on page 86 gives the results for the simple tree walk operation.36 For each implementa-
tion style, the operation is invoked 100,000 times on each of three different trees. The first tree is a 
simple binary tree with just 5 nodes, the second is an n-ary tree with 7 nodes. The final tree is an n-ary 
tree of depth 4 and branching factor 4, containing 341 nodes. These results clearly demonstrate that 
pure dispatch speed for the open class implementation is dramatically slower than for the extensible 
visitor code. 
But the information on dispatch speed does not tell the complete story. The extensible visitor pat-
tern requires substantial additional code to implement the actual calculations within the methods. As 
36. All test results are from the Sun JDK 1.3.1 using the HotSpot JVM under Windows 2000 Professional on a Dell 
Inspiron 5000e with an 850 MHz Intel Pentium III processor and 256 MB of physical RAM. 
I I compilation unit "size.java" 
package evaluation.speed; 
public int Tree.size() { 
return 1; 
} 
public int Interior.size() { 
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return 1 + left().size() + right().size(); 
} 
I I compilation unit "Multilnterior.java" 
package evaluation.speed; 
public class Multiinterior extends Tree { 
public Multiinterior( Object value, Tree[] children) { 
super( value); 
this.children= children; 
} 
I* code for di spatchTest and prettyPri nt omitted * I 
public int size() { 
} 
int result = 1; 
for (inti= O; i < children.length; i++) { 
result+= children[i].size(); 
} 
return result; 
} 
public Tree[] children() { 
return children; 
} 
private Tree[] children; 
Figure 45: Open class implementation of a tree size operation 
shown in Figure 46, extensible visitor requires factory methods to generate the appropriate visitor for 
recursive calls, often with the attendant copying of state to or from the new visitor. Table 3 on page 86 
shows the results for calculating tree size, using the same trees as above. We see that once calculations 
are considered the speed advantage of extensible visitor is approximately halved. This is due to the 
additional complexity of the extensible visitor pattern. In fact, if we compare results from Tables 2 and 
3 we see that introducing calculations in the extensible visitor implementation nearly doubles its exe-
cution time, while the calculations in the open class code result in essentially no change versus the sim-
ple tree walk. We should note, however, that it would certainly be possible to improve the efficiency of 
the extensible visitor code in this example by mutating the state of the visitor instead of creating new 
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I I compilation unit "VTreeSizer.java" 
package evaluation.speed; 
public class VTreesizer implements VTreevisitor { 
public VTreesizer() { 
} 
size= O; 
} 
public VTreevi si tor makeinstance() { // factory method 
return new VTreesizer(); 
} 
public void visitvrree( vrree tree) { 
size= 1; 
} 
public void visitVInterior( VInterior interior) { 
vrreesizer lsizer = (VTreesizer) makeinstance(); 
vrreesizer rsizer = (VTreesizer) makeinstance(); 
interior.left().accept( lsizer ); 
interior.right().accept( rsizer ); 
size = 1 + l Sizer.result() + rsi zer. result(); // copying state 
} 
public int result() { 
return size; 
} 
protected int size; 
I I compilation unit "VMultiTreeSizer.java" 
package evaluation.speed; 
public class VMultiTreesizer extends VTreesizer implements VMultiTreevisitor { 
public VMultiTreesizer() { 
} 
super(); 
} 
public VTreev, s, tor makeinstance() { / / factory method 
return new VMultiTreesizer(); 
} 
public void visitVMultiinterior( VMultiinterior interior) { 
VTree[] children= interior.children(); 
size= 1; 
for (inti= O; i < children.length; i++) { 
vrreesizer sizer= (VTreesizer) makeinstance(); 
children[i].accept(sizer); 
size+= sizer.result(); 
} // end of for 
} 
Figure 46: Extensible visitor implementation of a tree size operation 
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Table 2: Comparison of dispatch times for simple tree walk 
Implementation 5 nodes 7 nodes 341 nodes 
Extensible Visitor 50 msb 80 ms 3,265 ms 
Open Classes 270ms 311 ms 15,542 ms 
Speed upa 0.19 0.26 0.21 
a. extensible visitor time/ open classes time 
b. times in milliseconds for 100,000 invocations 
Table 3: Comparison of dispatch times for tree size calculation 
Implementation 5 nodes 7 nodes 341 nodes 
Extensible Visitor 120 ms 160 ms 7,461 ms 
Open Classes 251 ms 310 ms 15,783 ms 
Speed up 0.48 0.52 0.47 
Table 4: Comparison of dispatch times for pretty print operation 
Implementation 5 nodes 7 nodes 341 nodes 
Extensible Visitor 1,792 ms 2,254 ms 141,804 ms 
Open Classes 1,322ms 1,763 ms 129,135 ms 
Speed up 1.36 1.28 1.10 
visitor instances. On the other hand, in general the extensible visitor pattern may require the creation of 
new visitor instances during the recursion over a data structure. Therefore these results can be consid-
ered representative of cases that do occur in practice. 
The final set of tests for open class dispatch performance involve even more complex calcula-
tions. Table 4 gives the results for 100,000 invocations of a pretty-printing operation on each of our 
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three sample trees. In this case the additional complexity of the extensible visitor pattern swamps the 
dispatch speed disadvantages of open classes. For the pretty print operation the open class implementa-
tion is actually faster. 
The open class implementation is much clearer and less error-prone than the extensible visitor 
implementation. We have demonstrated that the complexity of calculations in the extensible visitor 
implementation can easily overwhelm its raw dispatch speed advantages. And, as argued in Section 
1.1, the visitor pattern requires advance planning and so may not even be possible in some circum-
stances. Finally we have not really begun to explore possibilities for optimizing the compilation strat-
egy for open classes and a more efficient strategy may be possible (for example, using the dynamic 
compilation strategy mentioned on page 62). 
5.3. Multiple Dispatch Performance 
To evaluate the performance of code compiled by mjc that uses the multiple dispatch mechanism, 
we implemented classes representing the real numbers, the integers, and the rationals. We imple-
mented the binary operation, multiply, on instances of these classes, using multimethods to maintain 
the highest possible precision in the results. For example, the product of two rational numbers is stored 
as a rational number. We also implemented the operation using typecases. The complete source code of 
the tests is given in Appendix A.2. (Double-dispatching was not used here because it requires non-
modular editing to solve the binary method problem. We evaluated non-modular solutions, including 
double-dispatching, in the next subsection.) 
To measure the dispatch speed we instantiated one real, one integer, and one rational and invoked 
the multiply operation 1,000,000 times on each possible combination (for a total of 9,000,000 invoca-
tions.) This test was repeated for both implementations; the results appear in Table 6. The table shows 
that the multiple dispatch and typecases approach yield the same performance. This is somewhat sur-
prising. Although the generated code for multimethod dispatch in mjc should match the programmer 
coded typecase, we would expect some penalty in MultiJava for dispatch to the mjc-generated 
ident$body multimethod bodies. We suspect that the JIT compiler within the HotSpot JVM has the 
effect of dynamically inlining the multimethod bodies. 
5.3.1. The Price of Modularity 
The performance comparisons in the previous subsections pit MultiJava against regular Java 
implementations that offer the same degree of modularity, albeit with greater programmer effort and 
risk of error. MultiJava compares favorably in these experiments. 
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Table 5: Comparison of dispatch times for multiply operation 
Implementation 
Typecases 
Multiple Dispatch 
Speed Upa 
4,307 ms 
4,306 ms 
1.00 
a. typecases time/ multiple dispatch time 
b. times in milliseconds for 9,000,000 invocations 
It is also interesting to investigate the cost of this modularity. We do this by comparing the results 
of the previous subsections against non-extensible implementations of the same algorithms. This is an 
"apples-to-oranges" comparison, but it provides valuable information, particularly for choosing imple-
mentation strategies when one knows that the code will not have to be extended. 37 
Table 6 compares the performance of the pretty-print operation for trees implemented in regular 
Java code, using the visitor pattern, using extensible visitor, and using an external generic function in 
MultiJava. The intent of these tests is to compare the cost of modularity for various partial solutions to 
the augmenting method problem. The regular Java implementation does not solve the augmenting 
method problem but does provide a basis for comparing the other solutions. As discussed previously, 
the visitor pattern is a partial solution in that it does not permit the modular addition of new classes, 
only new operations. Extensible visitor is more modular, allowing the modular addition of both new 
classes and new operations, but only if the original implementation included the necessary infrastruc-
ture (e.g., accept methods and factory methods within visitors). Open classes are the most modular, 
allowing the modular addition of new classes and new operations without the need for advance plan-
ning. The results show that MultiJava's open classes are more efficient than even the partial solutions 
of visitor and extensible visitor. This difference must be due to the additional complexity created by 
copying state between visitors and retrieving results via a separate method invocation. 
Table 7 compares the performance of the multiply operations implemented using MultiJava multi-
methods and using double-dispatch. The table shows that multiple dispatch is substantially slower than 
double-dispatching. This is most likely because, in double-dispatching, the dispatch on each parameter 
37. The author steadfastly refuses to insert a snide comment here. 
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Table 6: Comparison of augmenting method dispatch times for varying degrees of modularity 
Implementation Timea Speed Upb 
Regular Methods 
Visitor Pattern 
Extensible Visitor 
Open Classes 
1,061 ms 
1,703 ms 
1,792 ms 
1,322 ms 
0.62 
0.59 
0.80 
a. times in milliseconds for I 00,000 invocations of a prettyPrint operation 
on a 5 node binary tree 
b. regular method time/ given implementation's time 
Table 7: Comparison of binary method dispatch times for varying degrees of modularity 
Implementation 
Double-dispatching 
Multiple Dispatch 
Speed Upa 
2,704 ms 
4,306 ms 
0.63 
a. double-dispatching time/ multiple dispatch time 
b. times in milliseconds for 9,000,000 invocations 
is performed in native code within the JVM. Since mjc targets a standard JVM, dispatch on the non-
receiver parameters of a multimethod is performed in Java bytecode. These test results indicate that a 
custom JVM for MultiJava, as discussed on page 62, might provide substantial performance benefits. 
Although the double-dispatching technique is faster than the current implementation of multi methods, 
double-dispatching is tedious, error-prone, and non-modular, as noted in Subsection 1.1.2. 
5.4. Goals Revisited 
Subsection 1.2 on page 13 introduced the goals of this work and a set of constraints under which 
MultiJava was developed. The interpreter presented in Subsection 5.1 demonstrates that MultiJava 
solves the augmenting method problem. The binary method examples in Subsection 5.3 demonstrate 
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that MultiJava solves the binary method problem. Our mjc compiler demonstrates that MultiJava satis-
fies its first three design constraints: 
• MultiJava provides complete backward compatibility with the extant Java language. 
• The modular static typechecking and compilation properties of Java are maintained. 
• Output of mjc targets the standard JVM. 
The fourth design constraint has to due with the efficiency of generated code. While designing 
MultiJava this was not a primary concern, the focus being placed on expressiveness and modularity. 
Nonetheless, the results given above demonstrate that MultiJava code compares favorably with code 
implemented using classical single dispatch techniques. As with any benchmarking, the results will 
vary with the data. For example, because of the chain of responsibility pattern, we can expect the dis-
patch cost for external methods to scale linearly with the number of internal methods added to an 
external generic function. With the extensible visitor pattern the dispatch cost doesn't vary with the 
number of methods added but with the number of visitor extensions. 
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SECTION 6. DESIGN ALTERNATIVES AND EXTENSIONS 
This section briefly describes several potential extensions to the MultiJava language and the chal-
lenges each would pose. While a full elaboration of these extensions is beyond the scope of this work, 
we present a sketch of how each extension could be achieved. Following the discussion of extensions 
is a description of TupleJava, an earlier approach to adding open classes and multiple dispatch to Java. 
TupleJava is interesting in that it sacrifices some of the flexibility of MultiJava in exchange for a con-
ceptual model that is arguably clearer. 
6.1. Extending MultiJava 
Most of the extensions to MultiJava addressed here involve relaxing restrictions currently placed 
on the language. We chose to begin with the most restricted version of the language based on Barbara 
Liskov's advice that the only way to know if a restriction is tolerable is by trying it.38 
6.1.1. Overridden Method Invocations 
The restriction that a method invoking over ri ddenMethod () have a single directly overridden 
method could be relaxed by extending the syntax. Specializers could be added to the argument expres-
sions in an overridden method invocation to disambiguate between several directly overridden meth-
ods. For example, suppose we have the following external method declarations: 
public shape shape.union(shape s) { ... } II method 1 
public shape shape.union(shape@Rectangle r) { ... } II method 2 
public shape Rectangle.union(shape s) { ... } II method 3 
public shape Rectangle.union(shape@Rectangle r ) { II method 4 
shape result= overriddenMethod(r); 
} 
The overridden method invocation in this example is ambiguous between methods 2 and 3 and so 
would be statically rejected. By adding disambiguating syntax this invocation could be rewritten: 
shape result= overriddenMethod(r@Rectangle); 
This new overridden method invocation unambiguously targets method 2. 
Implementing this new syntax would be a simple matter of adding the appropriate rules to the 
parser grammar and modifying the typechecking code for overridden method to select the appropriate 
target multimethod based on the specializers. 
38. As recalled by Gary Leavens. 
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6.1.2. Self-augmenting Classes 
The prohibition on self-augmenting classes could be relaxed (see "Self-augmenting Classes" on 
page 21). However, relaxing this restriction would add yet another wrinkle to the compilation of super-
class method invocations (see Subsection 3.4.1 on page 56). In cases s-i3 and s-e3 of the compilation 
strategy we note that a superclass method invocation may target an external method that is not the first 
matching method in the chain of responsibility. 39 With the prohibition on self-augmenting classes the 
earlier matching method in the chain must be a local declaration. The ol d_functi on field is used to 
bypass the earlier matching method in these cases. However, if the prohibition is lifted a non-local dec-
laration might exist for the earlier matching method in the chain. That is, the class containing the 
superclass method invocation might be self-augmenting with the target generic function. The invoca-
tion must skip the methods of the target generic function with receivers matching the self-augmenting 
class. The solution is indicated by noting that R3 ensures the methods to be skipped are external and 
declared in the same compilation unit as the target generic function's top method. Case s-e4 describes 
a technique for handling superclass method invocations in just that context. Namely, an additional dis-
patcher method is introduced "that only dispatches to multimethod bodies whose receiver class is a 
proper supertype of the caller's." With self-augmenting classes these additional dispatchers would 
have to be introduced for all possible unseen superclass method invocations. 
However, this need for additional dispatchers points out an encapsulation problem that is the dual 
of the one for superclass method invocations from external methods to different generic functions (see 
"Superclass Method Invocations" on page 32). Figure 47 shows code like the example from Figure 12 
but using external methods. The code in part b) of the figure breaks the encapsulation of the generic 
function in part a) by explicitly invoking the superclass method invocation entry point and skipping the 
appropriate target method. 
Thus, if the prohibition on self-augmenting classes were lifted, we would need to prohibit super-
class method invocations from self-augmenting classes to augmenting external generic function. This 
obviates the need for publicly accessible superclass method invocation entry points.40 
39. "Matching" here means that the method's tuple of specializers is a super type of the run-time type of the actual 
argument tuple in the implementation. We do not use the term "applicable" because, strictly speaking, such a 
method is not applicable to a superclass method invocation. 
40. Other attempts to circumvent the encapsulation of external generic functions should not be possible given the 
privileged access used for the dispatcher objects. Only the function field of the external generic function is 
available, forcing clients to use the chain of responsibility in the proper order. Superclass method invocations 
that skip local methods of the chain do not cause encapsulation problems and have access to the private 
old_ function field of the local, private dispatcher object. 
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a) I I compilation unit "record" 
b) 
public void ActivityLog.recordAndcheckPoint( Transaction t) { 
this.record(t); 
staticcheckPoints.register(t); 
} 
public void ProtectedLog.recordAndcheckPoint( Transaction t) { 
this.record(t); 
} 
StaticcheckPoints.register(t); 
BackupcheckPoints.register(t); 
public subvert( Act1v1tyLog log, Transaction t) { 
} 
I I breaks encapsulation when log is an instance of ProtectedLog 
recordAndcheckPoint$anchor.superEntryPointForProtectedLog. 
apply( log, t ); 
Figure 47: Encapsulation problem with superclass method invocations from external methods: 
part a) shows an external generic function on the classes given in Figure 12, 
part b) shows a method that uses the proposed superclass method invocation entry points for 
self-augmenting classes to break the encapsulation of the recordAndcheckPoi nt 
generic function on a ProtectedLog instance. 
6.1.3. Dispatcher Mates 
The compilation-strategy induced restrictions on overriding methods could be relaxed (see the 
discussion of dispatcher mates on page 36). In regular Java an overriding method can grant more per-
missive privileged access than the method it overrides; for example, an overriding method of a pro-
tected method can be declared public. The current MultiJava restrictions allow this idiom between 
classes for internal methods of internal generic functions, providing backward compatibility with Java. 
But the idiom is not allowed between the multimethods a single class or between the methods of an 
external generic function. To support this idiom in a more general way requires a change in the compi-
lation strategy. Instead of compiling a method into a dispatcher method with all of its dispatcher mates, 
the compiler could group methods based on their compatibility. For external generic functions a com-
piler would also have to add additional function fields to the anchor class and adjust the construction of 
the chain of responsibility to maintain encapsulation. Similar arguments apply to methods declared 
final. 
Relaxing the restrictions on the exceptions thrown by overriding multimethods and methods of 
external generic functions to match the restrictions of regular Java is more straightforward. A single 
dispatcher method can still be used which declares that it may throw the union of the exceptions of all 
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the dispatcher mates. But this is not enough since it is possible for confusing error messages to occur 
with this strategy. For example, consider the following code permitted under the relaxed restrictions: 
public void Log.writeTo( writer wr) throws IOException { I* ... *I} 
public void Log.writeTo( Stringwriter wr) { I* ... *I} 
A programmer using this generic function might reasonably expect the following code to compile 
without error: 
public void showLog( Log l ) { 
} 
stringwriter swriter = new Stringwriter(); 
1.writeTo( swriter ); 
system.out.println( swriter.tostring() ); 
I I line 3 
But with the compilation strategy given the target of the invocation in line 3 is the external generic 
functions apply method, which declares that it throws IOExcepti on. Thus without additional changes 
to the compilation strategy the compiler will report that in line 3 the exception IOExcepti on can be 
thrown and it is neither caught nor thrown by the enclosing method. The solution is to encode the 
exception information for each of the multimethods in the custom attributes of the generated class 
files. The compile-time method look-up procedure would have to be modified to not just identify the 
target generic function and most-specific (statically known) receiver class as in regular Java. Instead 
the most-specific (statically known) multimethod body would need to be identified. 
Since MultiJava disallows abstract external methods and the abstract modifier on methods with 
explicit specializers, there is no need to relax the dispatcher mates restrictions for the abstract modifier. 
It may be interesting to investigate the semantics of an abstract method with explicit specializers, but 
we leave that and the corresponding dispatcher mates challenges for future work. 
For the remaining method modifiers, native, st ri ctfp, and synchronized, the dispatcher 
mates restrictions can simply be lifted. These are implementation specific modifiers and so a compila-
tion strategy that ignores the modifiers when generating dispatcher methods but uses the modifiers on 
the ident$body multimethod bodies will have the correct semantics. 
6.1.4. Other Forms of Augmentation 
MultiJava currently allows only instance (non-static) methods to augment existing classes. 
However, it would be straightforward to extend the language to allow augmenting static methods and 
even augmenting static fields. Augmenting static methods and fields could be implemented via regular 
static members in anchor classes. A compiler could detect whether an invocation or field reference is 
to a regular static member or an augmenting member and insert bytecode to invoke or reference the 
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appropriate member. Clients of an augmenting static method or field would have static initializers that 
ensured the necessary anchor class was loaded and initialized. 
Unlike augmenting static fields, augmenting instance fields would require more significant exten-
sions to our compilation strategy. One can imagine using a hash table within an anchor class to store 
the values of the augmenting fields for each object. Ensuring that augmenting fields are initialized sen-
sibly is problematic, particularly when an instance of the augmented class is created by a client that 
does not import the augmenting field. One solution, borrowed from subject-oriented programming, is 
to require that the declaration of an augmenting field includes a deferred initializer, a block of code 
that lazily initializes the field when it is first accessed [Harrison and Ossher 1993] (p. 417). This ini-
tializer might be some default initial constant value or might be calculated from the state of the aug-
mented object. Related to the problem of initializing augmenting fields is that of serializing and 
deserializing [Arnold et al. 2000] (§15.7) the augmented classes. It may be that only transient aug-
menting fields can be supported with the deferred initializers used after deserializing objects.41 
6.1.5. Specializing Other Parameters 
MultiJava currently permits explicit specializers on only the formal parameters of method decla-
rations. In Java formal parameters can appear in two other places, catch clauses and constructor decla-
rations. There are no advantages to adding explicit specializers to the parameters in catch clauses, one 
can already achieve dynamic selection of catch clauses by polymorphism through simply ordering the 
caught exceptions from most to least specific. 
It is easier to imagine applications of explicit specializers for constructors. For example: 
public class sortedselectionwidget { 
} 
public sortedselectionwidget(List items) { 
this.items= sort(items); 
} 
public sortedselectionwidget(List@sortedList items) { 
this.items= items; 
} 
List items; 
/* ... */ 
This code fragment shows a class that implements a GUI selection widget with the items sorted 
alphabetically. If the list of items passed to the constructor is already sorted then the implementation 
need not sort the list again. 
41. A field declared transient in Java is one whose value is lost (i .e., reset to its default) when the object is serial-
ized and then deserialized [Gosling et al. 2000] (§8.3.1.3). 
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The challenge in allowing specialization on constructor parameters lies in the fact that construc-
tors in Java are not methods and do not override constructors from their superclass, but they always 
invoke a superclass constructor, either implicitly or explicitly, before executing the remainder of their 
bodies [Gosling et al. 2000] (§8.8.5). Were we to add explicit specializers to the parameters of con-
structors it would be possible for one constructor to override another constructor in the same class as in 
the second sortedsel ecti onwi dget constructor above. Such related constructors could be compiled 
into a single constructor that used typecases to select the appropriate constructor body. But these type-
cases would have to be executed after calling the superclass constructor. Thus a plausible restriction on 
overriding constructors is that any superclass constructor call appearing in the overridden constructor 
must have a matching superclass constructor call in the overriding constructor. The typecases would 
appear after a superclass constructor call in the single generated constructor. 
On the other hand, it seems there is relatively little benefit in permitting specialization on con-
structor parameters. In the current incarnation of MultiJava one can already write factory methods 
[Gamma et al. 1995] (pp. 107-116) that use multiple dispatch. For example we could write the sort-
edsel ecti onwi dget as: 
public class sortedselectionwidget { 
} 
public static sortedselectionwidget makeNew(List items) { 
return new sortedselectionwidget(sort(items)); 
} 
public static sortedselectionwidget makeNew(List@sortedList items) { 
return new sortedselectionwidget(items); 
} 
private sortedselectionwidget(List items) { 
this.items= items; 
} 
List items; 
/* ... */ 
6.1.6. Null Specializers 
One intriguing possibility is to modify the syntax and semantics of multi methods to permit the 
declaration of methods with null specializers. Were this done then the common coding pattern shown 
in this code fragment: 
public void leftEdge( shapes) { 
i f ( s == nu 11 ) { 
} 
throw new IllegalArgumentException(); 
} else { 
return leftMost(s.borderPoints()); 
} 
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could be written 
public void leftEdge( shapes) { 
return leftMost(s.borderPoints()); 
} 
public void leftEdge( shape@null n) { 
throw new rllegalArgumentException(); 
} 
Introducing null specializers would complexity to the implementation-side typechecking and 
compilation of multimethods. First, in order to prevent run-time ambiguities, the implementation-side 
typechecking would have to consider null to be among the visible types.42 For example the following 
declarations would be ambiguous on the invocation new shape() . closest (null , null): 
public shape shape.closest(shape sl, shape s2) { 
return (sl.distanceTo(this) < s2.distanceTo(this))? sl: s2; 
} 
public shape shape.closest(shape@null sl, shape s2) { 
return s2; 
} 
public shape shape.closest(shape sl, shape@null s2) { 
return sl; 
} 
The tuple subtyping relation (defined in Subsection 2.2.2 on page 26) would need to be extended to 
accommodate the @null explicit specializers. Also, since i nstanceof checks in the JVM always 
return false for a null argument, we would need to modify the implementation of dispatcher methods 
to check parameters for identity with null. 
6.1.7. Link-time Checks 
We could relax the typechecking restriction of Subsection 2.2.5 on page 30 by replacing the com-
pile-time checks with link-time checks, as in Dubious's System E [Millstein and Chambers 1999]. This 
would increase the expressiveness of MultiJava while sacrificing some modularity. It would still, how-
ever, avoid dynamic checks for generic function ambiguity and incompleteness. We illustrate this with 
an example. Suppose the existence of a library that includes the following class: 
I I compilation unit "Employee" 
package people; 
public class Employee { 
I* ... */ 
} 
42. The use of the two different subtyping operations, $: and $mic• in the dispatch semantics prevents such ambigu-
ities from arising in the current version of MultiJava despite not including nul 1 among the visible types for 
implementation-side typechecking. A method is applicable to an invocation with a nu 11 argument only if that 
method is not specialized in the nu 11 argument's position. 
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Next suppose that a new benefits package is developed, including the following external 
generic function: 
I I compilation unit "vacation" 
package benefits; 
import people.Employee; 
public int Employee.vacation() { 
return baseDays() + daysPerYear() * yearsofservice(); 
} 
I I private methods act as constant fields 
private int Employee.baseoays() { 
return 2; 
} 
private int Employee.daysPerYear() { 
return 5; 
} 
and another package is developed for tracking executive employees: 
I I compilation unit "Executive" 
package bigwig; 
import benefits.vacation; 
import people.Employee; 
public class Executive extends Employee { 
/* ... */ 
} 
/ / overrides the external method Employee.vacation() 
public int vacation() { 
return super.vacation()+ EXEC_BONUS; 
} 
private static int EXEC_BONUS = 2; 
So far this example does not run afoul of the typechecking restrictions. But suppose that another pack-
age is developed, independent of the benefits and bigwig packages. In this class is another 
Employee subclass: 
I I compilation unit "Temp Employee" 
package serfs; 
import people.Employee; 
public class TempEmployee extends Employee { 
/* ... */ 
} 
Finally, suppose an application arises that requires all of these classes and the vacation generic 
function to be used together. This is type sound; in particular invoking the vacation method on an 
instance of TempEmpl oyee returns the value calculated by the Employee.vacation method declared 
in the vacation generic function. But suppose the client application wants the behavior implied by 
this declaration: 
I I compilation unit "vacation" 
package client; 
import benefits.vacation; 
import serfs.TempEmployee; 
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I I overrides the Employee.vacation method 
public int TempEmpl oyee. vacation() { // disallowed by restriction R3! 
return O; 
} 
This code attempts to add an external method to a non-local external generic function and is prohibited 
by restriction R3 because such additions can sometimes lead to ambiguities that elude static detection 
(though here the new method does not). 
By adding link-time checks MultiJava might permit an even greater variety of coding idioms. For 
example, relaxing these restrictions would allow MultiJava to solve the generalized binary method 
problem. Potential ambiguities would be detected at link-time, that is when the regular classes and 
anchor classes are initialized by the JVM. One would not have to wait until executing a problematic 
invocation to discover the ambiguity. One would be assured that run-time ambiguities could not arise, 
and so dynamic ambiguity checks would not be required. 
The basic implementation strategy for these link-time checks is the addition of appropriate check-
ing code to the static methods that construct the chain-of-responsibility for an external generic func-
tion. For internal multimethods a similar static method for link-time checks would need to be added. 
The exact content of these link-time checks remains as future work, but is indicated by the checks in 
System E of the Dubious language [Millstein and Chambers 1999]. 
Also, if R3 is lifted, it is not clear that there is a compilation strategy that permits dispatching for 
new external methods to be integrated with that for the existing internal methods (without non-modu-
lar recompilation of the existing classes). On the other hand, if the existing generic function were an 
external generic function it might be possible to manipulate, perhaps using dynamic compilation, the 
generic function's chain of responsibility to introduce the new external multimethods at the appropri-
ate points in the dispatch sequence. This dynamic compilation corresponds to the link-time checks 
required for typechecking System E. If the dynamic compilation could be accomplished for external 
generic functions it might argue for compiling all generic functions using the chain-of-responsibility 
pattern. Or better still, a JVM could be designed that supports the separation of method hierarchies 
from class hierarchies and provides for dispatch over these method hierarchies in native code. We 
leave the investigation of these trade-offs in modularity and expressiveness as future work. 
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6.2. TupleJava 
An early plan for adding multimethods to Java was to apply the concept of multiple dispatch as 
dispatch on tuples [Leavens and Millstein 1998], leading to TupleJava. In TupleJava, all multimethods 
would be external to classes. A multimethod that dispatched on two shape arguments and took an 
additional non-dispatched shape argument would be declared like 
public boolean (shape q, shape r).nearest(Shape s) { /* ... */} 
and invoked like 
(myshapel, myshape2).nearest(myshape3) 
Conceptually invocation is like sending a message to a tuple of objects. 
TupleJava offers several advantages. The syntax of both defining and invoking a method cleanly 
separates the dispatched arguments (which occur in the tuple) from the non-dispatched ones (which 
occur following the method identifier). This separation of arguments maintains a clear parallel 
between the syntax and the semantics. The tuple syntax also clearly differentiates code that takes 
advantage of multiple dispatch from standard Java code, which might ease the programmer's transition 
from a single-dispatch to a multiple-dispatch mind-set. 
However, the separation of arguments into dispatched and non-dispatched sets also brings several 
problems. TupleJava couples the method declaration and invocation code, forcing client code to 
change if the set of dispatched arguments changes. For example, suppose one wanted to modify the 
example above to include the dynamic type of the third argument in dispatching decisions. The tuple 
method declaration above would be rewritten as 
public boolean (shape q, shaper, shape s).nearest() { /* ... */} 
Furthermore, all method invocations in client code would need to be changed to move the third argu-
ment into the tuple. Thus the invocation above would become 
(myshapel, myshape2, myshape3).nearest() 
With MultiJava, such a modification requires editing the original method, but all client source code 
and compiled code can remain unchanged, as such code is insensitive to the set of arguments dis-
patched upon by the methods of a generic function. 
TupleJava also requires all multimethods of a given generic function to dispatch on the same 
arguments. In particular, this means that multimethods cannot be added to existing single dispatch 
generic functions, which includes all existing Java code. MultiJava does not have this restriction. For 
example, in MultiJava one could override the equa 1 s method of the object class to use multiple dis-
patch as in the following: 
public class Set extends object { 
/* ... */ 
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public boolean equals(object@set s) { /* ... */} 
} 
With TupleJava the best one could do is the following: 
public boolean (Set, set).equals() { /* ... */} 
But this attempt would create a new equals generic function, completely distinct from the one for 
testing equality of objects. Thus, with TupleJava, the invocation in the code 
object objl, obj2; 
/* ... */ 
... objl.equals(obj2) 
will never invoke the special equality operation for sets, even if both arguments have dynamic type 
Set. 
A final argument in MultiJava's favor is that it is strictly more expressive than TupleJava. Indeed, 
tuple-based method declarations and invocations could be added as syntactic sugar in MultiJava, but 
not vice-versa. 
It remains to be seen whether the advantage of TupleJava's congruence of syntax and semantics 
outweighs the expressiveness and code maintenance advantages of MultiJava. This investigation is left 
as future work. 
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SECTION 7. RELATED WORK 
This section reviews the literature on previous approaches to solving the augmenting and binary 
method problems. It also highlights the solution to the modularity problem and some work on modular 
separation of concerns. 
7.1. Augmenting Method Problem 
Most previous work on the augmenting method problem has focused on the visitor pattern and its 
derivatives, discussed in Subsection 1.1.1. A notable recent idea that goes beyond clever extension of 
the visitor pattern is Zenger and Odersky's extensible datatypes with defaults [Zenger and Odersky 
2001]. 
The authors describe a Java language extension that introduces extensible algebraic datatypes and 
a typecase construct. They describe a technique called "extensible algebraic datatypes with defaults" 
that is more powerful than the extensible visitor pattern and seems to solve the augmenting method 
problem. Extensible datatypes can be understood by analogy to MultiJava. A datatype along with its 
variants (for example, the datatype Term, with variants Variable, Lambda, and Application) is analo-
gous to an abstract class and its concrete subclasses in MultiJava. Separate operations over datatypes, 
written using typecases, are analogous to MultiJava's external generic functions. 
The first key idea is that operations over datatypes must provide a default case. This can be com-
pared to the requirement in MultiJava that external methods may not be abstract. The authors cite 
empirical evidence that, in the domain of compiler construction, these default cases often provide the 
appropriate behavior for extensions of the datatypes, which is the second key idea. Datatypes may be 
extended through a mechanism that allows one to just specify the additional variants for the new 
datatype while inheriting the existing variants from the datatype being extended. In the MultiJava 
model one extends a datatype by declaring new concrete subclasses of the original abstract class. 
When the default operation is not appropriate to a new variant, the author's language design per-
mits extension of operations on datatypes. The extending operation can specify behavior for some of 
the new variants and defer to the extended operation in the other cases. One could model this in Multi-
Java by including the new behaviors as internal methods of the new variants. New variants that could 
use the default behavior would simply inherit the external default method. The disadvantage of this 
approach, versus extensible algebraic datatypes, is that the datatype and the operation become com-
mingled in the new variants. One could avoid this by declaring external methods describing the behav-
ior of the operation on the new variants. However, by restriction R3, such external methods extending 
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a non-local generic function are prohibited. We have seen that, without R3, unseen ambiguities and 
incompleteness can lead to run-time errors. Indeed, run-time errors are possible using the additional 
flexibility afforded under extensible algebraic datatypes [Zenger and Odersky 2001] (§4.3), though the 
authors report that such problems are rare in practice. The proposed link-time checks for MultiJava 
(Subsection 6.1.7 on page 97) would permit all the extensibility of the extensible algebraic datatypes 
approach while avoiding the potential for these sorts of run-time errors. 
Another disadvantage with extensible algebraic datatypes is that the variants declared via the 
datatype construct cannot have their own behavior, encapsulated within the variants. That is, datatype 
variants contain only state information; they cannot contain internal methods. Thus, all operations on 
variants must be written externally. And since the variants must be declared separately, it is not possi-
ble to use the extensible algebraic datatypes mechanism to add operations to existing classes. 
Seen in the context of MultiJava's goals, extensible algebraic datatypes solve the augmenting 
method problem, but only in situations where development proceeds from scratch. Extensible alge-
braic datatypes are a non-solution if development involves extension of a library for which source code 
is not available. Run-time errors that can occur with extensible algebraic datatypes are statically 
detected with MultiJava. And of course extensible algebraic datatypes have nothing to say about the 
binary method problem. 
7 .1.1. Modular Separation of Concerns 
Subsuming the augmenting method problem is a concept that can be called "modular separation 
of concerns". Modular separation of concerns is the idea that a program should be structured so that 
code for common functionality (concerns, subjects, aspects) is grouped together instead of dispersed 
throughout a program [Parnas 1972, Parnas 1975]. Languages and programming environments that 
support modular separation of concerns typically allow, among other things, grouping of common 
operations on a hierarchy of classes into a single location, as in MultiJava's open classes. Subject-ori-
ented programming is a very general manifestation of the modular separation of concerns concept. 
Before describing that we discuss a more specific manifestation, aspect-oriented programming. 
Aspect-oriented programming [Kiczales et al. 1997], typified by the language AspectJ [Kiczales 
et al. 2001], provides support for modular separation of concerns via aspects. An aspect may specify 
additional code to be executed at "certain well-defined points in the execution of the program" [Kicza-
les et al. 2001] (p. 329) known as join points. This provides support for a sort of pattern-based meta-
programming, allowing one to specify, for example, that a certain body of code should be executed 
whenever a method whose name begins with the string "open" is invoked. An aspect may also intro-
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duce new methods to existing classes without modifying those classes, thus supporting open classes. 
However, aspects are not typechecked modularly. Instead, a whole-program analysis is required. Mul-
tiJava does not require whole-program analysis because its typechecking is modular. Like MultiJava, 
AspectJ targets the standard JVM; thus classes extended via aspects must be recompiled to implement 
the additional functionality. And although dependency analysis could be used to avoid whole program 
compilation, recompilation of classes extended via aspects is required if extending aspects are 
changed. MultiJava's open class technique does not require recompilation of the classes that are being 
extended. Unlike with AspectJ, in MultiJava a client of a library can add new methods to the classes of 
that library without polluting the interfaces of those classes (Subsection 2.1 . 7 on page 24 ). On the other 
hand, because it cannot edit the code of existing classes and because it does not have pattern-based 
metaprogramming, MultiJava cannot handle separation of concerns as well as AspectJ. 
Analyzing AspectJ in light of the MultiJava's goals shows that, while AspectJ allows the addition 
of methods to classes that can be recompiled, it cannot be used to solve the augmenting method prob-
lem in situations where development extends a library for which bytecode must remain unchanged 
(e.g., due to other clients). Like extensible abstract datatypes, AspectJ does not address the binary 
method problem. 
Harrison and Ossher describe a new programming paradigm that they call subject-oriented pro-
gramming [Harrison and Ossher 1993]. Subject-oriented programming generalizes the object-oriented 
paradigm. A subject is roughly equivalent to an entire program in an object-oriented language in that 
all code within that subject shares the same set of class and type hierarchies, operations, and object 
state.43 What makes subject-oriented programming unique is that disparate subjects, with distinct class 
and type hierarchies, operations, and object state, can share access to the same set of objects. This is 
akin to the idea in MultiJ ava that the apparent signature of a class depends on the external generic 
functions imported by the client. The only operation necessarily shared by subjects on a given object is 
the identity operation. 
Various composition rules are used to combine subjects into programs. These rules specify map-
pings between class and type hierarchies in the composed subjects and describe how method dispatch 
from within one subject impacts the other subjects in the composition. For example, suppose several 
subjects each declared an operation with the same name and arguments for a given object. A composi-
tion rule might specify that an invocation of this operation in one subject should also execute the code 
for this operation in the other subjects. More complex composition rules can be imagined that map 
43. This sharing is modulo privileged access restrictions. 
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between operations of different names and parameters and specify compositions of return types of the 
methods. 
It is difficult to evaluate subject-oriented programming wholly in the context of MultiJava's goals. 
Subject-oriented programming is more a philosophy than an implementation technique or program-
ming language. The underlying language in which the subjects are encoded is not fixed. Thus a sub-
ject-oriented programming language that used an underlying language providing multiple dispatch 
would solve the binary method problem. Subject-oriented programming cannot be used to extend code 
that was written in a regular object-oriented language. The original code must be written using the 
same subject-oriented programming language. 
Subject-oriented programming's additional level of abstraction (beyond that of object-oriented 
programming), while expanding the expressiveness of the language, also brings the attendant expan-
sion in complexity of reasoning. AspectJ and MultiJava can both be viewed as incremental approaches 
towards the more general subject-oriented philosophy. AspectJ maintains the central control structure 
of a single program, but allows additional operations and state to be in separate aspects. The dispatch 
flexibility of subject-oriented programming's composition rules is achieved through AspectJ's join 
points. To provide this flexibility AspectJ requires a whole program analysis. MultiJava's open classes 
allow additional operations to be specified via external generic functions while maintaining modular 
static typechecking and compilation. We are interested in investigating how much of the flexibility of 
subject-oriented programming can be achieved while still maintaining these desirable properties. 
7.2. Adding Multiple Dispatch to Existing Single Dispatch Languages 
Several proposals have been made for adding multiple dispatch to single dispatch languages. 
None of these proposals attempts to solve the augmenting method problem. They succeed in varying 
degrees at solving the binary method problem. 
Encapsulated multimethods [Castagna 1995, Bruce et al. 1995] are a design for adding asymmet-
ric multimethods to an existing single dispatch object-oriented language. Encapsulated multimethods 
involve two levels of dispatch. The first level is just like regular single dispatch to the class of the 
receiver object. The second level of dispatch is performed within this class to find the best multime-
thod applicable to the dynamic classes of the remaining arguments. The encapsulated style can lead to 
duplication of code, since multimethods in a class cannot be inherited for use by subclasses. Our com-
pilation strategy for internal generic functions yields compiled code similar to what would arise from 
encapsulated multimethods, but we hide the asymmetry of dispatch from programmers. While encap-
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sulated multimethods can be viewed as a solution to the binary method problem, they involve tedious 
and error prone hand-coded dispatch. 
Boyland and Castagna demonstrated the addition of asymmetric multimethods to Java using "par-
asitic methods" [Boyland and Castagna 1997]. To avoid the then-unsolved modularity problems with 
symmetric multimethods, their implementation is based on the idea of encapsulated multimethods. 
Parasitic methods overcome the limitations of encapsulated multimethods by supporting a notion of 
multimethod inheritance and overriding. Parasitic methods are allowed to specialize on interfaces, 
causing a potential ambiguity problem due to the form of multiple inheritance supported by interfaces. 
To retain modularity of typechecking, the dispatching semantics of parasitic methods is complicated 
by rules based on the textual order of multimethod declarations. Additionally, overriding parasitic 
methods must be declared as parasites, which in effect adds @-signs on all arguments, but without a 
clean ability to resolve the ambiguities that can arise in the presence of Java's static overloading. By 
contrast, our approach offers purely symmetric dispatching semantics and smooth interactions with 
static overloading, along with modularity of typechecking and compilation. 
Another approach to adding multiple dispatch to Java is given by Dutchyn, et al. [Dutchyn et al. 
2001]. In that work the authors use a marker interface, an empty interface that marks implementing 
classes. A modified JVM detects the marker and changes the semantics of Java's static overloading for 
the marked classes. Methods that would be considered statically overloaded in regular Java are instead 
treated as overriding methods of the same generic function. The paper presents benchmarking results 
that compare regular Java code using the double-dispatching technique versus a multiple dispatch ver-
sion of the same code running on the modified JVM. The results indicate only a minor slowdown (3 to 
5%) for code that does not use multiple dispatch and a speedup of 1.21 for multiple dispatch code that 
replaces code using the double-dispatching technique. 
There are, however, several drawbacks to the given approach to multiple dispatch in Java. 
Because no additional typechecking restrictions are applied, Java's modular, static typechecking is 
lost; a whole-program analysis is required to detect potential multimethod ambiguities. Such an analy-
sis may not even be possible, for example when proprietary classes from separate sources are intro-
duced into a long-running server environment. Because of this possibility, the modified JVM must 
perform run-time checks for ambiguities, throwing an exception if an ambiguity is detected. 
Because of the marker interface technique, the granularity of application for multiple dispatch is 
quite coarse; the marker interface is applied at the class level and all methods of the marked class and 
its subclasses are dispatched according to the new multiple dispatch semantics. Also all parameters of 
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each such method are considered in making dispatch decisions. Since not all methods benefit from 
multiple dispatch, this coarse granularity could potentially result in additional run-time costs for meth-
ods that do not benefit from multiple dispatch.44 
Although the modified JVM technique solves the binary method problem by supporting multiple 
dispatch, it does so it a way that does not respect the semantics of existing Java code using static over-
loading. Also, since the semantics are changed by changing the JVM the semantics of marked classes 
are different if they are executed by a standard JVM. Thus the modified JVM technique fails to satisfy 
three of the four constraints, given in Subsection 1.2, for our solution. 
Because of its modular, static typechecking and fine-grained dispatch specification, the MultiJava 
language overcomes the shortcomings of the marker interface approach. An interesting avenue for 
future work is to consider development of a custom JVM, akin to that developed by Dutchyn, et al., to 
improve the run-time efficiency of code that uses multiple dispatch (see Subsection 3.5 on page 61). 
7 .3. Modularity Problem 
In the design of the Dubious language Millstein and Chambers present a solution to the modular-
ity problem for multimethods and open classes [Millstein and Chambers 1999]. Dubious is a simple 
core language based on multimethods and open classes. The authors describe several type systems for 
Dubious that all achieve safe static typechecking with some degree of modularity. The type systems 
differ in their trade-offs between expressiveness, modularity of typechecking, and complexity. We base 
our MultiJava type system on the simplest and most modular of those systems, called System M. 
44.An unpublished extension to this work uses the custom attribute approach in bytecode to improve the granular-
ity of multiple dispatch (personal communication with Christopher Dutchyn, June 2001 ). 
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SECTION 8. CONCLUSIONS 
We conclude by examining several promising avenues for future work building on MultiJ ava and 
by summarizing the contributions of this research. 
8.1. Future Work 
One area of future work is the implementation of some of the various language extensions sug-
gested in Subsection 6.1 on page 91 . The most interesting of these extensions are the addition of link-
time checks to relax the typechecking restrictions, the addition of other kinds of augmenting members, 
like augmenting fields, and the addition of null specializers. It seems that these would do the most to 
increase the expressiveness of the language. Allowing specializers to disambiguate overridden method 
invocations and relaxing the implementation-strategy induced restrictions on dispatch mates will be 
considered if experience indicates that these features are useful. On the other hand, it seems unlikely 
that allowing self-augmenting classes and the specialization of parameters in constructors will be 
needed. Another implementation task that remains open is that of creating a custom JVM for MultiJava 
to improve dispatch efficiency. 
The extensibility of MultiJava makes it an excellent language for developing compilers. This 
investigation will begin with translating of sections of mjc itself into MultiJava. We are also interested 
in a MultiJava compiler built from the ground up in MultiJava. 
In the general area of research on multiple dispatch we are interested in investigating the notion of 
behavioral subtyping and formal specification of multimethods. Work is under way to build a new 
JML typechecker atop mjc. This will provide the platform for such an investigation. 
Another area of future work focuses on the programmer's conceptual model of multiple dispatch. 
It is the author's belief that a large part of the wide-spread acceptance of object-oriented languages is 
the simple conceptual model presented to the programmer. As we like to put it, people see the world in 
nouns. Objects allow the program to model a system as a set of interacting nouns. 
Certain operations make sense in this object-centric view. For example, it makes sense for a horse 
to be responsible for the action of eating an apple. However, other operations, including many binary 
methods, do not fit well in this world view. For example, it does not make sense for one horse to be 
responsible for the action of two horses racing. Conceptually both horses are equal partners ( or com-
petitors) in the race; one does not take the other on its back and run the race alone. Less facetiously, 
causing a group of software agents to negotiate is another example where it may not make sense to 
conceive of just one member of the group to be taking action in the negotiation. The TupleJava syntax 
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reflects this more symmetric concept of the objects participating in an action. Future work includes 
investigating whether the sacrifices in extensibility ( discussed in Subsection 6.2) are offset by this sup-
posed conceptual advantage. Initiating this investigation should not be difficult since it just involves 
modifying the mjc parser to process and desugar TupleJava syntax. 
Also related to the programmer's conceptual model of multimethods is the development of tools 
for viewing, creating, and manipulating programs that use multimethods. Part of this is developing a 
better understanding of multimethod hierarchies as distinct structures from class hierarchies. One idea 
is the development of a viewer that displays the lattice formed by argument tuples and the tuple sub-
type relation. Superimposed on this lattice would be symbols indicating the implemented multime-
thods. Virtual reality technology might be useful in rendering such a display. 
In the area of research on modular program extension, we are interesting in investigating how 
much of the promise of subject-oriented programming can be achieved in a language with modular, 
static typechecking and compilation. For example, which of AspectJ's join points can be supported by 
allowing clients to import aspects, as they import external generic functions in MultiJava, without 
actually modifying the code augmented by those aspects. Adding augmenting fields as discussed 
above also contributes towards this subject-oriented programming ideal. Since then different clients of 
an object can share the intrinsic state of an object while maintaining separate subject-based extrinsic 
state. 
Java provides an extensive reflection mechanism [Arnold et al. 2000] (§ 11.2). Of course there is 
no provision in this mechanism for determining what external generic functions are in the apparent sig-
nature of a class from the perspective of a client. However, in a nice recursion, using MultiJava's open 
classes we might augment j ava. 1 ang. cl ass to provide just this functionality. 
Finally, a compiler is never complete. We look forward to developing a user community and hav-
ing its feedback guide the development and refinement of mjc. 
8.2. Contributions 
We have described the design, semantics, typechecking, and compilation of MultiJava. While 
much of this appeared in CLCM2000, we have expanded the treatment both in depth and breadth. 
Additionally we have presented an implementation of mjc, a compiler for the MultiJava language. We 
have also demonstrated the utility of the language through the implementation of an extending series 
of interpreters, and the efficiency of the language through empirical testing. 
MultiJava solves the augmenting method and binary method problems in situations where devel-
opment extends existing libraries or proceeds from scratch. It does so while maintaining modular edit-
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ing, typechecking, and compilation, making it the first language to do so. By targeting the standard 
JVM and generating bytecode as efficient as any other modular solution to these problems, MultiJava 
is suitable for production software development as well as research work. The design of MultiJava is 
carefully "Java-like" so that experienced Java developers should have little difficulty in adopting the 
language. 
Additional specific contributions of this paper include: 
• a discussion of pleomorphic methods and their compilation, 
• increasing the expressiveness of MultiJava by adding support for run-time dispatching on 
array types and overloading of external generic functions, 
• additional restrictions on the use of some language features that, while not necessary for 
soundness, provide software engineering benefits, 
• a thorough treatment of upcalls that identifies and remedies an encapsulation problem not pre-
viously discussed and a compilation strategy for upcalls that handles all legal combinations of 
sender and target methods, 
• a compilation strategy for private methods written using the open class syntax, and 
• a technique for encoding MultiJava specific information in bytecode for efficient retrieval by 
MultiJava compilers. 
We look forward to fostering and participating in the evolution of MultiJava and invite others to 
join us at http://www. multi j ava. org. 
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APPENDIX A. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION CODE 
This appendix gives the source code used to measure the performance results discussed in Section 
5. The appendix is divided into three subsections giving the source code for the two sorts of tests (open 
classes and multimethods) and the raw data from running those tests . 
A.1. Source Code for Open Class Tests 
I I compilation unit Tree.java 
package evaluation.speed; 
public class Tree { 
} 
public Tree( object value) { 
this.value= value; 
} 
II internal implementation of prettyPrinting to measure regular 
II dispatch speed 
public String internalPrettyPrint() { 
return internalPrettyPrint( "" ); 
} 
public String internalPrettyPrint( String prefix) { 
return prefix+ value() + "\n"; 
} 
public object value() { 
return value; 
} 
private object value; 
I I compilation unit Interior.java 
package evaluation.speed; 
public class Interior extends Tree { 
public Interior( object value, Tree left, Tree right) { 
super( value); 
this.left= left; 
this.right= right; 
} 
II internal implementation of prettyPrinting to measure regular 
II dispatch speed 
public String internalPrettyPrint( string prefix) { 
stringsuffer result= 
new Stri ngBuffer( prefix + value() + "\n" ) ; 
String newPrefi x = prefix + "I "; 
result.append( left().internalPrettyPrint( newPrefix) ); 
result.append( right().internalPrettyPrint( newPrefix) ); 
} 
return result.tostring(); 
} 
public Tree left() { 
return left; 
} 
public Tree right() { 
return right; 
} 
private Tree left; 
private Tree right; 
I I compilation unit dispatchTest.java 
package evaluation.speed; 
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include evaluation.speed.dispatchTest; 
public void Tree.dispatchTest() { 
} 
public void Interior.dispatchTest() { 
left().dispatchTest(); 
right().dispatchTest(); 
} 
I I compilation unit size.java 
package evaluation.speed; 
include evaluation.speed.size; 
public int Tree.size() { 
return 1; 
} 
public int Interior.size() { 
return 1 + left().size() + right().size(); 
} 
I I compilation unit prettyPrint.java 
package evaluation.speed; 
include evaluation.speed.prettyPrint; 
public String Tree.prettyPrint() { 
return prettyPri nt( '"' ) ; 
} 
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public String Tree.prettyPrint( string prefix) { 
return prefix+ value() + 11 \n 11 ; 
} 
public String Interior.prettyPrint( String prefix) { 
} 
// we would use overriddenMethod(prefix) in place of the argument 
// in the following if that feature were implemented. 
StringBuffer result= new StringBuffer( prefix+ value() + "\n 11 ) ; 
String newPrefi x = prefix + "I 11 ; 
result.append( left().prettyPrint( newPrefix) ); 
result.append( right().prettyPrint( newPrefix) ); 
return result.tostring(); 
I I compilation unit Multilnterior.java 
package evaluation.speed; 
include evaluation.speed.prettyPrint; 
include evaluation.speed.dispatchTest; 
include evaluation.speed.size; 
public class Multiinterior extends Tree { 
public Multiinterior( object value, Tree[] children) { 
super( value); 
this.children= children; 
} 
public String prettyPrint( String prefix) { 
// we would use overriddenMethod(prefix) in place of the argument 
// in the following if that feature were implemented. 
StringBuffer result = new StringBuffer( prefix + value() + 11 \n 11 ) ; 
String newPrefi x = prefix + 11 I 11 ; 
for (inti= O; i < children.length; i++) { 
result.append( children[i].prettyPrint( newPrefix) ); 
} // end of for 
return result.tostring(); 
} 
public void dispatchTest() { 
} 
for (inti= O; i < children.length; i++) { 
children[i].dispatchTest(); 
} // end of for 
public int size() { 
int result= 1; 
} 
for (inti= O; i < children.length; i++) { 
result+= children[i].size(); 
} // end of for 
return result; 
} 
public Tree[] children() { 
return children; 
} 
private Tree[] children; 
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I I compilation unit VTree.java 
package evaluation.speed; 
public class VTree { 
} 
public VTree( Object value) { 
this.value= value; 
} 
public void accept( VTreev,s,tor v) { 
v.visitVTree( this); 
} 
public Object value() { 
return value; 
} 
private object value; 
I I compilation unit Vlnterior.java 
package evaluation.speed; 
public class VInterior extends VTree { 
} 
public VInterior( object value, VTree left, VTree right) { 
super( value); 
this.left= left; 
this.right= right; 
} 
public void accept( VTreev1s1tor v) { 
v.visitVInterior( this); 
} 
public VTree left() { 
return left; 
} 
public VTree right() { 
return right; 
} 
private VTree left; 
private VTree right; 
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I I compilation unit VTree Visitor.java 
package evaluation.speed; 
public interface VTreevisitor { 
VTreevisitor makeinstance(); 
String name(); 
void visitVTree( VTree tree); 
void visitVInterior( VInterior interior); 
} 
I I compilation unit VTreeDispatchTester.java 
package evaluation.speed; 
public class VTreeoispatchTester implements VTreevisitor { 
public VTreeoispatchTester() {} 
} 
public VTreevisitor makeinstance() { 
return new VTreeoispatchTester(); 
} 
public void visitVTree( VTree tree) { 
} 
public void visitVInterior( VInterior interior) { 
interior.left().accept( this); 
interior.right().accept( this); 
} 
public String name() { 
return "dispatch tester"; 
} 
I I compilation unit VTreeSizer.java 
package evaluation.speed; 
public class VTreesizer implements VTreevisitor { 
public VTreesizer() { 
size= O; 
} 
II factory method 
public VTreevisitor makeinstance() { 
return new VTreesizer(); 
} 
public void visitVTree( VTree tree) { 
size= 1; 
} 
public void visitVInterior( VInterior interior) { 
VTreesizer lsizer = (VTreesizer) makeinstance(); 
VTreesizer rsizer = (VTreesizer) makeinstance(); 
} 
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interior.left().accept( lsizer ); 
interior.right().accept( rsizer ); 
size= 1 + lsizer.result() + rsizer.result(); 
} 
public String name() { 
return 11 si zer 11 ; 
} 
public int result() { 
return size; 
} 
protected int size; 
I I compilation unit VTreePrettyPrinter.java 
package evaluation.speed; 
public class VTreePrettyPrinter implements VTreevisitor { 
public VTreePrettyPrinter() { 
this( 1111 ) ; 
} 
public VTreePrettyPrinter( String prefix) { 
this.prefix= prefix; 
} 
public VTreevisitor makernstance() { 
return new VTreePrettyPrinter(); 
} 
public void visitVTree( VTree tree) { 
result.append( prefix+ tree.value()+ 11 \n 11 ); 
} 
public void visitVInterior( VInterior interior) { 
} 
// could also use visitVTree(interior) in place of the following: 
result.append( prefix + interior.value() + 11 \n 11 ) ; 
VTreePrettyPrinter pp= (VTreePrettyPrinter) makernstance(); 
pp.prefix= prefix+ 11 I 11 ; 
interior.left().accept( pp); 
result.append( pp.result()); 
pp= (VTreePrettyPrinter) makernstance(); 
pp.prefix= prefix+ 11 I 11 ; 
interior.right().accept( pp); 
result.append( pp.result()); 
public String result() { 
return result.tostring(); 
} 
} 
public String name() { 
return "pretty-printer"; 
} 
protected String prefix; 
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protected StringBuffer result= new Stringsuffer( "" ); 
I I compilation unit VMultilnterior.java 
package evaluation.speed; 
public class VMultiinterior extends VTree { 
} 
public VMultiinterior( object value, VTree[] children) { 
super( value); 
this.children= children; 
} 
public void accept( VTreevisitor vis) { 
} 
II run-time classcastException if wrong type of v1s1tor is used 
((VMultiTr~evisitor) vis).visitVMultiinterior( this); 
public VTree[] children() { 
return children; 
} 
private VTree[] children; 
I I compilation unit VMultiTree Visitor.java 
package evaluation.speed; 
public interface VMultiTreevisitor extends VTreev1s1tor { 
void visitVMultiinterior( VMultiinterior interior); 
} 
I I compilation unit VMultiTreeDispatchTester.java 
package evaluation.speed; 
public class VMultiTreeDispatchTester extends VTreeDispatchTester 
implements VMultiTreevisitor 
{ 
public VTreevisitor makeinstance() { 
return new VMultiTreeDispatchTester(); 
} 
public void visitVMultiinterior( VMultiinterior interior) { 
VTree[] mychildren = interior.children(); 
for (inti= O; i < mychildren.length; i++) { 
} 
} 
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mychildren[i].accept( this); 
} // end of for 
I I compilation unit VMultiTreeSizer.java 
package evaluation.speed; 
public class VMultiTreesizer extends VTreesizer 
implements VMultiTreevisitor 
{ 
} 
public VMultiTreesizer() { 
super(); 
} 
public VTreev1s1tor makeinstance() { 
return new VMultiTreesizer(); 
} 
public void visitVMultiinterior( VMultiinterior interior) { 
VTree[] children= interior.children(); 
size= 1; 
for (inti= O; i < children.length; i++) { 
VTreesizer sizer= (VTreesizer) makeinstance(); 
children[i].accept(sizer); 
size+= sizer.result(); 
} // end of for 
} 
/ I compilation unit VMultiTreePrettyPrinter.java 
package evaluation.speed; 
public class VMultiTreePrettyPrinter extends VTreePrettyPrinter 
implements VMultiTreevisitor 
{ 
public VMultiTreePrettyPrinter() { 
super(); 
} 
public VMultiTreePrettyPrinter( string prefix) { 
super( prefix); 
} 
public VTreev,s,tor makeinstance() { 
return new VMultiTreePrettyPrinter(); 
} 
public void visitVMultiinterior( VMultiinterior interior) { 
// Could also use visitVTree(interior) in place of the following: 
result.append( prefix+ interior.value()+ "\n" ); 
VTreePrettyPrinter pp; 
} 
} 
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string newPrefi x = prefix + 11 I , 
VTree[] children= interior.children(); 
for (inti= O; i < children.length; i++) { 
pp= (VTreePrettyPrinter) makernstance(); 
pp.prefix= newPrefix; 
children[i].accept( pp); 
result.append( pp.result()); 
} 
I I compilation unit VTreeNonExtensiblePrettyPrinter.java 
package evaluation.speed; 
public class VTreeNonExtensiblePrettyPrinter implements VTreevisitor { 
public VTreeNonExtensiblePrettyPrinter() { 
this( 1111 ); 
} 
public VTreeNonExtensiblePrettyPrinter( string prefix) { 
this.prefix= prefix; 
} 
// required to satisfy interface, not used in algorithm 
public VTreevisitor makeinstance() { 
return new VTreeNonExtensiblePrettyPrinter(); 
} 
public void visitVTree( VTree tree) { 
result.append( prefix + tree.value() + 11 \n 11 ) ; 
} 
public void visitVInterior( VInterior interior) { 
} 
result.append( prefix+ interior.value()+ 11 \n 11 ); 
String newPrefi x = prefix + 11 I "; 
VTreePrettyPrinter pp= new VTreePrettyPrinter( newPrefix ); 
interior.left().accept( pp); 
result.append( pp.result()); 
pp= new VTreePrettyPrinter( newPrefix ); 
interior.right().accept( pp); 
result.append( pp.result()); 
public string result() { 
return result.tostring(); 
} 
public string name() { 
return 11 pretty-pri nter"; 
} 
protected String prefix; 
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protected Stringsuffer result new stri ngsuffer( "" ) ; 
} 
I I compilation unit Exercise.java 
package evaluation.speed; 
include evaluation.speed.prettyPrint; 
include evaluation.speed.size; 
public class Exercise { 
public static void main (String[] args) { 
System.out.println(); 
system.out.println("binary tree using regular Java methods:"); 
system.out.println("N =" + binaryTree.size() ); 
system.out.println( binaryTree.internalPrettyPrint() ); 
system.out.println(); 
system.out.println("binary tree using open classes:"); 
system.out.println("N = " + binaryTree.size() ) ; 
system.out.println( binaryTree.prettyPrint() ); 
system.out.println(); 
system.out.println("n-ary tree using open classes:"); 
system.out.println("N = " + naryTree.size() ) ; 
system.out.println( naryTree.prettyPrint() ); 
system.out.println(); 
system.out.println("big n-ary tree using open classes:"); 
system.out.println("N = "+ bigNaryTree.size() ); 
system.out.println( bigNaryTree.prettyPrint() ); 
system.out.println(); 
system.out.println("binary tree using regular visitor pattern:"); 
System.out.println("N = "+ binaryTree.size() ); 
VTreeNonExtensiblePrettyPrinter regPP = 
new VTreeNonExtensiblePrettyPrinter(); 
binaryVTree.accept( regPP ); 
system.out.println( regPP.result()); 
system.out.println(); 
system.out.println("binary tree using extensible visitor pattern:"); 
VTreesizer sizer= new VTreesizer(); 
binaryVTree.accept( sizer); 
system.out.println("N = " + sizer. result()); 
VTreePrettyPrinter vis= new VTreePrettyPrinter(); 
binaryVTree.accept( vis); 
system.out.println(vis.result()); 
System.out.println(); 
system.out.println("n-ary tree using extensible visitor pattern:"); 
VMultiTreesizer msizer = new VMultiTreesizer(); 
naryVTree.accept( msizer ); 
System.out.println("N =" + msizer.result()); 
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VMultiTreePrettyPrinter mvis = new VMultiTreePrettyPrinter(); 
naryVTree.accept( mvis ); 
system.out.println(mvis.result()); 
system.out.println(); 
system.out.println("big n-ary tree using extensible visitor pat-
tern:"); 
msizer = new VMultiTreesizer(); 
bigNaryVTree.accept( msizer ); 
system.out.println("N =" + msizer.result()); 
mvis = new VMultiTreePrettyPrinter(); 
bigNaryVTree.accept( mvis ); 
system.out.println(mvis.result()); 
} // end of main() 
public static final Tree binaryTree = 
new Interior( "object", 
new Tree( "string" ) , 
new Interior( "Number", 
new Tree( "Integer"), 
new Tree( "Float" ))) ; 
public static final Tree naryTree = 
new Multi Interior( "object", 
new Tree[] { 
new Tree( "string" ) , 
new Multiinterior( "Number", 
new Tree[] { 
} ) ; 
} ) ' 
new Tree( "cl ass" ) , 
public static final Tree bigNaryTree; 
static { 
Tree[] bottom= new Tree[B]; 
for (inti= O; i < B; i++) { 
bottom[i] = new Tree( new Integer(i) ); 
} 
for (int depth= O; depth< D-1; depth++) { 
Tree[] next= new Tree[B]; 
for (inti= O; i < B; i++) { 
new Tree( "Integer" ) , 
new Tree( "Float" ) , 
new Tree( "Long" ) , 
next[i] = new Multiinterior( new Integer(i), bottom); 
} 
bottom= next; 
} 
bigNaryTree = new Multiinterior( "root", bottom); 
} 
public static final VTree binaryVTree = 
new VInterior( "object", 
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new VTree( "string" ) , 
new VInteri or( "Number", 
new VTree( "Integer" ) , 
new VTree( "Float" ))) ; 
public static final VTree naryVTree = 
new VMultiinterior( "object", 
new VTree[] { 
new VTree( "string" ) , 
new VMultiinterior( "Number", 
new VTree[] { 
) ' 
} ) ; 
} ) ' 
new VTree ( "cl ass" ) , 
public static final VTree bigNaryVTree; 
static { 
VTree[] bottom= new VTree[B]; 
for (inti= O; i < B; i++) { 
bottom[i] = new VTree( new Integer(i) ); 
} 
for (int depth= O; depth< D-1; depth++) { 
VTree[] next= new VTree[B]; 
for (inti= O; i < B; i++) { 
new VTree( "Integer" 
new VTree( "Float"), 
new VTree( "Long" ) , 
next[i] = new VMultiinterior( new Integer(i), bottom); 
} 
} 
bottom= next; 
} 
bigNaryVTree = new VMultiinterior( "root", bottom); 
} 
public static final int B = 4; 
public static final int D = 4; 
I I compilation unit TestOpenClassDispatch.java 
package evaluation.speed; 
import java.util.Date; 
include evaluation.speed.prettyPrint; 
include evaluation.speed.dispatchTest; 
include evaluation.speed.size; 
public class Testopenclassoispatch extends Exercise { 
public static void main (String[] args) { 
if (args.length > 0) { 
ITERATIONS= Integer.parseint( args[O] ); 
) ; 
} 
} 
long startTime; 
long endTime; 
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startTime = new Date().getTime(); 
for (inti= O; i < ITERATIONS; i++) { 
} 
endTime = new Date().getTime(); 
system.out.println(ITERATIONS +" iterations of nothing: "+ 
(endTime - startTime) +" ms"); 
testopenclassoispatch( binaryTree ); 
testopenclassoispatch( naryTree ); 
testopenclassoispatch( bigNaryTree ); 
testopenclassPrettyPrint( binaryTree ); 
testopenclassPrettyPrint( naryTree ); 
testopenclassPrettyPrint( bigNaryTree ); 
testopenclasssize( binaryTree ); 
testopenclasssize( naryTree ); 
testopenclasssize( bigNaryTree ); 
testvisitoroispatcher( binaryVTree, false); 
testvisitoroispatcher( naryVTree, true); 
testvisitoroispatcher( bigNaryVTree, true); 
testvisitorPrettyPrinter( binaryVTree, false); 
testvisitorPrettyPrinter( naryVTree, true); 
testvisitorPrettyPrinter( bigNaryVTree, true); 
testvisitorsizer( binaryVTree, false); 
testvisitorsizer( naryVTree, true); 
testvisitorsizer( bigNaryVTree, true); 
testRegularPrettyPrint( binaryTree ); 
testNEVisitorPrettyPrinter( binaryVTree ); 
public static void testopenclassoispatch(Tree t) { 
long startTime = new Date().getTime(); 
} 
for (inti= O; i < ITERATIONS; i++) { 
t.dispatchTest(); 
} // end of for 
long endTime = new Date().getTime(); 
System.out.println(ITERATIONS + 
"iterations of external method dispatchTest: N = 11 
+ t.size() + ", 11 + (endTime - startTime) +" ms" 
public static void testopenclassPrettyPrint(Tree t) { 
String result; 
) ; 
) ; 
} 
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long startTime = new Date().getTime(); 
for (inti= O; i < ITERATIONS; i++) { 
result= t.prettyPrint(); 
} // end of for 
long endTime = new Date().getTime(); 
system.out.println(ITERATIONS + 
"iterations of external method prettyPrint: N = 
+ t.size() + " " + (endTime - startTime) + " ms" 
public static void testopenclasssize(Tree t) { 
int result; 
} 
long startTime = new Date().getTime(); 
for (inti= O; i < ITERATIONS; i++) { 
result= t.size(); 
} // end of for 
long endTime = new Date().getTime(); 
System.out.println(ITERATIONS + 
"iterations of external method size: N =" 
+ t.size() + " " + (endTime - startTime) + " ms" 
public static void testvisitorDispatcher(VTree t, boolean isMulti) { 
VTreevisitor proto = 
} 
isMulti? 
new VMultiTreeoispatchTester() : new VTreeDispatchTester(); 
long startTime = new Date().getTime(); 
for (inti= O; i < ITERATIONS; i++) { 
VTreevisitor vis= proto.makeinstance(); 
t.accept( vis); 
} // end of for 
long endTime = new Date().getTime(); 
VTreesizer sizer= new VMultiTreesizer(); 
t.accept(sizer); 
system.out.println(ITERATIONS + 
" iterations of visitor 11 + proto.name() + 11 • N = 
+sizer.result()+", "+ 
(endTime - startTime) + 11 ms"); 
public static void testvisitorPrettyPrinter(VTree t, boolean isMulti) { 
VTreevisitor proto = 
isMulti? new VMultiTreePrettyPrinter() : new VTreePrettyP-
ri nter(); 
long startTime = new Date().getTime(); 
for (inti= O; i < ITERATIONS; i++) { 
VTreePrettyPrinter vis= (VTreePrettyPrinter) proto.makern-
stance(); 
t.accept( vis); 
string result= vis.result(); 
} 
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} // end of for 
long endTime = new oate().getTime(); 
VTreesizer sizer= new VMultiTreesizer(); 
t.accept(sizer); 
System.out.println(ITERATIONS + 
11 iterations of visitor 11 + proto.name() + 11 • N = 
+ sizer. result() + 11 , 11 + 
(endTime - startTime) + 11 ms"); 
public static void testvisitorsizer(VTree t, boolean isMulti) { 
VTreevisitor proto = 
} 
isMulti ? new VMultiTreesizer() : new VTreesizer(); 
long startTime = new oate().getTime(); 
for (inti= O; i < ITERATIONS; i++) { 
VTreesizer vis= (VTreesizer) proto.makeinstance(); 
t.accept( vis); 
int result= vis.result(); 
} // end of for 
long endTime = new oate().getTime(); 
VTreesizer sizer= new VMultiTreesizer(); 
t.accept(sizer); 
system.out.println(ITERATIONS + 
" iterations of visitor "+ proto.name() + "· N 
+ sizer. result() + ", " + 
(endTime - startTime) +"ms"); 
public static void testRegularPrettyPrint(Tree t) { 
String result; 
long startTime = new oate().getTime(); 
for (inti= O; i < ITERATIONS; i++) { 
result= t.internalPrettyPrint(); 
} // end of for 
long endTime = new oate().getTime(); 
System.out.println(ITERATIONS + 
"iterations of regular method internalPrettyP-
ri nt:" 
} 
+ " N = " + t. size() + ", " + 
(endTime - startTime) +"ms"); 
public static void testNEVisitorPrettyPrinter(VTree t) { 
VTreeNonExtensiblePrettyPrinter vis; 
string result; 
long startTime = new oate().getTime(); 
for (inti= O; i < ITERATIONS; i++) { 
vis= new VTreeNonExtensiblePrettyPrinter(); 
t.accept( vis); 
result= vis.result(); 
} // end of for 
long endTime = new Date().getTime(); 
} 
} 
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VTreesizer sizer= new VMultiTreesizer(); 
t.accept(sizer); 
System.out.println(ITERATIONS + 
"iterations of non-extensible pretty-print"+ 
"visitor: N ="+sizer.result()+", "+ 
(endTime - startTime) +"ms"); 
public static int ITERATIONS= 1000; 
A.2. Source Code for Multiple Dispatch Tests 
II compilation unit Real.java 
package evaluation.speed2; 
public class Real { 
public Real( double value) { 
this.value= value; 
} 
II Generic function using multiple dispatch 
public Real multiplyl( Real other) { 
return new Real( value* other.value()); 
} 
II Generic function using typecases 
public Real multiply2( Real other) { 
return new Real( value* other.value()); 
} 
II Generic function using double dispatch 
public Real multiply3( Real other) { 
return other.multiply3Real( this); 
} 
public Real multiply3Real( Real other) { 
return new Real( value* other.value()); 
} 
public Real multiply3Integer( Integer other) { 
return new Real( value* other.value()); 
} 
public Real multiply3Rational( Rational other) { 
return new Real( value* other.value()); 
} 
public double value() { 
return value; 
} 
public string tostring() { 
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return 1111 + value; 
} 
private double value; 
} 
II compilation unit Integer.Java 
package evaluation.speed2; 
public class Integer extends Real { 
public Integer( long lvalue) { 
super( lvalue ) ; 
this.lvalue = lvalue; 
) ; 
} 
// Generic function using multiple dispatch 
public Real multiplyl( Real@Integer other) { 
return new Integer( lvalue * other.lvalue() ); 
} 
public Real multiplyl( Real@Rational other) { 
return new Rational( lvalue * other.numerator(), 
other.denominator()); 
} 
// Generic function using typecases 
public Real multiply2( Real other) { 
if (other instanceof Integer) { 
} 
return new Integer( lvalue * ((Integer) other).lvalue() ); 
} else if (other instanceof Rational) { 
return new Rational( lvalue * ((Rational) other).numerator(), 
((Rational) other).denominator() ); 
} else { 
return super.multiply2(other); 
} 
// Generic function using double dispatch 
public Real multiply3( Real other) { 
return other.multiply3Integer( this); 
} 
public Real multiply3Integer( Integer other) { 
return new Integer( lvalue * other.lvalue() ); 
} 
public Real multiply3Rational( Rational other) { 
return new Rational( lvalue * other.numerator(), other.denominator() 
} 
public long lvalue() { 
return lvalue; 
} 
} 
public string tostring() { 
return 1111 + lvalue; 
} 
private long lvalue; 
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II compilation unit Rational.Java 
package evaluation.speed2; 
public class Rational extends Real { 
public Rational( long numerator, long denominator) { 
super( ((double) numerator)/ ((double) denominator)); 
this.numerator= numerator; 
this.denominator= denominator; 
} 
// Generic function using multiple dispatch 
public Real multiplyl( Real@Integer other) { 
return new Rational( numerator* other.lvalue(), denominator); 
} 
public Real multiplyl( Real@Rational other) { 
return new Rational( numerator* other.numerator(), 
denominator* other.denominator()); 
} 
// Generic function using typecases 
public Real multiply2( Real other) { 
if (other instanceof Integer) { 
} 
return new Rational( numerator* ((Integer) other).lvalue(), 
denominator); 
} else if (other instanceof Rational) { 
return new Rational(numerator * ((Rational) other).numerator(), 
denominator *((Rational) other).denominator()); 
} else { 
return super.multiply2(other); 
} 
// Generic function using double dispatch 
public Real multiply3( Real other) { 
return other.multiply3Rational( this); 
} 
public Real multiply3Integer( Integer other) { 
return new Rational( numerator* other.lvalue(), denominator); 
} 
public Real multiply3Rational( Rational other) { 
return new Rational( numerator* other.numerator(), 
denominator* other.denominator()); 
} 
} 
public long numerator() { 
return numerator; 
} 
public long denominator() { 
return denominator; 
} 
public String tostring() { 
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return numerator+"/"+ denominator; 
} 
private long numerator; 
private long denominator; 
II compilation unit Exercise.java 
package evaluation.speed2; 
public class Exercise { 
public static void main (String[] args) { 
for (inti= O; i < names.length; i++) { 
} 
} 
for (int j = O; j < names.length; j++) { 
test( names[i], names[j], values[i], values[j] ); 
} 
public static void test( String xName, String yName, Real x, Real y) { 
Real resultl = x.multiplyl(y); 
Real result2 = x.multiply2(y); 
Real result3 = x.multiply3(y); 
system.out.println(xName +" * "+ yName +" =" + 
resultl + "\t" + result2 + "\t" + result3 ); 
} 
public final static String[] names= 
new String[] { "pi", "two", "third" } ; 
public final static Real[] values= 
new Real[] { 
new Real( 3.141592653589793238462643383 ), 
new Integer( 2 ), 
new Rational( 1, 3 ), 
} ; 
static { 
} 
if (names.length != values.length) { 
throw new RuntimeException("array lengths mismatched in"+ 
"initializers" ) ; 
} // end of if 
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} 
II compilation unit TestM ultipleDispatch.java 
package evaluation.speed2; 
import java.util.Date; 
public class TestMultipleoispatch extends Exercise { 
public static void main (String[] args) { 
) ; 
} 
if (args.length > 0) { 
ITERATIONS= java.lang.Integer.parseint( args[OJ ); 
} 
testNothi ng () ; 
testMul ti pl yl(); 
testMultiply2(); 
testMultiply3(); 
public static void testNothing() { 
} 
system.out.print( ITERATIONS+" iterations of doing nothing: "); 
long startTime = new Date().getTime(); 
for (int iter = O; iter < ITERATIONS; iter++) { 
for (inti= O; i < names.length; i++) { 
} 
} 
for (int j = O; j < names.length; j++) { 
} 
long endTime = new Date().getTime(); 
system.out.println((endTime - startTime) +" ms"); 
public static void testMultiplyl() { 
} 
system.out.print( ITERATIONS+" iterations of multiple dispatch: " 
long startTime = new Date().getTime(); 
for (int iter = O; iter < ITERATIONS; iter++) { 
for (inti= O; i < names.length; i++) { 
} 
} 
for (int j = O; j < names.length; j++) { 
Real result= values[i].multiplyl(values[j]); 
} 
long endTime = new Date().getTime(); 
System.out.println((endTime - startTime) +" ms"); 
public static void testMultiply2() { 
System.out.print( ITERATIONS+" iterations of typecases: "); 
long startTime = new Date().getTime(); 
for (int iter = O; iter < ITERATIONS; iter++) { 
for (inti= O; i < names.length; i++) { 
for (int j = O; j < names.length; j++) { 
Real result= values[i].multiply2(values[j]); 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
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long endTime = new oate().getTime(); 
system.out.println((endTime - startTime) +" ms"); 
public static void testMultiply3() { 
} 
system.out.print( ITERATIONS+" iterations of double dispatch: "); 
long startTime = new oate().getTime(); 
for (int iter = O; iter < ITERATIONS; iter++) { 
for (inti= O; i < names.length; i++) { 
} 
} 
for (int j = O; j < names.length; j++) { 
Real result= values[i].multiply3(values[j]); 
} 
long endTime = new oate().getTime(); 
System.out.println((endTime - startTime) +" ms"); 
public static int ITERATIONS= 1000; 
A.3. Raw Data for Tests 
$ java evaluation.speed.Testopenclassoispatch 100000 
100000 iterations of nothing: 0 ms 
100000 iterations of external method dispatchTest: N = 5, 270 ms 
100000 iterations of external method dispatchTest: N 7, 311 ms 
100000 iterations of external method dispatchTest: N = 341, 15542 ms 
100000 iterations of external method prettyPrint: N = 5, 1322 ms 
100000 iterations of external method prettyPrint: N = 7, 1763 ms 
100000 iterations of external method prettyPrint: N = 341, 129135 ms 
100000 iterations of external method size: N = 5, 251 ms 
100000 iterations of external method size: N = 7, 310 ms 
100000 iterations of external method size: N = 341, 15783 ms 
100000 iterations of visitor dispatch tester: N = 5, SO ms 
100000 iterations of visitor dispatch tester: N = 7, 80 ms 
100000 iterations of visitor dispatch tester: N = 341, 3265 ms 
100000 iterations of visitor pretty-printer: N = 5, 1792 ms 
100000 iterations of visitor pretty-printer: N = 7, 2254 ms 
100000 iterations of visitor pretty-printer: N = 341, 141804 ms 
100000 iterations of visitor sizer: N = 5, 120 ms 
100000 iterations of visitor sizer: N = 7, 160 ms 
100000 iterations of visitor sizer: N = 341, 7461 ms 
100000 iterations of regular method internalPrettyPrint: N = 5, 1061 ms 
100000 iterations of non-extensible pretty-print visitor: N = 5, 1703 ms 
$ java evaluation.speed2.TestMultipleoispatch 1000000 
1000000 iterations of doing nothing: 140 ms 
1000000 iterations of multiple dispatch: 4306 ms 
1000000 iterations of typecases: 4307 ms 
1000000 iterations of double dispatch: 2704 ms 
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